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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 
 
Systems engineering is playing a key role in space programs. The goal of systems engineering is to 
ensure that system requirements will be derived into requirements on subsystem or equipment level. 
One of the key responsibilities of systems engineering is to ensure the consistent derivation, by taking 
into account the different constraints from the different engineering disciplines – to ensure a multi-
disciplinary solution. Systems engineering can be improved through the use of computer-based 
models. In this context, functional system simulation plays a key role, providing tools able to support 
the design phases, according with use case, simulating HW (hardware) and SW (software) elements in 
the loop.  
The goal of the work of thesis is to investigate the feasibility of the realisation of a prototype of a 
functional system simulator for early design phases that covers all the physical aspects of space 
mission and able to be adapted to every generic kind of mission, in order to reinforce the already well-
established functional verification chain in space field. In particular the work is focused in the 
specification and implementation of four generic reusable models for the simulator prototype: Orbital 
model, Thermal model, Electrical power system model and Visibility model. 
The models are realised through the study of the physical theory characterising the domains. After a 
critical analysis, through physical assumptions which simplifies the mathematical problems behind the 
theory, the algorithms characterising the models are derived. Once obtained the final governing 
equations for each model, it is created the architecture of the simulator through the use of flow charts 
which permit to obtain the structure for the final implementation. Finally, a preliminary validation of the 
data provided by the simulator is executed, through the use of the “scenario testing”.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
The work of thesis presents the process of the specification for a functional system simulator able to assist 
and support the early design phases of a space mission, covering all kind of physic aspects. 
1.1 Abbreviations, Acronyms and definitions 
AIT Assembly integration and tests FVI   Functional verification infrastructure 
AIV Assembly integration and verifications H/W Hardware 
AOCS Attitude and orbital control system MBSE Model-based systems engineering 
CAD Computer aided design S/C       Spacecraft 
EFM Electrical functional model SE Systems engineering 
EPS Electrical power system SimTG Simulation Third Generation 
FES Functional engineering simulation STB Software test bench 
FSS Functional system simulator SVF Software verification facility 
FVB Functional Verification Bench S/W      Software 
 
1.2 Outlines of the document 
Chapter 0 Specification of a functional system simulator for early design phases covering the 
multi-physics aspects 
Abstract and acknowledgements 
Chapter 1 Introduction 
List of the Abbreviations, Acronyms and definitions. Document Outlines. In this chapter, it 
is present a rough introduction of the work presented in this document. Besides, a list of 
the abbreviations, acronyms and definitions is provided, in order to facilitate the 
comprehension of the document. 
Chapter 2 Motivations 
Space simulation background and goal of the work of thesis. This chapter lists the 
reasons that led to the realization of this project. Describing the simulation’s background 
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in Astrium, the chapter 2 explains the innovative purpose of this project and its goal. 
Chapter 3 Technical background 
Systems engineering, Model-based systems engineering, simulation S/W supporting 
systems engineering, S/C FSS, SimTG, Theoretical background of Multi-physics 
spacecraft simulator prototype models. The chapter 3 introduces the theory and the 
technical aspects behind the entire work of thesis. An overview of the system engineering 
and model-based system engineering focusing on the role of the software in these 
disciplines is provided. It is also introduced the SimTG software powered by Astrium, used 
for the realisation of the work of this master thesis. In the end of the chapter, the theory 
used to realise the physical model is introduced. 
Chapter 4 Multi -  physics simulator prototype implementation 
Variable definitions, Physical assumptions and algorithms, Models implementation and 
models interfaces. In this chapter, all the steps that brought to the realisation of the S/W 
models of the simulator are shown. A definition of the C++ variables is provided in the first 
paragraph. The second paragraph explains in detail the physical assumptions, the 
implementation process and the interfaces of the models. In the last paragraph, the 
algorithms implementation and the way of working of the models is explained through the 
use of flow charts 
Chapter 5  Model validations tests 
Validation, models validation. Chapter 5 describes the model validation process used for 
the validation of the models, starting explaining what validation is, how it can be validated 
a S/W code and which kind of validation process is used in this work. The validation tests 
are explained and some results are displayed. 
Chapter 6 Conclusions 
Further Outcomes and Improvements, work summary, conclusions. The chapter 6 wants 
to figure out which are the goals reached with the realisation of this work of thesis. The 
first paragraph lists the steps followed for the realisation of the project. The second 
paragraph describes the conclusions drawn from the realisation of the work of thesis. The 
last paragraph lists and explains some ideas to enhance the simulator. 
Appendix  
Bibliography   
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2 MOTIVATIONS 
2.1 Background  
System engineering is a wide and interdisciplinary field of engineering which goal is to simplify the design 
phases of a project. System engineering plays a key role in the development of new projects. This 
engineering discipline encourages more and more in the creation of tools and facilities that permit to 
manage the complexity of systems in a better way. Therefore, the study of a system can be facilitated 
through computer based models. Industrial practice shows that computer-based models supporting 
systems engineering can be distinguished into the following: 
 Engineering domain specific analysis models; 
 CAD (computer aided designs) S/W; 
 Functional system simulators. 
 
Particular attention is put on the last case. Functional System Simulators are part of the Functional 
Verification Infrastructure. In Space mission projects the satellite design, development and verification 
need to be supported by simulation and facilities that permit to simplify the design process in all its phases 
and at all project levels. The principal part of all these facilities is the so called Functional System 
Simulator (FSS) that includes all the models required to have a simulation: 
 The mission environment; 
 The impact of mission environment on the system functions; 
 The global system functions; 
 The units and modules that built up the system. 
The Functional system simulators are the basis of the Functional verification processes within Astrium. 
The Functional Verification Infrastructure (FVI) provides a set of test facilities designed for specific use 
cases (like on-board software development, satellite AIT/AIV (assembly integration and tests), functional 
verification, etc…) during the development of a S/C. 
These simulators can be grouped in two different kinds: 
 Numerical (pure numerical); 
 Hybrid (include Hardware in the loop). 
Pure numerical simulators are usually used for the validation/verification of the AOCS and On-board 
systems. 
The hybrid simulators combine numerical simulation with H/W in the loop elements. Real satellite H/W is 
connected to S/C simulations.  
Both kinds of simulations (Numerical and Hybrid) are based on a common set of modules. Simulated 
equipment models not present in real H/W are used directly in numerical and hybrid configurations. 
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According to the use cases and the users, Functional system simulators are differentiated in the 
simulation chain. Different kinds of simulators are used for different design phases and different user 
needs. 
Every design phase has one or more dedicated simulation use cases adapted to the particular needs. 
Astrium’s functional verification infrastructure is providing well established simulations and processes to 
support the S/C development from B to E design Phases. Reusable tools, processes and data through the 
phases are the main goals to have a stable environment during the development. 
2.2 Goal of the activity 
The preliminary phases of a project are delicate parts. Assisting a project from the very early design 
phases with facilities and software tools can help to prevent contingent problems in the advanced levels. 
In these years several tools and software are created for the assessment of singular aspects of a space 
mission, for every kind of phase design. In particular, the simulation verification chain is well established 
for the design phases from B to E. 
The activity of this thesis is focused on the specification of generic models for a FSS for early design 
phases (pre – phase A/ phase A). The work is especially covering the design, implementation and test of 
models describing the aspects and needs of a generic space mission. 
The simulator should cover every kind of aspect of a space mission (dynamical, environmental and space 
systems) in a generic way, so obtaining the architecture of a simulator able to effort and evaluate an entire 
mission.  The idea is to create a software facility that incorporates all the functionalities of the existing 
tools.  
 
Figure 1. Functional system simulator covering multi physics aspects 
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Additionally, the conception of this simulator is to obtain a tool easy to configure and able to provide a 
mission overview in a very small time scale (order of minutes).  
The requirements of the simulator are: 
 Easiness in data configuration; 
 Quickness in data providing obtainable through a good trade – off between data accuracy and 
solving speed and simple physical assumptions; 
 Complete mission overview considering environmental factors and S/C systems behaviour and 
dynamics; 
 Configurable for every generic kind of mission. 
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3 TECHNICAL BACKGROUND 
This chapter introduces the technical background used for the models' realisation and implementation. 
The first paragraph introduces the systems engineering, model based systems engineering and the role of 
S/W in these engineering disciplines. The second paragraph gives an overview on the functional system 
simulators, the S/W models and their role in space mission design, validation and verification phases. The 
third paragraph introduces the tools used for this work of thesis, SimTG. The fourth paragraph introduces 
all the theory taken into account for the models creation. 
3.1 Systems engineering 
System engineering is an approach to tackle the increasing complexity in modern projects.  
According with INCOSE in the “INCOSE System Engineering Handbook 2002/2003” a definition of SE is: 
“Systems engineering is an interdisciplinary approach and means to enable the realization of successful 
systems.” 
 
System Engineering and model based systems engineering represent the evolution in the design process 
of the projects. [40] 
3.1.1 Systems engineering overview 
Systems engineering is a profession, a process, and a perspective as illustrated by these two 
representative definitions. 
“Systems engineering is a discipline that concentrates on the design and application of the whole (system) 
as distinct from the parts. It involves looking at a problem in its entirety, taking into account all the facets 
and all the variables and relating the social to the technical aspect. (Ramo).” [29] 
 
“Systems engineering is an iterative process of top-down synthesis, development, and operation of a real-
world system that satisfies, in a near optimal manner, the full range of requirements for the system. 
(Eisner).” [29] 
 
The need for system engineering arose when projects started to be more and more complex, and so 
issues like reliability, logistics, coordination of different teams’ evaluation measurements, and other 
disciplines need to be tackled with a different approach. Complexity can lead to unexpected and 
unpredictable behaviour of systems, hence, one of the objectives is to minimize undesirable 
consequences. 
The idea of System Engineering is to group and manage in more efficient way all the domains and phases 
of an Engineering project. So, the goal of System Engineering is to embrace design, development, 
production and operation phases of a project, focusing on concepts, methodologies and organizational 
structures.  
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Figure 2. System Engineering activities [29] 
Since system engineering is oriented to a wide field of engineering, touching every branch, it includes both 
project and management processes. These processes depend on good decisions making and, especially 
in the early design phases, they can influence all the life cycle of the project. The scope of system 
engineering is to explore the field of the decisions in timely manner. 
 
The systems engineering perspective is based on systems thinking. Systems’ thinking is the result of 
discovery, learning and diagnosis that leads to a simplified description of real-world through models. So, 
models can physiologically support System Engineering. [41] 
3.1.2 Model based systems engineering 
A model consists in a simplified description of a real world process, structure or physical behaviour. 
Model Based System Engineering is the modelling approach to problems supporting System Engineering. 
In other words, MBSE formalizes the SE through the use of models. The basic idea of MBSE is to improve 
the efficiency of SE through the help of models. 
As System Engineering supports projects in all their life cycles, there are different kinds of models for 
every project’s phase such as component models, system models and operational models.  
A model approach to system engineering has more advantages. MBSE gives more results in terms of 
productivity and quality improvements and lower risks. In particular it permits to better manage complexity 
communicating among system/projects stakeholder. 
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Figure 3. Model-based System Engineering approach [39] 
In substance, MBSE improved the quality because of an earlier identification of requirements issues, 
enhanced system design integrity, improved specification allocated requirements to HW/SW and permit a 
more rigorous requirements traceability. Moreover, it increased productivity reducing the risks. [39] 
3.1.3 Simulation software supporting SE and MBSE 
Different tools for different domains are used to support system engineering and model-based system 
engineering. Logical and virtual simulators assist the SE and MBSE. 
The industrial practice shows how computer based simulators supporting the SE can be of three different 
types: 
 Engineering domain specific analysis models; 
These models comprise specific aspects of the complete spacecraft. Those could be e.g. 
dynamics, structure, thermal, power or payload related. These models are typically created in 
manual or semi-automated processes by the different engineering disciplines.  
 CAD (computer aided design) tools; 
Design models do specify how the S/C e.g. shall behave, be configured or be operated. For this, 
quite some different CAD (computer aided design) tools are required, e.g. for the mechanical or 
electrical engineering discipline. 
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 Functional system simulators; 
FSS can be considered as integrated, functional models. The use case is primarily along the 
functional verification chain. Typically those systems are flexible configurable and allow simulation 
of H/W or S/W elements in the loop. 
In particular, the work of this thesis focuses the attention on the functional system simulators. Functional 
verification chain is well-established in European space projects to support systems engineering. The 
functional verification logic is based on a consistent application of simulation model and facilities 
throughout all project phases. [30] 
3.2 Spacecraft functional system simulators 
The functional verification process is the procedure for verification on a functional level of a system. A 
functional system simulator is a part of FVI (functional verification infrastructure), which describes the 
functions behaviour of a system. The FVI is the set of tools and facilities used to support verification tasks.  
Functional system simulators can be numerical or hybrid. The purely numerical simulators simulate 
completely the missions through S/W. The hybrid simulators present H/W interfaces where devices can be 
linked in the loop to S/W simulators. Functional simulators differentiate according with use case and the 
users. One or more use cases can be related to a functional system simulator. Design phases of a system 
represent different use case.  
Design phases Description 
Phase A feasibility studies 
Phase B requirements definition 
Phase C / Phase D design / manufacturing / verification 
Phase E Operational usage 
1. Mission design phases 
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Figure 4. Simulation use cases [8] 
The simulation use cases shown in the figure above represent the classical applications of a functional 
system simulator within Astrium.  
 FES (functional engineering simulation) is a configuration of simulators in order to obtain a 
functional verification chain covering A/B/C/D design phases. Main functions of this configuration 
are reference timeline, operational decomposition into modes, fault detection, fault isolation, 
recovery techniques and OBC timing. 
 
 The Functional Verification Bench (FVB) is used to verify and validate the AOCS algorithms and 
performances allowing closed loops simulations with either an image of the AOCS flight S/W 
application or single modules of the AOCS flight S/W in the loop. 
 
 SVF (software verification facility) is used to support the On-board S/W development, verification 
and validation. The SVF allows verifying essential parts of the S/W requirements in an open 
and/or closed loop configuration. This configuration is also used to support the verification of 
functional requirements related to several domains.  
 
 STB (software test bench) is mainly used to calibrate the numerical model of the OBC against the 
real H/W. Second use case is to support the development and verification of the low level part of 
the On-Board S/W (H/W - S/W interfaces). 
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 SimAIT is a configuration based on a SVF with additional AIT specific models used to prepare 
and validate AIT test and integration procedures. 
 
 SimEFM is a merge of a SVF and EFM allowing to connect real equipment to a simulated On 
board computer model.  
 
 EFM (Electrical functional model) is a hybrid simulator to validate the functional chains and 
verification of the H/W-S/W compatibility through open and closed loop tests. It is also used to 
prepare the PFM/FM (proto flight model) verification and AIT campaign including the operational 
validation of the EGSE (Electrical ground support equipment). 
 
 SatSim is a numerical simulation based on a SVF with additional ground stations models and 
visibility functionalities used by the ground operations centres for operator training and procedures 
verification. 
 
A S/C system simulator describes the entire system and the environment surrounding it. The whole 
system can be described through models. Simulation models are means to represent real systems or real 
behaviours. 
 
Figure 5. Space simulation models 
A simulation model is normally dedicated to a limited number of use cases. It is almost impossible to have 
one simulation model supporting all the needs. Usually there are dedicated simulation models for specific 
use cases [8]. For spacecraft simulation two different kinds of models can be distinguished: 
 System models; 
They represent S/C sub systems behaviour and their interfaces with other models: 
 Electrical power system model; 
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 Telemetry and communication system model; 
 Attitude and orbital control system model; 
 Thermal control system model; 
 Propulsion system model; 
 Payloads. 
 Physical models; 
They represent physical behaviour or phenomena like S/C dynamics, Orbit, S/C environment, 
thermal or power. These models generally have no representation in real H/W or electronics, but 
they are an important complement needed for achieving a representative simulation environment 
for all use cases and configurations: 
 Dynamics model; 
 Environment model; 
 Visibility with ground system model; 
 Thermal model. 
Functional system simulators assist all the mission design phases. As already said, simulators for design 
phases from B to E are well established in the verification chain. Supporting the mission design from the 
early design phases can prevent eventual criticalities since the very first project’s steps. Improving 
assistance from the very early phases can avoid enormous implications in the advanced design phases. A 
functional mission simulator gives the possibility to check that principal parameters describing S/C sub 
systems are well sized, and it shows a first rough overall view of the entire mission.  [31] 
3.3 SimTG (Simulator Third Generation) 
SimTG (Simulator Third Generation) is Astrium’s simulation tool suite developed internally based on the 
heritage and experience of the ACE8 departments from the different countries. SimTG is providing a rich 
set of simulation tools, libraries and processes based on up-to-date software technologies. 
 
Figure 6. SimTG [SimTG product flyer] 
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SimTG is used to realize the work presented in the master thesis. The mainly used SimTG’s elements are 
described in the following. [28] 
3.3.1 SimTG Kernel 
The SimTG’s Kernel is the core of the real-time simulator able to run models and provides interfaces to 
monitor and control the simulation. 
The main features are: 
 Run a simulation in real-time or faster than real-time 
 Synchronize the simulated time with an external time 
 Control the simulation execution (start, stop, resume, time step) 
 Provide a logbook, to log messages of different severity 
 Load models, organize models hierarchically and allow model interconnection 
 Allow different levels of data failure injection and data stimulation 
 Permit to save and restore a complete simulation, to allow later continuation of simulation 
scenarios [28] 
3.3.2 SimMF 
SimMF is the model design and development workbench of SimTG. In this environment the models can 
be created, and visualized. The principal features of this environment are: 
 Model design with requirements traceability; 
 Code generation; 
 Test skeleton generation and coverage; 
 Documentation generation; 
 Building and delivering. [28] 
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Figure 7. SimMF environment example 
3.3.3 SimOps 
SimOps is Java language based monitoring and controlling software for simulators. It allows the creation 
and execution of test procedures interacting with connected simulators. The principal features of this 
environment are: 
 Full support to main SimTG components; 
 Test sequence development and runtime environment; 
 Available on all common platforms (Windows, Linux etc…); 
 Graphical integration of JSynoptic. [28] 
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Figure 8. SimOps environment example 
3.3.4 JSynoptic 
JSynoptic is a Java application dedicated to render information graphically. The user sets up and edits 
shapes on sheets, and can then apply values to change rendering of shapes. The principal features of this 
environment are: 
 A data source pool that gathers all imported data sources; 
 A graphical sheet editor that allows users to set up and edit shapes on several sheets; 
 A strong tool library to configure shape dynamic properties, to transform data (interpolation, time 
offsets); 
 A plug-in driven architecture that makes JSynoptic easy to extend for specific needs.[28] 
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Figure 9. JSynoptic environment example 
3.4 Multi - physics spacecraft simulator models 
A multi-physics spacecraft simulator has to describe mathematically the S/C sub systems and the entire 
environment surrounding it. The models are created after a process of physical assumptions through a 
critical analysis that brings to physical simplifications. The work of this thesis in particular will focus on four 
of these models: 
 Orbital, attitude and environmental model; 
 Power generation and storage system model 
 Thermal model 
 Visibility model 
3.4.1 Theoretical background 
This section introduces the theory and technical background used to build the models.  
3.4.1.1 Orbital model 
The orbit model has to describe the dynamics of the S/C in a mathematical way. Together with the orbital 
dynamics it is introducing and describing the entire Environment surrounding the S/C. The environmental 
aspects are important because together with the orbital one can completely define physical behaviour of 
the S/C. Also important for the analysis, it’s the time frame through which is possible referring the 
simulation to a precise Epoch. 
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An orbit is the positions pattern occupied by a body in the space. In space field, the orbit of a S/C 
represents the interactions between the gravitational fields of the S/C and the celestial body. In celestial 
mechanics, the conical section orbits (circles, ellipses, parabolas and hyperbolas) are called Kepler 
orbits (or Keplerian orbits). A Kepler orbit can also form a straight line. The shape of the orbits result in 
perfect conic sections because they don’t take into account perturbations due to gravitational interactions 
with other objects, atmospheric drag, solar radiation pressure, non-spherical central body, and so on. It is 
therefore a solution of a special case of the two-body problem, known as the Kepler problem. [20] 
  
Figure 10.Elliptic and Hyperbolic orbit [32] 
3.4.1.1.1 The simplified (or restricted) two-bodies problem 
The two body problem is a particular simplification of the n-body problem where only the gravitational 
fields of two bodies are taken into account and all the other gravitational field interactions are neglected or 
considered low. In order to impose and solve the problem of the motion of a system composed of two 
bodies, it is assumed that the two objects are spherically symmetric. This assumption permits to treat 
them as point masses. As already said, it is also avoided to consider other forces acting on the S/C 
different from their gravitational attraction forces. Approximately, the shapes of large celestial bodies are 
spheres.  According with the shell theorem, proved by Isaac Newton on its “Philosophiae Naturalis 
Principia Mathematica”1, it is possible to assume the mass of a celestial body concentrated in the 
geometrical centre of the sphere without any mathematical consequences on the value of the magnitude 
of the attractive force of the body itself, even if the mass distribution of the celestial body is not 
homogenous (in general it changes with depth). In general, S/C shapes differ by a spherical shape, but 
the variations of gravitational field due to their different shape are small compared to gravitational field of 
the principal body. So, in general, neglecting shape irregularities doesn’t affect heavily on the results. 
                                                     
1 I. Newton “Philosophiae Naturalis Principia Mathematica”, 5/7/1687, Theorem XXXI 
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Considering two bodies as point mass objects with masses    and    and their position vectors 
respectively    and    in an inertial reference frame, it is possible to express the attraction forces as: 
    ̈     
    
  
 ̂; (Eq.1) 
    ̈    
    
  
 ̂; (Eq.2) 
 
where   is the relative position vector of mass 1 with respect to mass 2, expressed as: 
         
 
(Eq.3) 
 
And G is the gravitational constant. 
Dividing by their respective masses and subtracting the second equation from the first yields the equation 
of motion for the acceleration of the first object with respect to the second: 
  ̈    
 
  
 ̂ 
 
(Eq.4) 
where µ is the gravitational parameter and its value is 
             
 
(Eq.5) 
Considering the two objects and a planet, it can be easily assumed also that the masses of the two bodies 
are significantly different. In fact, the mass of the planet is for sure higher than the body. Mathematically it 
is possible further simplify the problem assuming                                   
Under these assumptions the differential equation for the two body case can be completely solved and the 
resulting orbit which follows Kepler's laws of planetary motion is called a "Kepler orbit".[15] 
3.4.1.1.2 The six orbital elements 
Keplerian orbits can be parameterised into six orbital elements in various ways. The number six is linked 
to the number of the variables that normally are needed to define completely a moving object. In fact, the 
moving objects are defined in a three-dimensionals space with two vectors: position and velocity vectors. 
That means 2 x 3 components, and so six variables. Keplerian orbits can be defined in two ways: through 
their six orbital elements and through the velocity and position vectors. The six orbital elements define 
univocally the orbit and the actual position of the S/C. Five of them don’t change in time considering 
keplerian orbits, and one is changing in time defining the actual position of the S/C on the orbit. Before 
introducing the six orbital parameters, it is important to define the reference frame in which they are 
measured. The orbital parameters are usually measured in a geocentric inertial reference frame. The 
Geocentric inertial equatorial frame is centred in Earth mass centre and it locates objects in a Cartesian 
reference frame system X,Y and Z considering the X-Y plane as the equatorial plane with the X axis 
pointing versus Aries stars’ constellation. 
The orbital parameters are: 
                   ; 
                 ; 
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                ; 
                                          ; 
                          ; 
                 . 
In particular a and e are elements that define the geometrical characteristics of the conic orbit. The 
inclination defines the angle between the orbital and equatorial plane. The right ascension of the 
ascending node defines the angle between the reference direction and the upward crossing of the orbit on 
the reference plane (the ascending node). The argument of periapsis defines the angle between the 
ascending node and the periapsis, and finally the true anomaly defines the position of the orbiting body 
along the trajectory, measured from periapsis. The six orbital elements are shown in figure 11. 
 
Figure 11. Six orbital parameters [32] 
Through the value of the eccentricity, it is possible to define the type of conical section shape of the orbit: 
- e = 0  defines a circular orbit; 
- 0 < e < 1 defines an elliptical orbit; 
- e = 1 defines a parbolic orbit; 
- e > 1 defines an hyperbolic orbit. 
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Figure 12. Ellipse, parabola and hyperbola [32] 
Another kind of description of the orbit is through the plane containing the orbit itself, the so - called 
perifocal reference frame. The perifocal frame is the two-dimensional frame of reference for an orbit. It is 
centred at the focus of the orbit, i.e. the planet about which the orbit is centred. The x - axis is in the 
direction of major axis and it is pointing toward the periapsis of the orbit (or toward eccentricity vector). 
The third is in the direction of orbital angular momentum. This kind of reference frame shows the orbit from 
two-dimensionals point of view and permits to describe it simply using the equations of a conic section. As 
consequence, the position vector modulus in this reference frame can be expressed as: 
 
      
       
          
 
(Eq.6) 
 
Other important orbital parameters can be simply obtained: 
 Semilatus rectus            
 
(Eq.7) 
 Angular momentum 
modulus 
   √    
 
(Eq.8) 
 Orbital energy     
 
   
 
 
 
(Eq.9) 
 Orbital period               
     √
  
 
 
 
 
(Eq.9) 
 Apoaxis            
 
(Eq.10) 
 Periaxis            (Eq.11) 
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 Flight path angle 
    
        
      
 
 
(Eq.12) 
From the knowledge of the six orbital parameters, the exact position of a S/C in the space in a given 
instant can be easily obtained. Therefore, the six orbital parameters permit to initialize a differential 
problem. The starting position and velocity can be obtained in the perifocal reference frame as follow: 
 
 Initial radius modulus 
 
     
 
       
 
 
(Eq.13) 
 Intial position vector in 
perifocal frame 
  
        (
    
    
 
) 
 
(Eq.14) 
 Initial velocity modulus 
 
    √ 
 
 
    
 
(Eq.15) 
 Initial velocity vector in 
perifocal frame 
         (
     
      
 
) 
 
(Eq.16) 
The vectorial quantities of Equations 14 and 16 can be also represented in the other reference frames 
through the rotational matrixes. A rotational matrix is a matrix that is used to perform 
a rotation in Euclidean space. Hence, it means that permit to bring a quantity from an Euclidean reference 
frame to another. In this case only Euclidean reference frames are considered.  
The rotational matrix from a geocentric inertial reference frame to a perifocal and viceversa is obtained 
from a sequence of three simply rotations. The result is: 
 
 Rotational matrix from perifocal to geocentric  
    [
                                                                    
                                                                   
                           
] 
(Eq.17) 
 Rotational matrix from 
geocentric to perigocal 
       
     
   (Eq.18) 
As consequence all the other quantities can be rotate as follow: 
 Initial position vector in 
geocentric frame 
 
                
 
(Eq.19) 
 Initial velocity vector in 
geocentric frame 
 
               
 
(Eq.20) 
 Initial acceleration vector in 
geocentric reference frame 
       
(
 
 
 
  
  
    
  
  
    
  
  
    )
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(Eq.21) 
 Intial acceleration vector in 
perfocal reference frame 
               
 
(Eq.22) 
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 Orbital angular momentum in 
perifocal reference frame 
     ( 
 
 
 
 ) 
 
 
(Eq.23) 
 Orbital angular momentum in 
geocentric reference frame 
            
 
(Eq.24) 
 
[15],[24]. 
3.4.1.1.3 Euler’s angles  
In order to obtain a S/C attitude description, it is needed to refer the satellite’s orientation to an inertial 
reference frame. For this reason, it is introduced a vehicle body reference frame. The S/C body axes are 
usually oriented with the x-axis along the orbital velocity vector, the y-axis along the normal to the orbital 
plane, and the z-axis towards zenith. 
To define the orientation of the vehicle reference in a geocentric inertial reference frame the Euler’s angles 
are used. Euler angles, referenced to the spacecraft body frame, are a set of three angles used to 
describe the attitude of the vehicle with respect to a reference frame. Imaging to rotate a reference frame 
from a geocentric reference frame to the final body reference frame, the rotating angles can be defined as 
follow: 
     represents a rotation around the z-axis; 
     represents a rotation around the x’-axis; 
    represents a rotation around the z″-axis. 
where x’ axis is the x axis position after the first rotation and the z’’ axis is the z axis after two rotations. In 
the figure 13 it is possible to see the rotations sequence. 
 
Figure 13. Euler’s angles [21] 
The two reference frames are linked by a set of three simple rotations. The rotational matrix that refers the 
body and geocentric reference frames is the result of the product of the three single rotations. The 
rotational matrix is: 
     [
                                                    
                                                   
                    
] 
(Eq.25) 
and 
       
      
   (Eq.26) 
The Euler’s angles describe the orientation of the S/C in a geocentric reference frame. If the S/C rotates 
around its centre of gravity with a certain velocity the set of Euler’s angles will vary according with the 
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rotation laws. So, a relation between the angular rotation velocity eventually imposed on the body and the 
Euler’s angles rate is needed. 
To obtain the expression of Euler´s angles rates in function of angular body velocity it is necessary to 
know the expression of intermediate axis in which every Euler´s angle is measured. 
The expression of angular velocity in function of Euler´s angles is: 
    ̇   ̂    ̇ ̂    ̇   ̂ (Eq.27) 
So, it is needed to know the expressions of    ̂, ̂ and   ̂  respect to the body reference frame. 
The expressions are: 
 ̇   ̂    ̇             ̂        ̂            ̂ ; (Eq.28) 
 ̇  ̂ =  ̇         ̂        ̂ ; (Eq.29) 
 ̇   ̂   ̇   ̂ ; (Eq.30) 
The expressions for the component of angular velocity vector are: 
     ̇             ̇      ; (Eq.31) 
     ̇             ̇      ; (Eq.32) 
     ̇         ̇ ; (Eq.33) 
After some Mathematical calculations it can be obtained: 
 ̇   
 
    
                 ; (Eq.34) 
 ̇                ; (Eq.35) 
 ̇    
 
    
 (             )       . (Eq.36) 
From the integration of the equations it can be obtained the actual attitude of the S/C. 
The exact dynamics of the Euler’s angles in a S/C can be obtained taking into account the equations of 
motion of the S/C around its centre of gravity, and so considering also the acting torques on it, but the 
attitude dynamics of the S/C should be part of the AOCS model. [15] 
3.4.1.1.4 Longitude and latitude 
The latitude (abbreviation: Lat.,  , or phi) of a point on Earth is the angle comprised the Earth equatorial 
plane and the line that passes from a point close to the centre of the Earth to the point considered. 
Because of the ellipsoid shape of the Earth, the line used to evaluate the angle is not passing exactly in 
the Earth centre, excepted for the latitude points of 0 degrees and      degrees. A parallel is a circle on 
the Earth surface indicating all the points with the same latitude. The name parallels comes from the fact 
they are all parallel to the equator which is the fundamental plane in this kind of reference system. 
The longitude (abbreviation: Long.,  , or lambda)  is instead the angle evaluated from the meridian 
passing through Greenwich and the meridian passing through the considered point. The measurement of 
the angle is of 180 degrees East or West of Greenwich. All meridians are halves of great ellipses (often 
improperly called great circles), which converge at the north and south poles. [19] 
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Figure 14. Longitude and latitude [1] 
Taking into account the rotation of the Earth, it is possible also to define the actual relative position of the 
S/C on Earth. The ground track is obtained considering the S/C position vector in a geocentric non inertial 
reference frame, where for non-inertial it is meant a rotating (with the Earth) geocentric reference frame. If 
it is considered a second geocentric reference frame where the x-axis passes in every moment through 
Greenwich meridian and considering the angle      as the Greenwich right ascension (the angle between 
aries and Greenwich parallel), it is possible to define a rotational matrix changing in time which refers all 
the vectorial quantities in a geocentric non inertial reference frame. 
      [
              
             
   
]  
(Eq.37) 
And the inverse transformation: 
         
       
  
 
(Eq.38) 
If the S/C position vector is rotated in this new reference frame it is easy to evaluate the actual Longitude 
and Latitude of the S/C, and so the Ground Tracks as shown in the figure 15.[18] 
 
Figure 15. Spacecraft’s Ground tracks example [12] 
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3.4.1.1.5 Apparent Sun position 
The Earth is orbiting around the Sun with a period of roughly 365.25 days per year. From an Earth point of 
view, it means that the Sun is rotating around the Earth with a period of one year. Considering the Earth 
orbital period, the relative sun position is perceived changing of 1 degree per day. Another aspect to 
consider it’s that the ecliptic plane and the Earth’s equatorial plane differ of 23.5 degrees of inclination. So, 
it means that the sun moves apparently along on an orbit inclined of 23.5 degrees. [15] 
 
Figure 16. Apparent sun position 
Sun Vector 
Sun vector is a vector which defines the incidence of the sun rays on an object in the space. Usually it is 
defined geometrically as the vector from the centre of the sun to the centre of gravity of the object. 
The sun vector in geocentric reference frame is simply the difference between the Sun apparent position 
vector and the S/C position vector in geocentric reference frame (see figure 17). [9] 
 
Figure 17. Sun Vector 
3.4.1.1.6 Gregorian, Julian and modified Julian dates 
Often in astronomy different calendars are used to refer an Epoch.  
The Gregorian calendar is a solar calendar. A regular Gregorian year consists of 365 days. Every 4 years 
a day is added to the February’s month, making a solar year of 366 days. All the months of the Gregorian 
calendar have 30 or 31 days, excepted for February that can have 28 or 29 (according with leap year). 
[11] 
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Julian date or calendar refers to a simply count of days since the 4713 BC that it indicates the starting 
date of the Julian period.  
Because the starting point or reference epoch is so far in time, the Julian calendar usually has very large 
number, that it doesn’t result very practical for common applications. A more recent starting point is 
sometimes used. The modified Julian date is one of these modifications of Julian date. The Modified 
Julian Date (MJD) is truncated of 2400000.5 days that it means it starts to count days from the 1
st
 January 
of the 1950. [26] 
3.4.1.2 Electrical power system model 
The electrical power system presents different devices which work in different way according with use 
cases. Solar arrays are the most common power source in a S/C. They convert solar photo energy into 
electrical energy, providing the power requirements to the S/C. The batteries have to store the energy 
converted by the solar arrays and reuse it when solar arrays are not able to produce the level of energy 
required on board the S/C. 
3.4.1.2.1 Solar arrays 
A solar array is an electrical power device used to produce electrical energy. The principal components 
that permit to produce the power are the solar cells. 
The solar cells are mounted on a supporting structure. Usually they are connected in series, through 
wiring systems usually made of silver, copper or other non-magnet metals, in order to achieve the desired 
string voltage. Exploiting some material properties it is possible to design solar cells able to work in 
different wavelengths, obtaining a very good level of energy production. Solar cells exploit the properties 
of the junction between a “p” type semiconductor (so called because they present an excess of positive 
charge) and a “n” type semiconductor (so called because they present an excess of negative charge). The 
incoming photons hit the solar cells energizing the atoms of the semiconductor. The electrons exited by 
the energy of the photons are released by the atoms and forced to flow in one direction, thus creating a 
current in the external load. The theoretical efficiency of a solar cell using a p-n junction is limited. The 
mathematical limit is fixed by the “Shockley – Quessier limit”, that links the theoretical efficiency of p-n 
junction to the band gap. 
 
Figure 18. Shockley – Quessier limit [4] 
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Assuming a p-n junction band gap of 1.1 eV (typical for Si), it is possible to see that the limit is around 
33.7%. Modern commercial single-crystalline solar cells have about 22% conversion efficiency, the 
difference due largely to practical concerns like reflection of the front surface and light blockage from the 
thin wires on its surface.  The Shockley - Queisser limit only applies to single p-n junction. New 
technologies show powerful multilayers semiconductor materials cells that permit to outperform this limit. 
The power production of solar arrays is linked to different parameters to take into account. The power 
produced by solar arrays will depend on: 
 Solar arrays dimensions (Area); 
 Solar cells technology (Materials); 
 Solar cells assembly; 
 Distance from the sun; 
 Sun incidence on the solar arrays; 
 Degradation factors. 
The equation 39 shows the expression of the power produced by solar arrays: 
                         (Eq.39) 
where: 
    is the solar power constant.  
Normally, the Earth is in an elliptic orbit around the Sun that it means that the distance from it 
varies along the period of one year. The solar flux intensity depends on the distance from the Sun, 
and so the power density. The power density varies approximately of a 3.5%. The power intensity 
at 1 astronomical unit of distance is called power constant and its value is around        . 
   is the area of the solar arrays.  
Solar arrays area represents the effective working surface that convert the photon energy in 
electrical energy. 
   is the solar cells efficiency. 
Usually it depends on the materials and kind of technology used. The most common material used 
for solar arrays is the silicon. Silicon solar cells show efficiency around 15% at the beginning of 
life, and the costs of material is usually very low. Other solar cells material (especially in space 
industry) is the Gallium Arsenide. The efficiency of Gallium Arsenide solar cells is around 20% at 
the beginning of life. The costs for this material are higher. Actually several technologies are 
developed in order to have higher efficiency, trying to catch energy from different wavelengths.  
   is the degradation function that is defined as 
  (  
 
    
    ) 
(Eq.40) 
where Deg is the mean degradation per year.  
Usually, the solar cells tend to degrade because of the temperature cycling, dust and particle 
damage, mechanical stressing due to thermal expansion and contraction. 
     is the inherent degradation and it is the result of the product of three different factors 
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                (Eq.41) 
Where     is shadowing of cells factor and it takes into account eventual losses of shadowing of 
a certain number of cells because of structure of the solar panel or the satellite itself,     is the 
temperature and design factor that takes into account about losses of solar cells efficiency due to 
variations of temperature, and finally the     is the design and assembly factor that takes into 
account eventual design and assembly errors of the solar cells. 
      is the cosine of the angle comprised between the sun vector and the solar panel normal. 
[37], [43] 
3.4.1.2.2 Batteries 
Batteries are the devices used to store and provide energy to the S/C systems when power source is not 
available. Batteries are composed by a certain number of cells connected in series, in order to obtain the 
voltage desired, called bus voltage.  The batteries convert chemical energy into electrical energy and vice 
versa. During charge, electrical energy leads to a chemical reaction in the electrolyte which sends positive 
ions to the anode and negative ions to the cathode, while in the discharge the opposite chemical reaction 
happens. The principal property of a battery is the capacity. Capacity is the ability of a battery to provide a 
certain amount of current or power per a certain period time, and it is measured in watt per hour or in 
ampere per hour. During discharge, batteries provide an almost constant voltage. The common voltage 
used for space applications is of 28 Volt in direct current. The batteries of common use in space mission 
are nickel-cadmium batteries. Even if Nickel-Cadmium batteries present a low specific energy density (   
      ) compared to other technologies, they are space qualified. Nickel-Hydrogen batteries are 
commonly used for geostationary mission and they have an energy density of         . Under 
development in space mission are the Nickel-Ion batteries that they are able to provide energy densities of 
         . Batteries tend to degrade because of charging cycles. The chemical reaction becomes more 
and more effective and so the batteries are not anymore able to reach the complete charge. Usually it is 
possible to take into account a mean value of degradation per year, considering the cycles they will 
perform in one year, through statistical data. [43],[37],[33] 
 
Figure 19. Charge and discharge batteries behaviour. [33] 
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3.4.1.2.3 Power distribution and conditioning unit 
The power distribution and conditioning unit in a S/C is the system which through cabling turn power on 
and off, protect from faulting and distribute and control the electrical energy in the power lines. The power 
control in common S/C could be of two different types: 
 Dissipative; 
 Non-Dissipative, 
The dissipative power control unit usually use techniques like “shunt regulation”. The non-dissipative 
power control techniques usually switch on and off the power lines from the S/C. In both cases, S/C bus 
voltage can be: 
 Unregulated  
In this case, the bus voltage is not controlled and in the internal power lines it follows battery 
discharge and solar arrays voltage. 
 Partially regulated 
Bus voltage is regulated during sunlight (when the voltage is provided from the solar arrays) but it 
is not regulated during batteries discharge phase (when they are providing power). 
 Fully regulated 
The bus voltage to the equipment is controlled by the system during the entire orbit. 
Typical bus voltage to the equipment according with ESA and NASA requirements are of 28 Volts in direct 
current. In S/C with unregulated bus voltage is also possible have oscillation to the equipment of     Volts. 
As already said, the power control can be dissipative or non-dissipative. The dissipative techniques use to 
dissipate the excess of power not required by the equipment. Usually shunt regulation operates in parallel 
to the array and it shunts the array current away from the subsystem. This kind of technique presents 
several advantages in terms of fewer parts, lower mass, and higher total efficiency at end of life and so for 
this reason usually they are preferred in space applications. They produce heat that it needs to be rejected 
away from the S/C. [43],[37],[33] 
 
 
Figure 20. Shunt regulation [33] 
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3.4.1.3 Thermal model  
The thermal model should provide the thermal behaviour of the system. In order to do that, it is important 
to take into account all the heat loads and mechanisms of heat exchange possible in the space 
environment.  
Generally, the heat exchanges take place because of: 
 Conduction; 
 Convection; 
 Radiation. 
3.4.1.3.1 Conduction  
Conduction is the phenomenon through which two objects in contact exchange heat. The heat exchange 
happens because of microscopic diffusion of particles due to a temperature gradient. In conduction the 
heat flows through and within the object considered. For this reason, this heat exchange mechanism can 
be taking into account only if it is considered heat transfer within a certain material or between two objects 
in contact.  Conduction follows Fourier’s law (equation 42): 
 ̇                   (Eq.42) 
 
where: 
   is the thermal conductivity (
 
  
) ; 
   is the contact area     ; 
    is the temperature’s gradient. 
Integrating the Fourier’s law it is possible to obtain, in one dimensional expression: 
 ̇           
  
 
        
(Eq.43) 
where L is the thickness of the material considered.  
Considering the space environment, it represents the first and most important mechanism of heat 
exchanges inside space vehicles. Usually the conduction between two different materials depends on the 
applied pressure, the mechanical properties of the material (hardness, elasticity), surface finish, 
cleanliness etc.[14],[13] 
3.4.1.3.2 Convection 
Convection is conduction (or radiation) associated with the mass transport. Usually convection doesn’t 
take place into solid state materials, but it is associated to liquids and gases. Convective heat transfers 
take place because of diffusive motion of fluid’s molecules and advection. Convection equations are 
derived from thermal balancing. The equation 44 expresses the convection heat load: 
 ̇                         (Eq.44) 
where: 
   is the heat transfer coefficient (
 
   
); 
   is the area      ; 
 (   –    ) is the temperature’s difference between the flow and the wall 
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The physics of the heat transfer mechanism is in the evaluation of  . The value of the heat transfer 
coefficient is difficult to evaluate. In space applications, convection is usually not taken into account 
because of the absence of fluids, and so the phenomenon doesn’t take place. In very particular cases, the 
S/C is pressurized in order to exploit the effects of convection. [14],[22],[23] 
3.4.1.3.3 Radiation 
Radiation is the process through which energetic particles or waves propagate energy in vacuum or 
through a media. The heat flows between two bodies even if they are separated in space in order to reach 
the thermodynamic equilibrium. Planck’s equation shows that the energy emission of a body depends on 
the wavelength: 
     
      
  
  
 
 
  
     
 
(Eq.45) 
where: 
   is the wavelength; 
   the speed of light; 
   is the Boltzmann constant; 
   is the Planck´s constant 
The theoretical abstraction for radiation is the black body. The black body is the abstraction of a body able 
to absorb all the incident energy on it, independently on the wavelengths and incident angle. Integrating 
the Planck’s energy emission equation of the entire spectrum the Stephan-Boltzmann law emission for a 
black body can be obtained: 
 ̇              
  (Eq.46) 
where   is the Sthephan-Boltzmann constant. 
Real life objects don’t follow the black body abstraction. The heat power load emitted by a “grey” body is 
just a fraction of the heat power load emitted by a black body at the same temperature. For this reason, it 
is necessary to take into account a measure of how well a body can radiate energy as compared with a 
block body. Emittance,  , is the ratio of the total emissive power of a real surface at  temperature   to the 
total emissive power of a black body surface at the same temperature. Usually, emittance is a function of 
the material properties and its surface conditions. In general the power emitted by a real body at a certain 
temperature is the same emitted by the black body multiplied for the emittance factor. 
 ̇             
  (Eq.47) 
According with Eq.47, it is possible to introduce the equation defining the heat flow from a surface to 
another at different temperature. In this case, it is also needed to consider the orientation of the two 
surfaces, and so with which angle of incidence they exchange energy. This factor is called geometrical or 
view factor and it is indicated as      . 
 ̇                   
    
   (Eq.48) 
In space, radiation represents one of the most important heat transmission mechanisms. Through it, with 
special devices as Louvers, Ventian blinds and Radiators, it is possible to regulate the heat rejection 
toward the deep space and so maintaining the temperature of internal devices within allowable 
temperature’ s limit.[13], [43] 
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The S/C receives also heat loads from the environment surrounding it. The principal heat loads acting on 
the space vehicle are: 
 Sun radiation heat load; 
 Albedo heat load; 
 Earth infrared heat load. 
 
Figure 21. External heat loads 
3.4.1.3.4 Sun Radiation heat load 
Sunlight is the biggest external heat load that the S/C receives during the mission. The absorbed heat by 
the S/C depends principally on the distance from the Sun (it can be considered constant if it is considering 
only the S/C orbiting around the Earth) and the incidence angle on the S/C surfaces. The sunlight that 
reaches the S/C varies approximately of 3.5% during one year. In fact, in summer solstice the Earth is in 
its farthest point of the orbit around the Sun, and the sunlight intensity is weaker, vice versa it happens 
during winter solstice. 
Other important factor to consider in the calculation of the Sun radiation load acting on the S/C is the 
absorption factor of the S/C in the visible wavelength. This factor can be controlled covering the S/C with 
insulating devices and/or materials, or simply with special processing on the external surfaces of the S/C. 
The heat power load acting on the S/C’s surfaces due to the sun radiation is: 
 ̇                (Eq.49) 
where: 
    is the surface absorptivity; 
   the area of the surfaces exposed; 
   power sunlight intensity; 
      is the cosine of the angle between the sun vector and the normal of the exposed surface. 
[42], [34] 
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3.4.1.3.5 Albedo heat load 
The planets, as all real objects, reflect part of the incident sunlight they receive. Albedo is the reflected 
sunlight by the planet as the Earth or the Moon. The average percentage of sunlight reflected by the Earth 
is around 35%. The most reflective parts of the Earth are the clouds and the ice areas. The heat load due 
to the albedo acting on the S/C depends on the distance between the Earth surface and the S/C, the 
direction of the sunlight reflected and the incidence angle on the S/C surfaces exposed. The albedo power 
heat flux is shown in the equation 50. 
            (
  
|   |
)
 
      
 
 
(Eq.50) 
where: 
    is the Earth heat absorption; 
    is the Earth radius; 
     is the S/C position vector; 
      is the cosine of the angle between the Sun-Earth vector and reflection vector. 
The Albedo heat load acting on the S/C surface is 
 ̇                           (Eq.51) 
Where 
   is the surface absorptivity; 
   the area of the surfaces exposed; 
       is the cosine of the angle between the albedo direction and the normal of the exposed 
surface. 
[42], [34] 
3.4.1.3.6 Earth infrared heat load 
The sunlight not reflected by the Earth is absorbed. The energy absorbed can be reemitted by the Earth 
as Infrared (IR) energy. While this balance is maintained fairly well on a global annual average basis, the 
intensity of IR energy emitted at any given time from a particular point on Earth can vary considerably 
depending on factors such as the local temperature of Earth's surface and the amount of cloud cover. The 
Infrared heat flux is directed in the direction of the S/C vector position. The heat flux expression is 
          
    (
  
   
) 
 
(Eq.52) 
where: 
     is the Earth temperature referred to the position of the Earth where the S/C is orbiting; 
    is the Earth radius 
     is the S/C position vector modulus; 
   is the Stephan-Boltzmann constant. 
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Finally, the infrared heat load is: 
 ̇                             
 
(Eq.53) 
where 
       is the S/C infrared absorptivity; 
   is the exposed surface area; 
       is the cosine of the angle between the incidence vector of the IR flux and the normal unit 
vector of the surfaces of the S/C. 
[42], [34] 
3.4.1.4 Visibility model 
The visibility model checks the geometrical visibility between the S/C and the antenna of a Ground Station 
(GS). GS has longitude and latitude coordinates that define the position on Earth. The GS position, in a 
geocentric inertial reference frame, rotates with the Earth because of the Earth revolution. The antenna of 
the GS will point to a direction on the sky and it has a certain angle of aperture. The aperture angle 
intercepts the volume of a cone having as vertex the GS on the Earth and as directrix the pointing 
direction of the antenna. The problem of visibility is to check when the S/C is inside this volume. The 
visibility between a GS and a S/C is function of the position of the GS on Earth, the pointing direction, 
aperture of the antenna and the orbital parameters. 
 
Figure 22. Visibility problem 
Normally the visibility for a S/C in a low Earth orbit last few minutes.  
The information of visibility has several applications. For example, combining this information with some 
other information relatives to the antenna installed on the S/C the data downlink rate can be evaluated. 
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4 MULTI PHYSICS SIMULATOR PROTOTYPE 
IMPLEMENTATION 
This chapter introduces and explains the process of model creation and implementation. The theory 
presented in the previous chapter is now simplified through assumptions. Then, a logical process of 
actions is created and shown through the use of flow charts. The linking and communications, the 
information exchanged among the models are also shown.  
4.1 Physical assumptions and algorithms 
This section will introduce all the physical assumptions and approximations applied for the realization and 
implementation of the S/W. All the choices are motivated or based on the study of models created for 
other functional system simulators. The approximations and assumptions represented in every case are 
driven by the S/W requirements. 
4.1.1 Variables types 
In order to facilitate the understanding of the SW’s implementation, the variable C++ meaning is explained 
in this paragraph. The data to evaluate in C++ are described through the use of C++ variables. Every 
variable created in C++ is identified through a name, a value and a type. The name is the address of the 
data of the variable. The value is the quantity itself of the variable. The type defines the class of the 
variables. 
The types of variables used to write the code in C++ are classified in the following way: 
 INPUT. They are all the variables which values come from the interfaces with other models; 
 OUTPUT. They are all the variables which values are sent to other models through the interfaces; 
 PARAMETER. They represent the variables that should be set externally from the user; 
 STATE. They represent all the variables evaluated that can be just considered in that model; 
 LOCAL. They represent all the variables which values are local variables (not accessible from 
outside) to evaluate some other variables; 
 PORT. The ports variables represent the interfaces through which the models can send or receive 
information; 
 GVECTOR. They represent vectors; 
 GMATRIX. They represent matrixes. 
4.1.2 Orbital model 
Almost all the S/C subsystems are influenced by the position of the satellite in space. Information about 
visibility with the Sun or with a ground station could be obtained only from a description of the dynamics 
and environment surrounds it. The variables and the algorithms needed for the creation of the model can 
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be distinguished in dynamical and environmental. For this reason, the orbital model presents three sub 
models as shown in figure 23. 
 
 
 
Figure 23. Orbital model structure 
The Orbital model envisages three additional sub models which interface each other, exchanging 
information. The Dynamics model considers all the S/C´s dynamics. Giving some mission data and the 
starting position of satellite as Input, the dynamic model draws out the positions of the satellite time to time 
with respect to different reference frames and also all the important orbital variables. 
The Time model is a frame in which the increasing function “time” is present in different time formats. The 
Time model refers the simulation time to a precise epoch. In addition, it converts Gregorian dates into 
Julian dates and Modified Julian dates, and vice versa.  
The Environment model takes in account all the other factors which influence S/C´s subsystems, such as 
position of the Sun with respect to the satellite. To better understand, it shows in a deeper way how every 
sub model works.  
4.1.2.1 Dynamics 
The Dynamics sub model is the environment in which all the information about the S/C´s orbit, attitude and 
position on the orbit are evaluated. 
The principal assumptions done in this model are: 
 Only closed Keplerian orbits are taken into account; 
 The attitude of the S/C is measured with Euler´s angles respect to an inertial geocentric reference 
frame step by step, but not the real attitude dynamics. 
 The S/C is a rigid body. 
Considering only Keplerian orbits it is possible to define a robust S/W´s architecture and leave the 
structure open to easy improvements. 
The attitude dynamics and control of the S/C is not taken into account but only the relative orientation with 
respect to an inertial reference frame. Disturbances, perturbations or control torques acting on the S/C are 
not considered. Only the modifications of the attitude due to the angular velocities imposed on the S/C by 
the mission (spin stabilization, pointing requirements etc…) are defined. The attitude dynamics should be 
taken into account in the AOCS model. 
The sub model elaborates some default information imposed by the user, depending on the mission, in 
order to obtain the initial values for the differential problems and important data about the orbit. 
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To elaborate and define the dynamics of the S/C, some mission data are needed to define the orbit, such 
as the starting position and velocity of the orbiting S/C in a given instant.  
The user has to set “Keplerian Orbital elements” as input information. 
Orbital elements or Keplerian Orbital elements are a set of parameters that determine in a univocally way 
an orbit (considering an ideal system of two bodies that follow Newton laws). Table number 2 lists the 
variables to be set before the simulation. 
 
Variable 
indication 
Model variable 
name 
Description Physical 
unit 
Type Variable 
type 
                
Right ascension of the ascending 
node 
Rad Scalar Param 
                  Perigee argument 
Rad Scalar Param 
              Inclination of the orbit 
Rad Scalar Param 
               Orbital eccentricity 
 Scalar Param 
                Orbit semi major axis 
Km Scalar Param 
              True anomaly 
Rad Scalar Param 
2. Orbital parameters set 
From this information, it is possible to define Orbit and the position of the satellite in two different reference 
systems: 
 Perifocal frame; 
 Geocentric equatorial inertial frame. 
The Euler´s Angles are referred to the geocentric inertial reference frame and they permit to express the 
vehicle‘s orientation. 
The set of these three angles are defined as: 
Variable 
indication 
Model variable 
name 
Description Physic
al unit 
Type Variable 
type 
      
Rotation φ around Z axis of 
Geocentric reference frame  
Rad Scalar State  
        
Rotation around N axis (nodes 
axis) of an angle θ 
Rad Scalar State  
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Rotation around Z axis of final 
body reference frame of an 
angle ψ 
Rad Scalar State  
3. Euler’s angles parameters set 
The initial Euler’s angle values need to be assigned in order to initialize the differential problem. 
The attitude of S/C is referred to the geocentric inertial reference frame and vice versa through a rotational 
matrix. 
Through the Euler angles rate, it is possible to evaluate the change of attitude of the S/C along the orbit 
due to the angular velocity imposed. 
Euler angles rates are given in function of an angular velocity vector in the body reference frame. The 
angular velocity vector of the S/C represents a mission requirement and not a dynamic factor. For this 
reason, the values of its components should be set at the beginning of every simulation. 
Variable 
indication 
Model variable 
name 
Description Physical 
unit 
Type Variable 
type 
         Body angular velocity in a body 
reference frame 
Rad/sec Scalar State 
 4. S/C angular velocity to set 
Orbital information and initial values can be evaluated according to the equations 
6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15 and 16. Table 5 shows a list of initialized variables: 
Variable 
indication 
Model variable name Description 
Physical 
unit 
Type 
Variabl
e type 
                  Semilatus rectus of the orbit Km Scalar State 
                         
Orbital angular momentum 
modulus 
        Scalar State 
                Orbital energy J/kg Scalar State 
                Orbital Period Sec Scalar State 
           Orbit apoaxis distance Km Scalar State 
            Orbit periaxis distance Km Scalar State 
                    Initial flight path angle Rad Scalar State 
        
Rotational matrix from 
geocentric to perifocal 
reference frame 
 Matrix Local 
        
Rotational matrix from 
perifocal to geocentric 
reference frame 
 Matrix Local 
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Radius modulus at the starting 
position 
Km Scalar State 
          
Initial position vector in 
perifocal reference frame 
Km Vector State 
          
Initial position vector in 
geocentric reference frame 
Km Vector State 
          
Initial velocity vector in 
perifocal reference frame 
Km/sec Vector State 
          
Initial velocity vector in 
geocentric reference frame 
Km/sec Vector State 
          
Acceleration reference frame 
in perifocal reference frame 
Km/sec^2 Vector State 
          
Acceleration reference frame 
in geocentric reference frame 
Km/sec^2 Vector State 
                      
Angular momentum in a 
perifocal reference frame 
Km^2/sec Vector State 
                      
Angular momentum in a 
geocentric reference frame 
Km^2 /sec Vector State 
                         Planet gravitational parameter 
Km^3 / 
sec^2 
Scalar 
Parame
ter 
                          Initial velocity modulus Km/sec Scalar State 
5. Dynamics model variables 
The initial values for Euler’s angles and angular velocity are the values assigned before a simulation. 
 
 Initial  Euler´s angles 
      (Eq.54) 
      (Eq.55) 
     (Eq.56) 
 
 Angular velocity vector  
  (
  
  
  
) 
(Eq.57) 
After the problem has been initialized, the S/W starts to solve the differential equations of S/C dynamics 
evaluating the variables indicated in table 6 for every integration step. 
 
Variable 
indication 
Model variable 
name 
Description 
Physical 
unit 
Type 
Variable 
type 
 ̇        Angular rate of phi angle Rad/sec Scalar State  
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 ̇          Angular rate of theta angle Rad/sec Scalar State  
 ̇        Angular rate of theta Rad/sec Scalar State 
        
Position vector in perifocal reference 
frame 
Km Scalar State 
        
Velocity vector in a perifocal reference 
frame 
Km/sec Scalar State 
        
Acceleration vector in a perifocal 
reference frame 
        Scalar State 
        
Position vector in a geocentric reference 
frame 
Km Scalar State 
        
Velocity vector in a geocentric reference 
frame 
Km/sec Scalar State 
        
Acceleration vector in a geocentric 
reference frame 
        Scalar State 
        
Rotational matrix from body to 
geocentric reference frame 
 Scalar Output 
        
Rotational matrix from geocentric to 
body reference frame 
 Scalar Output 
            Distance from planet surface Km Scalar State 
                Mean radius of the planet Km Scalar Param 
          
S/C position in a rotating with the planet 
reference frame 
Km Scalar State 
               Latitude in radiants Radians Scalar State 
                Longitude in radiants Radians Scalar State 
                  Latitude degrees degrees Scalar State 
                   Latitude primes Primes Scalar State 
                  Latitude seconds Seconds Scalar State 
                   Longitude degrees Degrees Scalar State 
                    Longitude primes Primes Scalar State 
                   Longitude seconds Seconds Scalar State 
                Latitude in degrees Degrees Scalar State 
                 Longitude in degrees Degrees Scalar State 
              Track of the S/C on the planet surface Km Vector State 
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Rotational matrix from a geocentric 
inertial frame to a geocentric not inertial 
frame 
 Matrix Input 
          
Rotational matrix form a geocentric not 
inertial frame to a geocentric inertial 
frame 
 Matrix Input 
6. Initialized variable 
The equations of motion give the acceleration components in the geocentric reference frame: 
        
 
  
  ; (Eq.58) 
        
 
  
  ; (Eq.59) 
         
 
  
  ; (Eq.60) 
 and so, the vector                       is set. 
Velocity components are then evaluated from the actual acceleration components in a geocentric 
reference frame. 
                   ∫       
    
 
  ; (Eq.61) 
                   ∫       
    
 
  ; (Eq.62) 
                   ∫       
    
 
  ; 
 
(Eq.63) 
and so, also the vector                          is set. 
 
Finally, from the integration of the velocity vector, the position vector components are evaluated: 
                    ∫          
    
 
   ; (Eq.64) 
                    ∫          
    
 
   ; (Eq.65) 
                    ∫          
    
 
   ; (Eq.66) 
and so, the position vector                                is set. 
The “i” indicates the step number. 
 
The calculations shown in the equations 58,59,60,61,62,63,64,65 and 66 are repeated in the sequence 
shown, obtaining in this way the S/C orbital dynamics. 
The three vectors are read also in the perifocal reference frame through the rotational matrix from 
geocentric to perifocal frame: 
            (Eq.67) 
            (Eq.68) 
            (Eq.69) 
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In order to obtain a description of the variation of the attitude of the S/C in function of the imposed angular 
velocity around its centre of gravity, it is taken into account the relations of the Euler’s angles rates shown 
below:   
 ̇   
 
    
                 ; (Eq.70) 
 ̇                ; (Eq.71) 
 ̇    
 
    
 (             )       . (Eq.72) 
From the equations it can be seen that for θ = 0 we have a singularity. In order to avoid that situation, a 
very little error is introduced in the integration step. The 0.001 radians value is added to the θ ´s value in 
the step environment in order to avoid singularities in the calculations. 
The Euler’s angles rates are integrated for small time steps in order to evaluate the Euler’s angles 
variations as shown in the equations 73,74 and 75. 
          ∫  ̇   
    
  
  ; (Eq.73) 
          ∫  ̇   
    
  
  ; (Eq.74) 
           ∫  ̇
    
    
  ; (Eq.75) 
where the “i” indicates the number of the step calculation. 
From the evaluation of the variation of Euler´s angles in time, it is possible to obtain the behaviour of 
rotational matrix from a geocentric reference frame to the body reference frame: 
     [
                                                    
                                                   
                    
] 
(Eq.76) 
and 
       
      
   (Eq.77) 
The S/W evaluates the altitude of the S/C for every time step. 
The calculation consists in a subtraction between the modulus of the position vector and the planet radius: 
    |   |       
(Eq.78) 
The dynamics model provides also the actual position of the S/C´s track on the planet surface. The 
position of the vector is rotated through a rotational matrix that describes the rotation of the planet: 
                (Eq.79) 
The vector above contains information about the longitude and latitude of the S/C on the planet. It can 
easily evaluate them with the following operations: 
 The latitude is:   
          (
     
|    |
) 
(Eq.80) 
 The longitude is: 
If the y - component of        is 
negative 
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           (
     
|    |         
) 
 
(Eq.81) 
If the y – component is positive  
          (
     
|    |         
) 
 
(Eq.82) 
It´s useful converting the angles in degrees and then also in coordinate format as follow: 
   
   
 
      
(Eq.83) 
    
   
 
      
(Eq.84) 
Coordinates:  
 For latitude: 
                  (Eq.85) 
                                 (Eq.86) 
                                    (Eq.87) 
 For longitude: 
                  (Eq.88) 
                                 
 
(Eq.89) 
                                    
 
(Eq.90) 
 
4.1.2.2 Environment 
The Environment sub model describes the environment around the satellite. In particular, it takes into 
account all effects due to the S/C´s dynamic and its orbit, such as the eclipse and the Earth´s rotation. 
The Environment sub model receives as input some information which defines the planet where the S/C is 
orbiting. In addition, some variables set their values from other models or directly from the user. Hence, 
the Environment sub model evaluates the apparent position of the Sun with respect to the planet, the Sun 
vector on the S/C and the Earth orientation respect to the fixed stars.  
From the modified Julian date, the model obtains the position of the Sun in a geocentric reference frame 
and the right ascension of Greenwich.  
Table 7 shows the variables to set in order to obtain the environmental description of the orbit.  
Variable 
indication 
Model variable name Description 
Physical 
unit 
Type 
Variable 
type 
      Astronomical unit AU Scalar Local 
               
Radius of the planet around 
which s/c is orbiting in. 
Km Scalar Param 
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Distance from the Sun in 
astronomical units 
AU Scalar Param 
                         Planet rotational speed Rad/sec Scalar Param 
7. Environmental variables to set 
The apparent position of the Sun algorithm provides the position of the Sun respect a geocentric inertial 
reference frame. The algorithm implemented is based on an Astronomical Almanac of the 1984. The 
maximum error evaluated is about 0.01 degrees, and it provides Sun position from 1950 A.C to the 2050 
A.C. It has available an own c++ library. 
The following table (table 8) lists the variables utilised and evaluated in the Environment model 
 
Variable 
indication 
Model variable name Description 
Physical 
unit 
Type 
Variable 
type 
        
Modified Julian date of the 
mission 
 Scalar Input 
                    
Apparent position of the 
sun respect to the planet in 
which s/c is orbiting. 
Km Vector State 
        Julian date  Scalar Input 
       Time sec Scalar Input 
        
Position vector of the s/c in 
a geocentric reference 
frame 
Km Scalar Input 
      Sun vector Km Scalar 
Output 
 
          Eclipse flag  
Boolea
n 
Output 
          
Rotational matrix from a 
geocentric inertial to a 
geocentric frame 
 Matrix Output 
          
Rotational matrix from a 
geocentric to a geocentric 
inertial frame 
 Matrix Output 
    
Right ascension of 
Greenwich 
Rad Scalar Local 
      
Starting right ascension of 
Greenwich 
Rad Scalar Local 
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      Scalar Local 
8. Environmental variables evaluated 
The following variables are intermediate numbers created in the step environment of the S/W model in 
order to obtain the intermediate passages that provide the final Sun position vector: 
 l; 
 g; 
 lam; 
 eps; 
 r; 
 n. 
All these quantities are real numbers. 
Their values are evaluated as follow: 
             (Eq.91) 
                      (Eq.92) 
                          (Eq.93) 
                                             (Eq.94) 
                        (Eq.95) 
                                                   (Eq.96) 
and so, also the vector is set as follows 
                                                               (Eq.97) 
The sun vector and the eclipse evaluations permit to obtain the behaviour of Sun radiation on the 
spacecraft and the thermal behaviour in general, especially on solar arrays. 
As it can be seen, the    is an input. The value is sent from the Dynamic sub model. 
The Sun vector is the difference between the apparent Sun position vector and the S/C position vector. 
             (Eq.98) 
To know if the S/C is in eclipse or not, it is needed to assume a shade model between: 
 Cylindrical; 
 Conical. 
The model of shade that is assumed in this algorithm is the cylindrical because of its simplicity. 
Cylindrical shade model assumes as shade a cylinder behind the planet that has as axis the apparent 
position of the Sun vector. Everything inside that cylinder is considered in eclipse. 
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Figure 24. Eclipse geometrical problem 
According with the model, the problem of the eclipse is linked to the value of the angle between      and 
    .  
For this reason, a variable is created to represent the angle between the two vectors: 
    
The algorithm to evaluate the variable is: 
        (
        
         
)  
(Eq.99) 
From the geometry of the problem is now easy to understand the conditions that permit to understand 
when the S/C is in shadow or not. 
The S/C is in eclipse when: 
    > 
 
 
 ; 
            ; 
The Environment model also defines Greenwich right ascension in an inertial geocentric reference frame, 
taking into account the Earth’s rotation. The ascending node is the angle through which it is possible to 
write the rotational matrix defining the Earth’s rotation. 
Starting Greenwich right ascension can be evaluated through the use of almanacs or algorithms that link 
the value of the angle to the actual date.  The algorithm to associate the right ascension of Greenwich to 
the Julian date, based on astronomical studies, is: 
                                               
 
  (Eq.100) 
where     is the Greenwich right ascension at 0:00 UT and Z is the time expressed in Julian centuries 
from the 0.5 January 1900 and its value is given by the expression: 
  
               
     
 
(Eq.102) 
It is now possible to define a relation that links the   (right ascension of Greenwich in every moment of the 
day) to     (right ascension of Greenwich at the starting mission Epoch): 
            (Eq.103) 
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where, in this case    is the Earth´s rotational speed in radians per seconds. 
The rotational matrix can be defined as indicated in the equation 103: 
      [
              
             
   
]  
(Eq.103) 
Finally, it is possible to define also the inverse transformation: 
         
       
  (Eq.104) 
 
4.1.2.3 Time  
The time model provides a time frame to the entire simulator and collocates the simulation time to an 
epoch. The information needed to set to refer the simulation time to an Epoch is the date in the Gregorian 
format. This date must coincide with the beginning of the mission. The date is then converted from 
Gregorian to Julian date, and then to modified Julian date. 
The increasing modified Julian date is then converted in Gregorian date. The table 9 indicates the 
variables that have to be set before to start a simulation. 
 
Variable 
indication 
Model variable 
name 
Description 
Physical 
unit 
Type 
Variable 
type 
              
Starting simulation 
month 
 Scalar Param 
          Starting simulation day  Scalar Param 
            
Starting simulation 
year 
 Scalar Param 
9. Time variables to set 
The S/W initializes the problem converting the Gregorian date into the Julian and modified Julian date. 
Table 10 shows the variables elaborated by the S/W to initialize the problem. 
Variable 
indication 
Model variable 
name 
Description 
Physical 
unit 
Type 
Variable 
type 
        
Simulation´s Julian starting 
date 
 Scalar Local 
          
Simulation´s modified Julian 
starting date 
 Scalar state 
10.Time variables initialized  
The Julian date can be obtained through the Eq. 105. 
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                    (                    ⁄   ⁄   )    
                      ⁄     ⁄       ⁄                ⁄       
           
 
(Eq. 105) 
Modified Julian date is easily obtained from the Julian date through the following algorithm: 
                    (Eq. 106) 
The starting modified Julian is the input to evaluate the time history of the simulation. Through that 
information, the software can place the time frame in an epoch and it can give a reference for the 
evolution of S/C in time. The simulation time evolution is then converted also in the Gregorian format.  
Table 11 shows the variables used for the algorithms in the step calculation of the S/W model. . 
Variable 
indication 
Model variable 
name 
Description 
Physical 
unit 
Type 
Variable 
type 
            Actual simulation month  Scalar State 
        Actual simulation day  Scalar State 
          Actual simulation year  Scalar State 
        
Actual modified Julian date of 
the simulation 
 Scalar 
Output 
 
          Time function Seconds  Scalar Output 
11. Time variables evaluated 
The time function is introduced through the following algorithm: 
         
    
         
  
(Eq.107) 
where the product             represents the number of seconds per day. 
The modified Julian date permits to evaluate some astronomical quantities as the apparent position of the 
Sun respect to the Earth.  
In this environment is also implemented a converter from modified Julian to Gregorian date in order to 
have a cleaner idea of how the simulation is evolving in time. 
In order to implement the converter, some additional variables are created directly in the environment of 
the software model where all the calculations are repeated for every time step (step environment). The 
variables have not a precise physical meaning but they are needed for the calculation. The quantities are 
all real numbers. The variables are called: 
 JD1; 
 Z; 
 F; 
 A; 
 alfa; 
 B; 
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 C; 
 D; 
 E. 
The first step of the algorithm is to find the Julian date and the variable JD1. 
                 (Eq.108) 
            (Eq.109) 
The variable Z is the integer part of the variable JD1: 
             (Eq.110) 
The variable F is instead the fractional part of JD1: 
         (Eq.111) 
The variable A is: 
    (Eq.112) 
if the            , otherwise it has to be evaluated the value of alfa which corresponds to the integer 
part of the number resulting from the equation 113 
         (
            
        
) 
(Eq.113) 
and the variable A is: 
               (
    
 
)  
(Eq.114) 
The others variables can be obtained from the knowledge of A through the algorithms below: 
         (Eq.115) 
     (
       
      
) 
(Eq.116) 
                 (Eq.117) 
      (
   
       
) 
(Eq.118) 
Finally, it is possible to evaluate the day variable from equation 119, as follow: 
                            (Eq.119) 
For month and year it is needed to do some comparison. If E < 13.5, the month is: 
          (Eq.120) 
Otherwise 
            (Eq.121) 
The algorithm to evaluate the year is 
            (Eq.122) 
if the Month < 2.5, otherwise 
             (Eq.123) 
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4.1.2.4 Orbital interfaces 
4.1.2.4.1 Internal interfaces 
The orbital model is divided in three sub models. The three sub models exchange information interfacing 
each other as shown in the figure 25.  
 
Figure 25. Orbital model internal interfaces 
4.1.2.4.2 External interfaces 
The orbital model exchanges information about the dynamics, the environment and the time with all the 
other models characterizing the mission. Almost all the models are affected by the orbital model. For this 
reason, the external interfaces of the orbital model are not shown in this section, but in the external 
interfaces section of all the models linked to the orbital. 
4.1.3 Electrical power system model 
The Electrical power system (EPS) model has to simulate the behaviour of all the power lines of a generic 
S/C in a generic kind of mission. In particular, it has to simulate the behaviour of all the devices included in 
the real sub system, including hard and software behaviour used to generate and distribute electrical 
power to the payload and all the others sub systems. 
The sub system could be conceptually divided in three generic sub models which communicate with each 
other:  
 power generation sub model which communicates directly with a power source and generates 
power for the S/C.   
 power storage sub model which provides power when the source is not available and stores 
power when the source is available; 
 power control and distribution sub model which manages the power lines; 
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In order to obtain the architecture of the simulator, it could be easier to simplify the problem limiting the 
wide range of possible configurations of power generation and storage sub system. For the realisation of 
this work, it is taken into account the following configuration: 
 Solar array; 
 PCDU; 
 Secondary batteries; 
 Simple equipment. 
The figure 26 shows the model sub division. 
 
Figure 26. EPS structure 
4.1.3.1 Solar arrays 
Solar arrays model describes the physical behaviour of the solar arrays. It provides the information about 
working power lines at the other sub models.  
The solar arrays model contains all the algorithms and the functions which describe the theoretical power 
production of the solar arrays, and the power provided at the PCDU model. 
The theoretical power production of solar arrays is compared to the power required by the on board 
equipment and sub system. The solar arrays feed power to the whole system when they are able to 
produce vehicle power requirement 
The model receives as input the currents required by the equipment when the S/C turns out to be in 
sunlight. Solar arrays send the voltage as output to all the electrical devices to feed.  
In order to obtain a physical description of the solar arrays, it is necessary to know the physical quantities 
that describe solar arrays from the power production point of view. The principal physical information 
needed is the solar cell characteristics type and solar arrays dimensions. These data are provided to the 
simulator assigning the values of the variables shown in the table 12. 
Variable 
indication 
Model variable 
name 
Description 
Physical 
unit 
Type 
Variable 
type 
             Solar cells efficiency  Scalar Param 
      Solar arrays area    Scalar Param 
        
Design and assembly 
factor 
 Scalar Param 
        Temperature and  Scalar Param 
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assembly factor  
        Shadowing of cells  Scalar Param 
        Degradation per year  Scalar Param 
 ̂                  
Normal to the solar panel 
surface 
 Vector State 
12. Solar arrays variables to set 
 
The  ̂ is a vector that indicates the solar panel surface orientation in a body reference frame. It could be 
assigned a time law to its components, in order to simulate the solar arrays actuators. 
The following table lists the variables used in the implemented algorithms for the creation of the solar 
arrays model. 
Variable 
indication 
Model variable 
name 
Description 
Physical 
unit 
Type 
Variable 
type 
        Inherent degradation AU Scalar State 
    Solar cells degradation function  Scalar State 
         
Cosinus between normal to the solar 
panel and sun vector 
 Scalar State 
        
Theoretical power production of the 
solar arrays 
  Scalar 
State 
 
          
Power required by equipment and the 
other subsystem 
  Scalar State 
          Time Sec Scalar Input 
             Power port  Powerline Output 
        Solar arrays strings voltage Volt Scalar Output 
        
Current needed by the on board 
equipment 
Ampere Scalar Input 
      
Power constant depending on the 
distance from the Sun 
 
  
 Scalar Input 
        Sun vector in a body reference frame    Scalar State 
        
Rotational matrix from a geocentric 
intertial reference frame to a body 
fixed reference frame 
 Scalar Input 
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      Sun vector Km Scalar Input 
                Eclipse flag  Boolean Input 
13. Solar arrays variables 
The solar arrays model presents a Power port where the power line directed to the PCDU is connected.  
The first step followed by the software is the evaluation of the multiplicative functions regarding 
degradation and assembly losses of the solar cells. 
 Degradation: 
    (
 
                
)      
 
(Eq. 124) 
where                                   
 Inherent degradation 
                (Eq. 125) 
Solar arrays are working from the moment they turn out in sunlight, hence when they are out of eclipse. 
For that reason, they receive the information from the orbital model about the eclipse through an Eclipse 
flag.  
In the case Eclipse flag indicates that S/C is not in eclipse the model evaluates the following variables: 
 Cosines between solar panels surface and sun vector 
      
       ̂
|   |  | ̂|
 
 
(Eq. 126) 
if the cosine function has a negative value, it is set to 0 because it indicates that solar panels are facing 
the opposite direction with respect where solar cells are mounted. 
Finally, the S/W has all the information to evaluate the theoretical power produced and the voltage 
provided by the solar arrays. 
 Solar arrays voltage 
This value can be set as function of cosine or it can be considered constant when the solar arrays 
receive power. In order to have a rough and generic simulation the following law is implemented. 
                          (Eq. 127) 
 
 Theoretical solar arrays power production 
                         (Eq. 128) 
 
In the case Eclipse flag indicates that S/C is in Eclipse, the SW executes the following actions: 
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 Cosine between solar panels surface and Sun vector : 
         (Eq. 129) 
 Solar arrays voltage 
      (Eq. 130) 
 Power required by the equipment 
        (Eq. 131) 
 Theoretical solar arrays power production 
                          (Eq. 132) 
At this point, given the law of solar arrays’ voltage, it is possible to set it to the power port which sends that 
information to PCDU. The power port gets the current required by the equipment. 
                           
 
(Eq. 133) 
                            
 
(Eq. 134) 
The power required from equipment is evaluated as indicated in the equation 135: 
             
 
(Eq. 135) 
The model compares this value to the theoretical power produced in that moment from the solar arrays, 
and if it´s not enough to feed equipment, it performs the following actions: 
                           
 
(Eq. 136) 
      
 
(Eq. 137) 
       
 
(Eq. 138) 
 
4.1.3.2 Batteries  
The batteries model describes the physical behaviour of generic secondary batteries of a S/C. 
The model basic concept is that batteries could be seen as an electrical power source or an electrical 
payload according with the use case. The principal properties that have to be taken into account are: 
 Capacity; 
 Battery charge level; 
 Discharge voltage; 
 Re-charge current. 
 
The secondary batteries’ model provides and stores power according with the active power lines of the 
system. The model presents two different ports, one for charging and the other for discharging.  
During discharging, the model provides a voltage output (voltage of the batteries’ strings) to the PCDU 
and it receives as input the total current of the payload of the S/C. During the following phase, the 
consumed power is evaluated; hence also it is possible to calculate the level of the batteries. 
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During charging phase, the model provides an output current (the current needed to re-charge batteries) 
to the PCDU and it receives as input the charging voltage from PCDU, which coincides with voltage of the 
power production’s source. The charging power is evaluated, and so also the level of the batteries during 
charge phase is provided. 
In order to have a physical description of the batteries, the model needs some information about physical 
dimensions of the batteries from the power point of view. The principal variables to set are about the 
energy accumulation size, voltage provided during discharge and current needed to be re-charged. The 
variables which define this information are listed in the table below. 
Variable 
indication 
Model variable 
name 
Description Physical 
unit 
Type Variable 
type 
                   Initial capacity of the 
batteries 
      Scalar Param 
          Battery strings voltage   Scalar Output  
        Charge current   Scalar Input 
         Degradation per year of the 
batteries 
 Scalar  Param 
          Voltage threshold value   Scalar Param 
14. Batteries variables to set 
The initial capacity of the batteries defines the quantity of power that batteries can store in the beginning 
of their life, before the degradation effects start. 
Voltage of the batteries indicates the voltage provided by the batteries to the on board’s equipment, 
through the power lines. It can be provided as a default value or as a function of time during batteries’ 
discharging. 
Charge current is the current that batteries need to re-charge during sunlight. It can be provided as default 
value or as a function of time during batteries’ charging. 
The degradation represents the percentage of capacity lost during one year because of use. 
The voltage threshold is a nominal voltage that is compared to the power source voltage. From the 
comparison of the voltages, the model understands the use case and it activates the right power lines. 
Table 15 lists the variables used in the algorithms implemented in the model. 
Variable 
indication 
Model variable 
name 
Description 
Physical 
unit 
Type 
Variable 
type 
               Level of the batteries  Scalar State 
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       Time         ulong Input 
              Charge flag  Boolean State 
                  
time ran at the end of every 
step 
Sec Scalar 
Local 
 
                 
Maximum instantaneous 
capacity of the batteries 
    Scalar State 
                    
Power port for discharging 
power lines 
 powerLine Output 
          
Current required by the on 
board equipment 
  Scalar Input 
        
Voltage provided during the 
charge phase 
  Scalar Input 
                        
Power port for charging 
power lines 
 powerLine Input 
  Capacity Capacity batteries status      Scalar Output 
15. Batteries variables evaluated 
The following values of variables are initialized, and therefore evaluated once at the beginning of 
simulation, before to start the steps procedures: 
 The value of the capacity at the beginning of simulation 
      
 
(Eq. 139) 
 The value of the maximum capacity at the beginning of simulation 
         (Eq. 140) 
The following scalar variables are created: 
 Seconds per hour as SecPerHour 
                   
 
(Eq. 141) 
 
 Seconds per year as SecPerYear 
                               (Eq. 142) 
In order to obtain the batteries’ charge level, the model starts defining the integration time intervals. The 
time step is a scalar defined as the time interval that lasts from the beginning of the step n and the end of 
the step n-1. At the beginning of every step it is defined this interval according with the equation 143. 
                   
 
(Eq. 143) 
The software model is now able to estimate the effective maximum capacity of the batteries through the 
equation 144: 
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                (  (
 
          
)     )    
 
(Eq. 144) 
At the beginning of every step, the first action is to get the voltage from the powerCharge to check if the 
power source is active as shown in the equation below: 
                               (Eq. 145) 
The model receives the value of the voltage of the power source and compares it to a threshold’s value of 
voltage fixed by the user. The voltage threshold value defines also the use case of the batteries and so 
the active power lines. If the power source is able to feed the voltage needed from the on board's 
equipment, batteries are charging. In the opposite case, they are feeding power. Therefore, in the case 
the power source voltage is below the threshold value, the model executes the following actions: 
 Set the voltage batteries to the powerPort: 
                             (Eq. 146) 
 Get the current required by the equipment from the powerPort 
                              
 
(Eq. 147) 
 Set the current required to re- charge batteries to 0: 
      (Eq. 148) 
 Set the charging current to the powerCharge line: 
                             
 
(Eq. 149) 
 Evaluation of loss of charge during one integration step: 
       ∫             
     
 
 
(Eq. 150) 
 Value of the batteries charge 
               (Eq. 151) 
The value of the battery charge is set to 0 if it´s less than 0. 
In the case the value of the source’s voltage is over the threshold value, the software model executes the 
following operations: 
 Set the current needed to charge batteries to the powerCharge power line: 
                               (Eq. 152) 
 Get the current require by the equipment from the powerPort power line: 
                              (Eq. 153) 
 Evaluation of the charge received by the batteries in one time step: 
      ∫           
     
 
  
(Eq. 154) 
 Value of the batteries charge: 
               (Eq. 155) 
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The value of the batteries' charge level is set to the maximum capacity of the batteries if it exceeds its 
maximum capacity. 
Finally, the level batteries’ charge is evaluated with the following equation: 
       
  
    
 
 
(Eq. 156) 
 
4.1.3.3 PCDU 
PCDU model describes the physical behaviour of a S/C’s PCDU. 
The PCDU has to manage the electrical power directed to the equipment, activating / deactivating the 
power lines, in order to provide continuously the electrical power directed to the equipment in the right 
way.  
The PCDU presents several power ports that communicate with all the software’s models representing 
electrical devices.  The ports are: 
 powerPort (power line connected with the equipment); 
 powerSA (power line connected with solar array); 
 powerBat (power line connected with batteries in discharge mode); 
 BatCharge (power line connected with batteries to charge batteries). 
 
It is important to notice in the previous list that two lines are reserved to the batteries, one for charging and 
one for discharging phase. 
The PCDU receives the information about the status of the voltage provided by the power source, so in 
this case the solar arrays. It compares the solar arrays voltage values with the voltage threshold's value. If 
the power source can provide the right voltage to the electrical devices of the vehicle, it connects the 
power source to the S/C's power payloads; otherwise it activates the power line of the batteries' discharge 
and connects them to the equipment. 
In order to manage the power lines coming from all the others models, the PCDU's model needs few 
variables to be set (table 16). 
Variable 
indication 
Model variable 
name 
Description 
Physical 
unit 
Type 
Variable 
type 
           
Percentage of losses due to 
the wirings 
 Scalar Param 
          Voltage threshold value   Scalar Param 
16. PCDU variables to set 
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The percentage of losses represents the percentage of power losses in heat due to the wirings. The 
PCDU model takes into account these losses as power consumed in Batteries or in Solar Arrays, 
according to the use case. 
The voltage of the power source is compared with the voltage threshold. Through the comparison, the 
model understands the use case in which it is operating, and it activates the right power lines. 
The quantities that PCDU manages are listed in the following table. 
Variable 
indication 
Model variable 
name 
Description 
Physical 
unit 
Type 
Variable 
type 
            
Quantity of current losses due 
to the wirings 
A Scalar State 
       Time         ulong Input 
                    
Power port connected to the 
equipment power lines 
 
 
Power 
line 
Output 
 
                  
Power port connected to the 
discharging batteries power line 
 
Power 
Line 
Output 
                
Power port connected to the 
solar arrays power lines 
 
Power 
Line 
Output 
                    
Power port connected to the 
charging batteries power lines 
 
Power 
line 
Output 
        
Voltage provided by the solar 
arrays 
  Scalar Input 
        Current to the solar arrays   Scalar Output 
          Battery voltage   Scalar Input 
        Battery voltage during charge   Scalar Output 
        
Current needed to charge 
batteries 
  Scalar Input 
          
Discharge current of the 
batteries 
  Scalar Output 
          Equipment current   Scalar Input 
          
Voltage provided to the 
equipment 
  Scalar Output 
          Time in seconds Sec Scalar Input 
17. Variables managed by PCDU 
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The principal information that PCDU elaborates is the voltage from the solar arrays model.  For this 
reason, the first action for every step's calculation is to get the voltage from solar arrays: 
 Get the voltage from Solar Arrays through the powerSA power line: 
                           (Eq. 157) 
The value of the     is then compared to a threshold voltage value. If the value of solar arrays voltage is 
under the threshold value, the PCDU executes the following actions: 
 Get the voltage from the batteries from the powerBat power port: 
                               
 
(Eq. 158) 
 Link the batteries voltage to the equipment voltage: 
           (Eq. 159) 
If the voltage of the solar arrays model is over the voltage value threshold, the PCDU executes the 
following actions: 
 Link the Solar Arrays Voltage to the equipment voltage: 
          (Eq. 160) 
At this point, in both the use cases, PCDU can send as output the voltage information to the power 
payload. Then, it collects the currents required as Input. These actions are executed in the following way: 
 Set the initial current of every step to 0: 
          (Eq. 161) 
 Set the voltage to the powerPort power port: 
                            (Eq. 162) 
 Get the currents from the powerPort power port: 
                               (Eq. 163) 
 Sum the currents of all the equipment: 
                                          (Eq. 164) 
 Evaluating the current losses due to the wirings: 
                  (Eq. 165) 
 Set the charging battery voltage as the solar arrays voltage: 
         (Eq. 166) 
Collected this information, the PCDU sends the values in the right power ports according to the use case. 
If the value of the voltage of the solar arrays model is under the value of threshold voltage, the PCDU 
model executes the following actions: 
 Set the voltage of the batteries in the batCharge power port to 0: 
                         (Eq. 167) 
 Evaluating the current needed for the equipment taking in account also the current losses: 
                 (Eq. 168) 
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 Set the current for solar arrays to 0: 
       (Eq. 169) 
 Set the current        in the powerBat power port: 
                           (Eq. 170) 
 Set the current       in the powerSA power port: 
                            (Eq. 171) 
 Get the current      in the batCharge power port: 
                              (Eq. 172) 
If the value of the voltage of solar arrays model is over the threshold voltage value, the PCDU model 
executes the following actions: 
 Set the voltage      in the batCharge power port: 
                           (Eq. 173) 
 Set the       current to 0: 
         (Eq. 174) 
 Get the current     from the batCarge power port: 
                             (Eq. 175) 
 Evaluating the current      : 
                    (Eq. 176) 
 Set the current      in powerSA power port: 
                          (Eq. 177) 
 Set the current        in powerBat power port: 
                            (Eq. 178) 
4.1.3.4 Simple equipment 
The single equipment model describes, from the power consumption point of view, the behaviour of the on 
board devices. The equipment from a power point of view is a power consumer that changes the entity of 
its power consumption according with the mode set.  
The single equipment model is a generic power description of a power payload of a generic device. At the 
beginning of every simulation, one of these models has to be created and set with the values properly. 
The principal properties to consider in this model are: 
 Working voltage limits; 
 Power consumption per mode. 
The model created takes into account just one power consumption’s mode. This is just a simplification that 
can be enhanced and improved in future. 
The model set to every equipment model the power consumption. Every single equipment model has a 
power port through which it can receive as input the voltage from the PCDU. If the voltage respects the 
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allowable voltage limits of the single equipment and it is not 0, the model evaluates the current needed to 
feed it and it send this information as output to the PCDU model. 
The variables to be set before every simulation are indicated in the following table. 
Variable 
indication 
Model 
variable 
name 
Description 
Physical 
unit 
Type 
Variable 
type 
        
Power consumption of the equipment 
per a single mode 
W Scalar Param 
             
Inferior working voltage limit of the 
equipment 
V Scalar Param 
               
Superior working voltage limit of the 
equipment 
V Scalar Param 
18. Simple equipment variables to set 
The P represents the power consumption of the equipment created. 
     and        are the allowable voltage limits of the equipment. 
The quantities used in the step environment of the software model are: 
Variable 
indication 
Model variable 
name 
Description 
Physical 
unit 
Type 
Variable 
type 
       Time variable Sec Scalar Local 
    Voltage V Scalar Input 
    Current I Scalar Output 
                    Power port between  Power line Output 
19. Single equipment evaluated variables 
In the step environment of the simple equipment model, every single equipment model created executes 
the following action: 
 Get the voltage from the powerPort power port: 
                           
 
(Eq. 179) 
The sequence of actions depend on the “if” cases. In fact, if the voltage  
             and it is different from 0, the model executes the following action: 
 Evaluating the current in the equipment: 
  
 
 
  (Eq. 180) 
In the case one or more of previous conditions are not satisfied, the model performs: 
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 Set the current to 0: 
     (Eq. 181) 
In the end, the value of the current is set to the powerPort power port to send the information to the 
PCDU: 
                          
 
(Eq. 182) 
4.1.3.5 Electrical power subsystem interfaces 
4.1.3.5.1 Internal interfaces 
From the description of every model it can be figured out which are the interfaces between the submodels 
and the interfaces with the other models in more detail. As previously showed, the models exchange as 
input and output the values of the Currents and voltages.  
 
Figure 27. EPS internal interfaces 
4.1.3.5.2 External interfaces 
The Electrical power system model receives the input from the orbital model. The orbital model provides 
information about the dynamics of the S/C and the environmental information in order to communicate the 
right use case to the model. In particular, the orbital model communicates with the solar arrays sub model. 
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In fact, it receives information about the visibility with the Sun, in order to evaluate the power production. 
The data exchanged are the sun vector and the Eclipse flag. 
 
Figure 28. EPS external interfaces 
The use case is then communicated to the others sub models.  
 
Figure 29. EPS use cases 
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4.1.4 Thermal model 
The Thermal model simulates the satellite´s thermal behaviour. It does not simulate specific equipment 
but the thermal aspects of the overall satellite. The thermal model itself consists of a thermal balance 
algorithm based on a nodal description of the system. The nodal description consists of the thermal 
properties of each node, e.g. thermal capacity, radiation and emission coefficients. Its runtime input 
consists of the actual electrical power dissipations of the different equipment and the environmental heat 
loads, e.g. external radiation loads. Its runtime output is the resulting temperatures of the different nodes. 
The goal of the creation of this model is to provide to the simulator a tool able to individuate eventual 
thermal criticalities in the S/C system. 
The algorithms implemented are the result of assumptions that simplify the mathematical problem of the 
thermal behaviour prediction. 
Two systems are said to be analogous when they have similar equations and similar boundary conditions; 
and the equations describing the behaviour of one system can be transformed into equations for other by 
simply changing symbols of the variables. Thermal and electrical systems are two such analogous 
systems. 
Quantity Thermal system Electrical system 
Potential     
Resistance     
Conductance       
Capacitance     
Flow  ̇   
Ohm´s Law  ̇           
20. Electrical and thermal analogies 
The analogy between thermal and electrical systems allows the engineer to utilize the widely known basic 
laws used for balancing network. Numerical techniques used to solve the differential equations describing 
such systems have been conveniently adapted to computer solutions, thus enabling the engineer to 
readily compute temperature distributions and gradients of complex physical thermal networks. So, for that 
reason we assume this analogy, in order to simplify the problem and having the right trade-off between the 
precisions of the results and the software requirements. [17] 
The Thermal model provides a thermal behaviour through a finite element analysis using the electrical 
analogy. For this reason, the model is so structured: 
 Thermal model; 
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 Thermal node. 
The thermal model is the environment in which all the algorithms are contained, precisely where the 
differential problems are posed and solved.  
 
 Figure 30. Thermal model architecture 
4.1.4.1 Thermal Node 
The thermal node is a thermal model object, which physically represents finite sub volumes of the S/C. All 
the properties assigned to a thermal node are considered constant in the S/C sub volume.  
In order to develop a thermal network and apply numerical techniques to its solution, it is necessary to 
subdivide the thermal system into a number of finite sub volumes called nodes. The thermal properties of 
each node are considered to be concentrated at the central nodal point of each sub volume. Each node 
represents two thermal network elements, a temperature (potential) and a capacitance (thermal mass). 
The temperature assigned to a node represents the average mass temperature of the sub volume. The 
nodal temperature is a linear function since a node represents a lumping of parameters to a single point in 
space. The error introduced by dividing a system into finite size nodes approaches zero more finite is the 
system subdivision (the error is proportional to the volume sixe [   ]). The result is dependent on 
numerous considerations: material properties, boundary conditions, node size, node centre placement and 
the time increment of transient calculations. 
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Figure 31. System subdivision in nodes 
In order to respect the requirements for the architecture of the simulator, the thermal analysis is limited 
with assumptions that simplify the problem gaining in an easier and faster data setting. [17] 
It is assumed that every node has a cubic shape. The dimensions of the cubes are left as variables to set. 
The nodes can be reproduced as many as the user wants. According with the chosen dimensions of the 
cube the number of nodes will vary. The errors introduced with this assumption can be reduced increasing 
the number of nodes. 
In software terms, the thermal nodes are objects that user has to create. As already said, these objects 
are containers of properties that describe, in terms of thermal variables, a sub volume of the entire 
system. The principal information needed for the node creation are: 
 Name of the node; 
 Thermal properties; 
 Boundary conditions. 
The name of the node defines univocally the creation of the new object, and so it represents the software 
“address“of the thermal properties and boundary conditions. 
The thermal properties define the material thermal properties, node size etc. 
The boundary conditions define the interfaces of the cube, allocating to it an orientation and position in the 
system. 
The table 21 lists the thermal properties that should be set for every node created. 
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Variable 
indication 
Model variable 
name 
Description 
Physical 
unit 
Type 
Variable 
type 
       Node´s mass    Scalar Param 
                     
Temperature at the beginning 
of the simulation 
  Scalar Param 
                Node´s heat capacity 
 
     
 Scalar 
Param 
 
           
Absorption in visible 
wavelength 
 Scalar Param 
            
Absorption in Infrared 
wavelenght 
 Scalar Param 
             Emissivity  Scalar Param 
         Area of the cube faces    Scalar Param 
           Side of the cube   Scalar Param 
 ̇                 
Power dissipated from the 
electrical devices in the node 
  Scalar Param 
 ̇                   
Power introduce in the node 
by the heaters 
  Scalar Param 
  
  
       Temperature rate 
 
 
 Scalar State 
               Conductivity of the material 
 
    
 Scalar Param 
 ̇                           Power due to the conduction   Scalar State 
 ̇                         Power due to the radiation   Scalar State 
 ̇                        Power due to the albedo   Scalar State 
 ̇                      
Power due to the infrared 
emission coming from the 
Earth 
  Scalar State 
 ̇                 
Power due to the sun 
radiation 
  Scalar State 
21. Node variables 
The variables below should be set for every node. The variable       is calculated in the thermal model 
environment. 
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Defining the parameters, the node is completely defined. The user should define its location in the system 
and its interfaces through the boundary conditions. In order to univocally define the boundary conditions, 
the cube faces are indicated with a number. Every face is so numbered from 1 to 6. 
 
Figure 32. Node faces 
The faces 1,2,3 correspond to the faces having   ̂  ̂  ̂ as normal unit vectors and the faces 4,5,6 
corresponding to the faces having     ̂     ̂     ̂ as normal unit vectors respectively. The reference frame 
is the body reference frame.  
In software terms, this assumption is translated with a matrix 3 X 6 where every column correspond to a 
normal unit vector of the cube 
            (
   
   
   
    
    
    
    
) 
 Column 1 = face 1; 
 Column 2 = face 2 ; 
 Column 3 = face 3; 
 Column 4 = face 4; 
 Column 5 = face 5; 
 Column 6 = face 6; 
It is possible to assign boundary conditions in a completely univocally way. The boundary conditions to 
assign are of two different kinds: 
 The face is external (it means that the side cube is facing to the extern side of the S/C); 
 The face is internal (it means that the side cube is facing to the intern side of the S/C, and so it´s 
in contact with another node). 
The boundary condition for an external face has to be set as follow: 
Name of the node A, node face number of node A, Name of the node A, node face number of node A   
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The boundary condition for an internal face has to be set as follow: 
Name of the node A, node face number of node A, Name of the node B, node face number of node B 
To better understand it is reported an example  
 
Figure 33. Nodes example 
Referring to the figure 33, the boundary conditions for Node A are: 
 Node A, 1, Node A, 1; 
 Node A, 2, Node B, 5; 
 Node A, 3, Node A, 3; 
 Node A, 4, Node A, 4; 
 Node A, 5, Node A, 5; 
 Node A, 6, Node A, 6; 
The boundary conditions for Node B are; 
 Node B, 1, Node B, 1; 
 Node B, 2, Node B, 2; 
 Node B, 3 Node B, 3; 
 Node B, 4, Node B, 4; 
 Node B, 5, Node A, 2; 
 Node B, 6, Node B, 6. 
At this point the thermal model is able to solve the problem. 
4.1.4.2 Thermal model 
The thermal model is the environment where all the algorithms are implemented. According with the 
numbers of thermal nodes created and the assigned boundary conditions, it evaluates the heat loads and 
their thermal behaviour. 
The heat loads that act on the thermal node faces are: 
 Conduction heat loads; 
 Radiation heat loads; 
 Sun radiation heat loads; 
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 Earth infrared heat loads; 
 Albedo heat loads. 
It is assumed the total absence of convection phenomena because of the absence of the fluids in the 
space. 
The model variables are indicated in the following table. 
Variable 
indication 
Model variable 
name 
Description 
Physical 
unit 
Type 
Variable 
type 
       Time     Scalar Local 
                    Stephan – Boltzmann constant 
 
     
 Scalar Local 
        
Position vector in a body 
reference frame 
   
 
Vector 
Local 
 
          
Sun vector in a body reference 
frame 
Km Vector Local 
                   Earth absorption factor  Scalar Local 
      Power constant 
 
  
 Scalar Param 
                Radius of the planet    Scalar Param 
                     Earth mean temperature   Scalar Param 
                  
Power dissipated from the 
electrical devices in the node 
  Scalar Param 
                Albedo radiation 
 
  
 Scalar Local 
                 Infrared radiation 
 
  
 Scalar Local 
        
S/C position vector in a 
geocentric reference frame 
Km Scalar Input 
        
Rotational matrix from a 
geocentric inertial reference 
frame to  a body reference frame 
 matrix Input 
          
Sun vector in a geocentric inertial 
reference frame 
Km vector Input 
                Eclispe flag  Boolean Input 
22. Thermal model variables 
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4.1.4.2.1 Heat transfer mechanisms 
4.1.4.2.1.1 Conduction heat loads 
Conduction is the process by which heat flows within a medium or between different mediums in direct 
physical contact. The energy is transmitted by molecular diffusion. The thermal model takes into account 
this calculation if the faces of the nodes are in contact with the faces of other nodes. In order to evaluate 
the heat loads, it is important to define the coupling factors. Normally the coupling factors are provided by 
special thermal processing through matrixes. Considering the shape of the nodes and the contact surface, 
it is assumed that all the nodes in contact are heat conductors in series. 
 
Figure 34. Thermal conduction network 
The resistance between two or more nodes, in this case, is function of the capacity to conduct of the 
considered material, the contact surface between the two nodes and the distance between thermal 
epicentres of the nodes: 
     
 
 
 
 
 
(Eq. 183) 
Two or more series conduction paths between nodes may be combined to create one conductor value by 
the following equation: 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
 
  
   
 
  
 
 
 
(Eq. 184) 
In this case, every internal face of a node has contact with the face of another node (e.g. A and B); the 
thermal model evaluates automatically the resistance between the two nodes as in the equation 185: 
    
     
     
 
 
 
(Eq. 185) 
And the heat loads is evaluated as follow:  
 ̇                                     
 
 
(Eq. 186) 
[17], [6], [35] 
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4.1.4.2.1.2 Radiation heat loads  
Radiation is the process by which heat flows between two bodies when they are separated in space. 
Radiation's emitters are termed non - linear because the heat flow between two surfaces is a function of 
the difference of fourth power of the surface temperatures. The thermal model takes into account this 
calculation in every use case. In fact, the radiation could take place toward the deep space or another 
thermal node, according with the boundary conditions.  
 
Figure 35. Thermal radiation between two surfaces 
The factors which influence the radiation's phenomena are the emittance of the body, the geometric shape 
factor (or view factor) from surface i to surface j,       and the surface area of the emitters. Also in this 
case, the physics of the problem is contained in the value of the coupling factors and they are usually 
evaluated by special thermal processing. In order to evaluate them in a simple way and to satisfy the 
simulator requirements, considering the nodes' shape, it is possible to assume that if there is contact 
between two nodes through a face, the radiation heat through that face is exchanged only between the 
two nodes, that it means that all the radiation emitted by a node's face is absorbed by the connected node 
and vice versa. 
 
Figure 36. Thermal radiation network 
Translated in physical words, it means that the two faces in contact behave like two perfectly parallel 
surfaces and so 
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(Eq. 187) 
As consequence, the coupling factors between the two surfaces depend only on the emittances and their 
emissive surfaces area as follow 
     
 
    
     
 
    
     
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
(Eq. 188) 
     
 
    
     
 
    
     
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
(Eq. 189) 
The thermal mode evaluates automatically the quantity,    , indicated if there is radiation between two 
nodes. In the case instead one of the face of the node is external the coupling factor evaluated by the 
thermal model is 
       
 
 
(Eq. 190) 
Finally, the heat loads evaluated by the thermal model for both cases are: 
 Radiation between two nodes  
 ̇                           
    
    
 
  
(Eq. 191) 
 Radiation toward deep space 
 ̇                  
   (Eq. 192) 
[13], [17] 
4.1.4.2.2 Environmental heat sources 
4.1.4.2.2.1 Albedo radiation loads 
The albedo radiation heat load is one of the environmental heating sources. The albedo is the sunlight 
reflected off the Earth or the Moon. If one or more of the faces of a node are external the thermal model 
will take into account the calculation of this quantity. The albedo essentially depends on three factors: 
 The direction of the albedo rays 
 The incidence of the rays on the node surface. 
 Distance of the S/C from the centre of the Earth 
For the calculation of this heat load, it is assumed that the direction of the albedo rays is always directed 
with the spacecraft's position vector. In this way, it is considered the albedo flux always with its maximum 
value (worst case), in order to have precautionary results.  
In the case considered the albedo flux on the i-th node is 
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(Eq. 193) 
The heat load on the external thermal node surface due to the albedo is 
 ̇                           (Eq. 194) 
where       are the cosines of the angles between the external surface unit vector and the     vector. [6], 
[35], [42] 
4.1.4.2.2.2 Infrared heat loads 
The Infrared heat loads acting on the S/C are the part of the energy that the Earth does not reflect and 
emits as infrared energy. If one or more of the faces of a node are external, the thermal model will take 
into account the calculation of this quantity. The IR heat load essentially depends on three factors: 
 The temperature of the Earth; 
 The distance of the S/C from the Earth surface; 
 The incidence of the infrared rays on node surface. 
To have a precise description, a model that maps the temperature of the Earth in a certain date it is 
needed. 
 
 Figure 37. Earth temperatures map 
In this model it is assumed, for the moment, a mean temperature value for the Earth. The heat flux due to 
the Infrared is  
          
    (
  
   
)
 
 (Eq. 195) 
The thermal model evaluates the infrared heat load on the external face of the node as follow 
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 ̇                             
 
(Eq. 196) 
where       are the cosines of the angles between the external surface unit vector and the     vector. [6], 
[35], [42] 
4.1.4.2.2.3 Sun Radiation heat loads 
Sunlight is the greatest source of environmental heating incident on spacecraft in Earth orbits. If one of the 
faces of the thermal node is external, the thermal model takes into account the calculation of this quantity. 
The solar radiation intensity slightly varies according with the epoch because of the small eccentricity of 
the Earth orbit around the Sun. The Sun radiation heat loads on the thermal nodes are functions of: 
 Solar radiation flux intensity; 
 Incidence of solar rays on the external node face 
Without losing a lot in precision, the model assumes a constant value for the solar radiation flux intensity. 
The value considered in the calculation is the value of the flux intensity if the Earth is at a constant 
distance of 1 AU. It is known as the solar constant and is equal to 
       
 
  
 
 
(Eq. 197) 
The Sun radiation heat load on the thermal nodes is 
 ̇                 
 
(Eq. 198) 
where       are the cosines between the external thermal nodes faces normal unit vector and the sun 
vector in   . [6], [35], [42] 
4.1.4.2.2.4 Heaters power heat loads 
The heaters are active thermal control systems that provide heat power in the cold sides of the S/C. The 
heaters are activated by a thermal determination system (sensors). Every time it is needed to heat up a 
S/C's equipment or area, according with working modes of the S/C systems and payloads. In this specific 
case a thermal determination model is not available. Therefore, it is assumed that a constant quantity of 
heat is provided to a certain node. The quantity  ̇         has to be set by the user for every node. [6], [35], 
[42] 
4.1.4.2.2.5 Power dissipation heat loads 
Part of the power consumed by the on-board electrical devices is transformed in heat. The quantity of 
power dissipated by a device depends on the power requirement and its working mode. At the moment, a 
model that describes the electrical behaviour of the on board electrical devices is not available. For this 
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reason, it is assumed that the power internally dissipated in a node is constant. The quantity  ̇            
has to be set by the user for every node. 
4.1.4.2.2.6 Temperature evaluation 
The thermal model has all the elements to evaluate the temperatures of every node. Mathematically, it is 
imposed and implemented a thermal balance for each node 
   
  
 
 
      
( ̇        ̇             ̇        ̇          ̇     ̇           ̇          ) 
 
(Eq. 199) 
 
The temperature integration for the nodes for every time step is performed 
                ∫   
  
 
   
 
(Eq. 200) 
. [6], [35], [42] 
4.1.4.3 Thermal interfaces 
4.1.4.3.1 Internal interfaces 
The thermal model evaluates the heat loads acting on every thermal node created by the user. According 
with the boundary conditions, all the thermal nodes have to exchange their temperatures and their 
properties of conduction and radiation, in order to evaluate every step the heat's loads.  
 
Figure 38. Thermal model internal interfaces 
4.1.4.3.2 External interfaces  
The thermal model interfaces with the orbital model, in order to be able to evaluate the external heat 
loads. The Orbital model sends information about the position of the S/C and the relative position of the 
Sun, in order to be able to evaluate the incidence of the Sun's radiation on the external faces of the 
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thermal nodes. It is also important the position of the S/C's faces with respect to the Earth's surface in 
order to evaluate also all the others heat loads as infrared and albedo heat loads. 
 
Figure 39. Thermal model external interfaces 
4.1.5 Visibility model 
The visibility model provides information about the visibility between a ground station and the S/C. The 
input data for this model are the position of the ground stations on Earth, the characteristics of the 
Antenna used to communicate with S/C and the position of the S/C in a given instant.  Substantially the 
visibility model solves a geometrical problem between using the vectors that defines the variables below 
described. 
Normally, the visibility is function of 
 Antenna characteristics; 
 Altitude of the S/C; 
 Orbital parameters. 
In order to have a clear description, the model is structured with a model that describes the ground station 
and an internal sub model that describes the antenna characteristics of the considered ground station. 
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Figure 40. Visibility model architecture 
4.1.5.1 Antenna sub model 
The antenna sub model contains the information about the antenna characteristics that limit the visibility 
with the S/C.  
The principal information to know about the antenna are the pointing direction and the aperture angle. The 
table 23 lists the relevant variables to set in the antenna sub model.  
Variable 
indication 
Model variable 
name 
Description 
Physical 
unit 
Type 
Variable 
type 
             
Elevation of the antenna 
pointing direction 
    Scalar Param 
           
Azimuth of the antenna 
pointing direction 
    Scalar Param 
    Antenna aperture angle 
    
 
Scalar 
Param 
 
                
Pointing vector in a topocentric 
reference frame 
   Vector Output 
23. List of the antenna sub model variables 
In order to define a pointing direction, it is needed to introduce a reference system able to describe in a 
proper way the direction of the antenna. Considering that the antenna is a device of the Ground station, it 
can be introduced a reference system centred in the ground station.  
The topocentric reference frame is a reference system centred on a point on the Earth. The reference 
system centred in the ground station is oriented like that: 
 X- axis pointing toward south; 
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 Y- axis pointing toward East; 
 Z- axis pointing toward the Up direction. 
 
Figure 41. Topocentric reference system 
The three principal variables are Elevation, Azimuth and Altitude. The Elevation and Azimuth are two 
angles that define the direction of the vector that indicate a point above the plane Z = 0. The altitude finally 
defines the distance from the ground of the point. The Azimuth is defined as the angle between the north 
and the passing line connecting the centre of reference system and the track of the perpendicular line on 
the x-y plane of the topocentric reference system of the pointing vector. The Elevation is defined as the 
angle between the pointing vector and the plane Z = 0 of the reference system. 
 
Figure 42. Elevation and Azimuth 
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The user has to set the values of the angles that define the pointing direction of the antenna. The vector 
that defines the pointing direction of the antenna is 
    (
                
               
       
) 
 
(Eq. 201) 
The aperture angle of the antenna is another important property that the user has to set. For aperture 
angle, it is meant the angle that defines the visibility between the pointing direction of the antenna and the 
S/C's position. This angle defines the range of visibility around the pointing direction. The angle is an 
antenna property and therefore the user has to set it. 
 
 Figure 43. Aperture angle of the antenna 
4.1.5.2 Ground System model 
The ground system model substantially represents the ground station with its position and it solves the 
geometrical problem concerning the visibility. The following table shows the variables introduced in the 
model. 
Variable 
indication 
Model variable 
name 
Description 
Physical 
unit 
Type 
Variable 
type 
                Longitude degrees         Scalar Param 
                 Longitude primes        Scalar Param 
                Longitude Seconds 
        
 
Scalar 
Param 
 
               Latitude degrees         Scalar Param 
                Latitude primes        Scalar Param 
               Latitude seconds         Scalar Param 
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Position vector of the ground 
station in a geocentric not inertial 
reference frame 
   Vector State 
                Radius of the Earth    Scalar Param 
                   
Ground station position vector in a 
geocentric inertial reference frame 
   Vector State 
             
S/C position vector from the 
ground station point of view 
Km Vector State 
                      
distance between the S/C and the 
antenna 
   Scalar State 
              
Rotational matrix from a 
geocentric not inertial reference 
frame to a topocentric 
 Matrix State 
              
Rotational matrix from a 
topocentric to geocentric not 
inertial reference frame 
 Scalar State 
                      Visibility flag  Scalar State 
        S/C position vector in a geocentric    Vector Input 
          
Rotational matrix from geocentric 
inertial to a geocentric not inertial 
frame 
 Matrix Input 
          
Rotational matrix from geocentric 
not inertial to a  geocentric inertial 
frame 
 Matrix Inuput 
                
Antenna pointing vector in a 
inertial geocentric reference frame 
 Vector Output 
                
Antenna pointing vector in a 
geocentric not inertial reference 
frame 
 Vector Output 
24. List of the Ground system model variables 
The ground stations have a defined position on Earth. Normally, the coordinates of a position on the Earth 
are given; hence they should be set by the user 
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Through Longitude and Latitude, it is univocally defined a vector which indicates the position of a ground 
station in a geocentric non inertial reference frame. 
      [
                
              
        
] 
 
(Eq. 202) 
Longitude and latitude make possible to define a rotational matrix to rotate vectors from geocentric non 
inertial to a topocentric reference frame 
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(Eq. 203) 
And the inverse transformation 
             
          
  
(Eq. 204) 
The rotational matrix        permits to rotate the pointing unit vector in a geocentric non inertial reference 
frame obtaining the following vector 
                   
 
(Eq. 205) 
In order to solve the geometrical problem, it is necessary to refer all the vectors needed for the problem to 
the same reference system. The geocentric inertial reference frame is a solution that permit to have the 
same description of all the others models. 
 Antenna pointing vector in inertial geocentric reference frame  
                 (Eq. 206) 
 Ground station position vector in a geocentric reference frame 
                  (Eq. 207) 
where      is the rotational matrix from a non inertial geocentric to a geocentric inertial reference frame. 
It is now possible to define a vector that indicates the position of the S/C from the ground station point of 
view. The vector is expressed in a geocentric inertial reference frame. 
                
 
(Eq. 208) 
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 Figure 44. Problem vectors in a geocentric inertial frame 
Finally, all the elements to check visibility are evaluated. The visibility performs a comparison between the 
angle   (equation 209) 
         (
         
|   |  |     |
) 
 
(Eq. 209) 
and the antenna aperture angle   set by the user. 
The S/C is visible from the GS if the angle between     vector and       vector, here indicated as  , is 
smaller than the aperture angle of the antenna  . 
Important additional information that can be obtained from the model, it is the distance of the S/C from the 
Ground station when they are visible. This information can be obtained simply evaluating the modulus of 
    vector 
        |    |  (Eq. 210) 
 
4.1.5.3 Visibility interfaces 
4.1.5.3.1 Internal interfaces 
The visibility model is composed by a ground system model and an antenna sub model related to the 
ground system model. The antenna's properties set by the user are then sent to the ground system model 
for the calculation of the visibility between the two objects. 
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Figure 45. Visibility model internal interfaces 
4.1.5.3.2 External interfaces 
The visibility model communicates with the orbital model in order to obtain information about the actual 
position of the S/C from the Earth's point of view. The orbital model sends the rotational matrix that defines 
the rotation of the Earth and the S/C position in a non-inertial geocentric reference frame, in order to solve 
the geometrical problem which checks the visibility between the two objects. 
 
Figure 46. Visibility model external interfaces 
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4.2 Models implementation 
4.2.1 Orbital model 
4.2.1.1 Dynamics 
4.2.1.1.1 S/C position 
The position of the S/C is provided from a step integration of the equations of motion. The problem is 
initialized through the orbital parameters which permit to obtain initial position and velocity of the S/C and 
all the other orbital information such as angular momentum, semilatus rectus, orbital period etc. 
The architecture is shown through the flow chart of the figure 47. 
 
Figure 47. S/C position architecture 
4.2.1.1.2 S/C attitude 
The attitude of the S/C is provided from a step integration of the Euler´s angles rate in function of a certain 
imposed angular velocity. The problem is initialized by the initial Euler´s angles set by the user. 
The architecture is shown through the following flow chart. 
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Figure 48. S/C attitude calculation implemented architecture 
4.2.1.1.3 Altitude 
The S/C altitude is a difference between two vectors' modulus. The position vector of the S/C provides the 
position of the S/C from the centre of the Earth. The altitude is the distance of the probe from the Earth 
surface. The altitude is simply a difference, repeated every integration steps, between the modulus of the 
position vector and Earth radius. 
 
Figure 49. Altitude calculation implemented architecture 
4.2.1.1.4 Ground tracks 
The ground tracks' calculation defines the relative position of the S/C on Earth. It is a position calculation 
in which is taking into account the rotation of the Earth. Longitude and latitude are sufficient to define the 
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exact position of the S/C while it’s orbiting around the Earth. It is also possible to define a vector through 
these two angles that describes the walk of the S/C on Earth surface. 
 
Figure 50. S/C ground tracks implemented architecture 
4.2.1.2 Environment 
In this section the implemented architecture for all the calculations in the environment sub model is shown. 
The environment sub model provides information about the environment around the S/C and so it 
evaluates the apparent sun position, the eclipse's period and the matrix defining the rotation of the Earth. 
4.2.1.2.1 Apparent sun position 
The position of the Sun respect to the Earth is given through an algorithm based on astronomical almanac 
which defines the Sun's walk on the celestial sphere since 1950 to 2050. The algorithm defines the vector 
in a geocentric inertial reference frame. The evaluation is based on the actual date mission provided in 
modified Julian date format. 
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Figure 51. Apparent sun position implemented architecture 
4.2.1.2.2 Eclipse 
The information about the eclipse period is evaluated through a geometrical problem above explained. 
The algorithms implemented in the step environment work in the way shown in the following flow chart. 
 
Figure 52. Eclipse problem implemented architecture 
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4.2.1.2.3 Earth rotation 
The rotation of the Earth is expressed through the time variation of the right ascension of a point on Earth; 
in this case everything is referred to Greenwich meridian. The value of the angle is initially defined through 
the starting mission date, and then it evolves according with the Earth's angular velocity. All the quantities 
can be referred to a geocentric non inertial reference frame through a rotational matrix. The following flow 
chart shows the logical procedure used in the SW to evaluate the rotational matrix.  
 
Figure 53. Greenwich ascending node implemented architecture 
4.2.1.3 Time 
In this environment it is shown the implemented architecture of the algorithms of the time sub model. The 
time sub model provides a time frame to the entire simulator and refers the simulation to an epoch. The 
model provides the date in different date formats, and it converts the Gregorian date to Julian and 
modified Julian date and vice versa. 
4.2.1.3.1 From Gregorian to Julian and modified Julian date converter 
The conversion from Gregorian to Julian and modified Julian date permits the user to set starting mission 
date and hour in a very easy way and having the date format used in astronomical calculation. The 
converter works in the initialization environment of the S/W because the conversion of the starting mission 
date is necessary to perform it once. 
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Figure 54. Gregorian to Julian and modified Julian date converter implemented architecture 
From Modified Julian to Julian and Gregorian date converter 
The converter from modified Julian date to Julian and Gregorian date provides the actual Epoch of the 
simulation in the other two formats. 
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Figure 55. Modified Julian date to Julian and Gregorian date converter implemented architecture 
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4.2.2 Power generation and storage system model 
4.2.2.1 Solar arrays 
In this section, the model describing how the EPS is built is shown. Substantially, the solar arrays model 
describes mathematically the solar arrays behaviour. The solar arrays have two modes of working 
according with the use case. They provide power when they are in sunlight and they don´t provide power 
when they are in eclipse. The following flow chart shows how the model elaborates the algorithms and 
evaluates the power production of the subsystem 
 
Figure 56. Solar arrays implemented architecture 
 
4.2.2.2 Batteries 
The battery model has also two modes of working. In fact, the batteries can be electrical power provider or 
power consumer according with the use case. Hence, the algorithms that describe the behaviour of the 
real batteries are implemented in a way that they are used according with the right use case in the way 
shown in the flow chart of the figure 57. 
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 Figure 57. Batteries implemented architecture 
4.2.2.3 PCDU 
In this section, the architecture of the PCDU model is shown. The PCDU manages the power lines of the 
entire EPS model as shown in the figure 58.  
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Figure 58. PCDU implemented architecture 
4.2.2.4 Simple equipment 
The simple equipment model is a model that describes an on board equipment under the power 
consumption point of view. The single equipment receives a certain voltage from the PCDU and provides 
to the PCDU the information about the current needed to let it work. The figure 59 show the logical 
passages of the working model. 
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Figure 59. Simple equipment implemented architecture 
 
4.2.3 Thermal model 
The thermal model evaluates the thermal behaviour of the entire S/C. The accuracy of temperature 
depends on the number of nodes created. The algorithms and mathematical assumptions are already 
shown in the sections above. The following flow chart shows the logical procedure that the thermal model 
executes for every node created. 
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Figure 60. Thermal model implemented architecture 
4.2.4 Visibility model 
In this section the architecture of the Visibility model is shown. The visibility model provides information 
about the visibility of the S/C with a Ground station. In order to define the position of the Ground station 
and the antenna pointing direction and characteristics is needed. The model foresees a Ground station 
model and an antenna sub model. The antenna sub model sets the antenna pointing direction and its 
aperture. 
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4.2.4.1 Antenna 
Figure 61 shows the actions of the antenna sub model. 
 
Figure 61. Antenna implemented architecture 
4.2.4.2 Ground Station 
The ground station model sets the position of the ground station considered and solves the geometrical 
problem that checks the visibility between them. Figure 62 shows the logical procedure of the actions that 
the model executes. 
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Figure 62. Visibility implemented architecture 
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5 MODEL VALIDATION TESTS 
5.1 Validation 
Validation is the process of checking that a software system meets specifications and it fulfils its intended 
purpose. 
In particular, validation checks whether or not the product design satisfies or fits the intended use. This is 
accomplished through the dynamic testing. The dynamic testing in software engineering is a term used to 
describe testing of the dynamic behaviour of a code. In dynamic testing, the software must be compiled 
and run. It involves working with the software, giving input values and checking if the output is as expected 
by executing specific test cases which can be done manually or with the use of an automated process. 
In other words, validation ensures that the product meets the user's needs, and that the specifications 
were correct in the first place. It confirms if the product, as provided, will fulfil its intended use. 
The steps to reach the validation for every model are: 
 Defining the relevant variables to set and to print out for each simulation; 
 Defining the test cases; 
 Plotting the variables and check if they match with the expectations. 
Defining the variables is an important and delicate part of the code validation. The variables to set 
represent the input information from the user; the variables that we decide to plot are the variables that let 
us permit to understand if the results match with what we expect from the input data.  
For a better understanding of the plotted values, it is important to define the test cases. A test case, in 
software engineering, is a set of conditions or variables under which a tester will determine whether an 
application, software system or one of its features is working as it was originally established for it to do. 
The way of defining the variables set eases the comprehension of the plots. For this reason, we use a 
scenario testing in our validation. In the scenario testing, hypothetical stories are used to help the tester to 
think through a complex problem or system. The ideal scenario test is a story that is motivating, credible, 
complex, and easy to evaluate. 
At the end of the simulation, the plots obtained must fulfil the expectations. It is important to study the 
behaviour and to give them a correct explanation, according to the input information variables. 
In this section some simulation tests will be discussed. The results for different cases of all models created 
are shown. The tests show the behaviour of the principal properties that permit us to understand the 
correctness of the models.[3], [5] 
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5.2 Models validation 
5.2.1 Orbital model 
The orbital model contains three sub models: the dynamic model, the time model and the environmental 
model. In order to check if the sub models work properly, a definition of the models’ principal input and 
output variables is necessary.  
To ease the plots legibleness, three typical orbit scenarios for the orbit model are defined. The first 
simplification is to consider only Earth orbits for all the test cases.  
First scenario. S/C on a geostationary orbit. 
The S/C is on a circular and equatorial orbit, 42,186 km away from the Earth´s centre. It has to point 
continuously through the Earth; it has to rotate as it moves on the orbit. The S/C starts from the perigee. 
The starting orientation is with x-body axis in the direction of the velocity, with y-body axis toward the 
Earth and z–body axis in the normal direction to the orbital plane. Starting date of the mission is the 20th 
of February 2020. 
Dynamic sub model variables 
Variable indication Model variable name Value 
                         
                        
                          
                      
                   
                      
              
                
              
 ⃗⃗⃗                       
25. First scenario dynamic parameters 
Where n is the mean orbital velocity. 
Environment sub model variables 
Variable indication Model variable name Value 
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26. First scenario environment parameters 
Time sub model variables 
Variable indication Model variable name Value 
           
               
               
27. First scenario time parmeters 
Second scenario. Polar orbit. 
The orbit of the S/C is polar. This orbit permits the passage of the S/C on both the Planets’ polar poles. 
The orbit is elliptic and its perigee is in correspondence to the North Pole. The S/C has a fixed starting 
orientation respect to the geocentric reference frame. The starting date of the mission is the 21
st
 of 
October 2014.  
Dynamic sub model variables 
Variable indication Model variable name Value 
                         
                         
                           
                       
                    
                      
               
                 
               
 ⃗⃗⃗                     
28.  Second scenario dynamic parameters 
Environment sub model variables 
Variable indication Model variable name Value 
                      
             
  
                         
                         
29. Second scenario environment parameters 
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Time sub model variables 
Variable indication Model variable name Value 
           
               
               
30. Second scenario time parameters 
Third scenario. LEO orbit. 
The S/C is orbiting on a Low Earth Orbit. The orbit presents very low eccentricity. The values of the Orbit 
are very general. The S/C starts from the perigee. The starting orientation is with x-body axis in the 
direction of the velocity, y-body axis toward the Earth and z–body axis in the normal direction to the orbital 
plane. The starting mission date is 1st of June 2035. 
Dynamic sub model variables 
Variable indication Model variable name Value 
                        
                          
                           
                         
                    
                       
               
                   
               
 ⃗⃗⃗                    
31. Third scenario dynamic parameters 
with n the mean orbital velocity. 
Environment sub model variables 
Variable indication Model variable name Value 
                      
             
  
                         
                          
32. Third scenario environment parameters 
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Time sub model variables 
Variable indication Model variable name Value 
          
               
               
33. Third scenario time parameters 
First scenario plots. 
The first simulation ran for 100,000 seconds. According to the scenario described (a geostationary orbit), 
the plots have to show the data for more than one orbit. The orbital period should be of one solar day 
(circa 86,400 seconds). The orbit should be in the equatorial plane, the data in perifocal and geocentric 
inertial reference frame should coincide. Therefore the position, velocity and acceleration z-component 
should be 0. The orbit shape should be a circle. In order to maintain the pointing towards the Earth, it is 
introduced an angular velocity around the z-body axis of the same velocity of the S/C rotation around the 
Earth, so the   angle should vary cyclically in one orbit. 
The dynamics sub model provides with information about the orbit, the attitude of the S/C, the altitude and 
the actual position on the Earth. All the other dynamics graphs are shown in the appendix. 
  
Figure 63. Geostationary orbit in a perifocal reference frame (    [  ]      [  ]) and altitude (     [ ]  
 [  ]) 
The graph shows the geostationary orbit in a perifocal reference frame. As it can be seen, the orbital is 
circular with a semimajoraxis of 42,162 km, as expected. 
S/C altitude does not change because of the circular orbit shape.  
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Figure 64. Φ, θ and ψ Euler’s angle (     [ ]   [   ]), (     [ ]    [   ]), (     [ ]   [   ]) 
The Euler’s angle graphs show that the two angles Φ and θ do not change along the entire orbit. Instead, 
the ψ angle starts with a value of 1.57 radians. After 86,400 seconds its value is of about 4.71, which 
means that the S/C turns of 6.28 radians after one day. Considering that 86,400 seconds is also the orbital 
period of the orbit, it means that the S/C rotates maintaining a face constantly pointed on Earth, exactly as 
expected from the variables set at the beginning of the simulation. 
 
Figure 65. Longitude and latitude ( longitude [rad] – latitude [rad]) 
Moreover, the Ground track shows a completely flat graph because the S/C does not change its longitude 
and latitude during the entire orbit. 
For the environment sub model, Sun vector and eclipse period of the S/C are shown. Because of the 
distance from the Earth and the Sun relative position between them, it can be seen that it does not have 
an eclipse period. 
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Figure 66. Eclipse ( time [sec] – eclipse flag [_]) 
The long distance from the Earth’s surface to the Sun in that particular Epoch allows the S/C to be visible 
at the sunlight during the entire simulation time. 
 
 
Figure 67. Sun vector’s components (time [sec] -    [km], time [sec] -    [km], time [sec] -    [km]) 
All other results will be shown in the appendix. 
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Second scenario. 
The scenario described should show a polar orbit with a very a high eccentricity. Because of the very high 
values of the semimajor axis and the 90 degrees of the periapsis argument, the S/C closest point is at the 
North Pole and its apoaxis should be in the direction of South Pole. The Eclipse period is supposed to be 
different from zero. The attitude of the S/C should not change because there is no angular velocity 
imposed on it. The simulation ran for 50,000 seconds that corresponds to more than a half day. 
The dynamics model shows some of the most important graphs that can be obtained. Substantially, the 
dynamics sub model gives us information about the orbit, the altitude and the actual position on the Earth. 
All the other dynamics graphs can be found in the appendix. 
  
Figure68. Polar Orbit in a perifocal reference frame and altitude (    [  ]      [  ]) and altitude 
(     [ ]   [  ]) 
As it can be observed from the graphs, the periapsis coincides with the direction of North Pole. It is about 
of few hundred kilometres from the Earth surface and the apoaxis is about 12,000 km away from the Earth 
surface. 
 
Figure 69. Longitude and latitude of the S/C (longitude [rad] – latitude [rad]) 
The Longitude and latitude graph shows the ground track of the S/C on Earth. As it can be seen, when the 
S/C reaches latitudes close to 90 degrees the longitude changes faster. That’s because the farthest point 
of the orbit is in the direction of South Earth pole.  
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Figure 70. Eclipse ( time [sec] – eclipse flag [_]) 
Because of the high semimajor axis of the orbit, the simulation's time interval takes into account only 
slightly more of three orbits. There are three eclipses during the simulation time. Every eclipse lasts for 
around 2,000 seconds. 2,000 seconds represent approximately 15% of the orbital period. 
  
 
Figure 71. Sun vector components (time [sec] -    [km], time [sec] -    [km], time [sec] -    [km]) 
The graphs below show the three components of the Sun vector in a geocentric non-inertial reference 
frame. The x-component at half of the simulation is slightly increasing, while y and z are decreasing.  
Further results will be shown in the appendix. 
Third scenario 
The third scenario shows a generic Low Earth Orbit. The simulation ran for 50,000 seconds. The results 
have to show an Orbit with a small eccentricity. The Eclipse period should be more or less the 40% of the 
orbital period. In order to maintain the pointing towards the Earth, it is introduced an angular velocity 
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around the z-body-axis of the same velocity of the S/C rotation around the Earth, so the ψ angle should 
vary cyclically in one orbit. 
The most important graphs of the dynamics model are displayed below. The dynamics sub model gives us 
information about the orbit, the attitude of the S/C, the altitude and the actual position on the Earth. 
  
Figure 72. Orbit in a perifocal reference frame and altitude (    [  ]      [  ]) and altitude (     [ ]  
 [  ]) 
This two graphs show the orbit in a perifocal reference frame and the altitude of the S/C. The orbit is 
almost circular because of the very small eccentricity. The very small eccentricity causes the altitude to 
vary around 140 kilometres during one single orbit. The altitude variation graph explains that the 
simulation time includes more than 9 orbits. Its first farthest point on the orbit from Earth surface is 
reached after 2,000 seconds. 
 
 
Figure 73. Φ and θ Euler’s angles (     [ ]   [   ]), (     [ ]    [   ]) 
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Figure 74. ψ Euler’s angle (     [ ]   [   ]) 
The Euler’s angles Φ and θ do not change as expected, because no angular velocities are applied which 
could influences these two angles. The angular velocity imposed to the S/C attitude has a z-component 
having the same value of the orbital mean angular velocity, in order to have an almost precise pointing 
requirement of the S/C. The ψ graph shows that the angle completes a multiple of    every 5,367 seconds 
which is the same value of the orbital period, exactly as foreseen. 
 
 
Figure 75. Longitude – latitude and Ground track Y-Z plane (longitude [rad] – latitude [rad]), (       [  ]  
       [  ])  
The first graph shows the longitude and latitude of the S/C. It gives us the ground tracks on a two 
dimensional view. The second graph shows the ground tracks of the S/C on Earth in a geocentric inertial 
reference frame, which provides us with a three-dimensional effect because it considers also the Earth 
rotation and so the orbits appear bended. 
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Figure 76. Eclipse ( time [sec] – eclipse flag [_]) 
As a result of the very low orbit, considering that the orbital period in this case is around 5,300 seconds, it 
can be observed that the eclipse periods last almost 40% of the orbital period. 
  
 
Figure 77. Sun vector components (time [sec] -    [km], time [sec] -    [km], time [sec] -    [km]) 
The Sun vector mainly depends on the Sun position, so the variations of its components are very slow. As 
it can be seen from the graphs, the x component is decreasing while the y- and z-components are 
increasing. 
More results are attached in the appendix. 
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5.2.2 Electrical power system model 
For the validation of the Electrical power system model two different mission scenarios are defined. The 
model interfaces with the Orbital model. The interfaces influence the entire EPS model, so it is needed to 
define also different orbital cases. 
First mission scenario. Low Earth orbit with EPS model 1. 
As first scenario, a S/C flying in a very low Earth Orbit with a pointing of one of its side toward the Earth is 
proposed. The Orbital data are the same used in third scenario validation of the Orbital model. It is 
assumed that the face pointing to the Earth is the one in the direction     ̂ of the S/C body's reference 
frame. Furthermore, that the solar panels are directed in the opposite side and that they are fixed to the 
S/C's body and that they move with it. The area of the solar panels is in general      and the batteries 
have a capacity of        . 
Dynamic sub model variables 
Variable indication Model variable name Value 
                        
                         
                           
                         
                    
                       
               
                   
               
 ⃗⃗⃗                    
34. First scenario dynamic parameters 
where n is the mean orbital velocity. 
Environment sub model variables 
Variable indication Model variable name Value 
                      
             
  
                         
                         
35. First scenario environment parameters 
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Time sub model variables 
Variable indication Model variable name Value 
          
               
               
36. First scenario time parameters 
Solar arrays sub model variables 
Variable indication Model variable name Value  
                  
             
             
           
             
          
 ̂                           
37. First scenario solar arrays parameters 
Batteries sub model variables 
Variable indication Model variable name Value  
                          
               
             
              
38. First scenario Batteries parameters 
PCDU sub model variables 
Variable indication Model variable name Value  
               
39. First scenario PCDU parameters 
For the test is necessary to define the number and the power consumptions of the equipments presented 
in the S/C. In this case four devices are considered: 
 Equipment 1 : power consumption 100 W; 
 Equipment 2 : power consumption 150 W; 
 Equipment 3 : power consumption 250 W; 
 Equipment 4 : power consumption 50 W. 
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Second mission scenario. Low Earth orbit with EPS model 2. 
The second scenario shows a S/C in a low Earth Orbit with one side pointing towards the Earth. The face 
pointing to the Earth is the one in the direction   ̂ of the S/C body reference frame, and that the solar 
panels are directed in the same side and they are fixed to the S/C body and they move with it. The area of 
the solar panels is in general      and the battery capacity is        . 
Dynamic sub model variables 
Variable indication Model variable name Value 
                        
                         
                        
                        
                    
                       
               
                   
               
 ⃗⃗⃗                     
40. Second scenario dynamic parameters 
with n as mean of the orbital velocity. 
Environment sub model variables 
Variable indication Model variable name Value 
                      
             
  
                         
                         
41. Second scenario environment parameters 
 
 
Time sub model variables 
Variable indication Model variable name Value 
           
               
               
42. Second scenario time parameters 
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Solar arrays sub model variables 
Variable indication Model variable name Value  
                  
             
             
           
             
          
 ̂                          
43. Second scenario solar arrays parameters 
Batteries sub model variables 
Variable indication Model variable name Value 
                          
               
             
              
44. Second scenario Batteries parameters 
PCDU sub model variables 
Variable indication Model variable name Value  
               
45. Second scenario PCDU parameters 
In the test it is necessary to define how many equipment are present in the S/C and also their power 
consumptions. So, in this case four devices are created: 
 Equipment 1: power consumption 100 W; 
 Equipment 2: power consumption 150 W; 
 Equipment 3: power consumption 250 W; 
 Equipment 4: power consumption 50 W. 
First scenario results 
The simulation has been run for a whole day (86,400 seconds). The data should show several power 
cycles. The power produced by the solar arrays oscillates because it depends on the incidence angle 
between the Sun vector and the solar panels unit vector. During the Eclipse the power production of the 
solar arrays should be zero and the batteries power lines should be activated. The equipment should 
receive energy continuously. 
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Figure 78. Charge period and Level of charge of the batteries (time [sec] – Charge flag [_]),(time [sec] – LevelBat 
[%]) 
The two graphs in the figure 78 show battery charge flag and batteries' charge level. The battery 
discharge period does not coincide with the eclipse because the batteries stop to work as power provider 
only when the solar arrays provide the right voltage and enough power for all the on board devices. It can 
be observed that the batteries seem to be well sized. The simulation time is one entire day. Considering 
also the orbital parameters, it is possible to count 16 cycles that correspond to the same number of orbits. 
The batteries start for a few hundred seconds in sunlight, as it can be observed from the charge flag, then 
the eclipse starts and with it the first discharge cycle of the batteries. It can be seen in the battery levels 
graph that batteries reach 50% of their capacity after every discharge cycle. The time to recharge is 
shorter but enough to reach the complete capacity. Degradation effects are not observable because of the 
short simulation time. 
 
Figure 79. Comparison between power produced by the solar arrays and power required (time [sec] -     [W], - 
    [W]) 
The graphs below show a comparison between the energy that solar arrays are able to produce and the 
power requirement on board of the S/C. In this case the solar arrays are able to produce almost twice the 
power they really need, considering the both power peaks. This means that solar arrays are oversized.. 
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Figure 80. Cosine between Sun vector and solar panel normal and Voltage provided by the solar arrays (time [sec] 
– cosine [_], time [sec] –    [W]) 
The cosine graph shows the value of the cosine of the angle between the normal unit vector of the solar 
panels and the sun vector that is the vector defining the incidence of solar rays on the S/C. As it can be 
seen, it never reaches 1 but it comes close. The incidence angle of solar rays on solar panels influences 
the behaviour of the voltage provided by solar arrays. The voltage oscillates around values from 25 to 29 
according with the incidence angle value when solar arrays are in the sunlight. 
. 
 
 
Figure 81. Current needed by the equipment and Voltage provided to the equipment (time [sec] – iBat [A], time 
[sec] – uBat [V]) 
In these two graphs the behaviour of the power line from the PCDU to equipment is shown. The current 
and the voltage values present a sinusoidal part and a constant part. The constant behaviour corresponds 
to the eclipse period of the orbit where the voltage of the equipment is provided by the batteries. Batteries 
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provide a constant voltage value, the power consumption of the equipment is also constant and as a 
consequence also the currents are constant. During the sunlight period of the orbit the voltage is provided 
by the solar arrays, so the voltage oscillates. The power consumption of the equipment is kept constant 
during the entire simulation. In order to maintain constant the power consumption of the equipment the 
currents should decrease as the voltage increase and vice versa. 
Further graphs are attached in the appendix. 
Second scenario results. 
The simulation ran for a day (86,400 seconds). The linear dependence of the power production from the 
cosine of the angle between the Sun vector the solar panels unit vector should influence also the voltage's 
behaviour provided by the solar arrays. During the Eclipse, the power production of the solar arrays 
should be zero and the batteries power lines should be activated. The equipment should receive energy 
continuously. Due to the smaller size of the solar panels, the power produced should be smaller than the 
first scenario.  
 
Figure 82. Charge period and Batteries Charge level (time [sec] – Charge flag [_]),(time [sec] – LevelBat [%]) 
Figure 82 shows batteries' Charge flag and batteries' level. The batteries' discharge period does not 
coincide with the eclipse because the batteries stop to work as power provider only when the solar arrays 
provide the right voltage and enough power for all the on board devices. Because of the low orbit and 
considering the simulation time, it is possible to see that the S/C completes almost 16 cycles that 
correspond to the same number of orbits. At the beginning of the simulation, the S/C is in eclipse as it can 
be seen in both graphs. The charge flag indicates the 0 value for the first 3,000 seconds and the batteries 
charge level is decreasing. During every cycle, the batteries consume more than 50% of their capacity.  
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Figure 83. Comparison between power produced and power required (time [sec] -     [W], -     [W]) 
The graph below shows the power that solar arrays are able to produce in red. The power required on 
board for the equipment is displayed in blue. The power that solar arrays are able to produce is slightly 
higher, which means that they are well sized. The peak of power required on board is 1700 Watts while 
the power produced by the solar arrays is around 2100 Watts.  
 
 
 Figure 84. Voltage provided by the solar arrays and Cosine between the sun vector and the solar panels normal  
The two graphs below show the behaviour of the solar arrays' voltage and the cosine of the angle between 
the solar arrays' unit vector and the Sun vector. The cosine does not reach the unit value, but its peak is 
around 0.8. In the sunlight period of time the solar arrays provide the voltage shown in the graph below. 
As it can be observed, the voltage oscillates between the 24 Volts and slightly more than 28 Volts. The 
oscillations depend on the incidence of the Sun vector on the solar panels. 
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All other results can be found in the appendix.  
5.2.3 Thermal model 
For the validation of the Thermal model two different mission scenarios are defined. The model interfaces 
with the Orbital model. The interfaces influence the entire Thermal model, so it is needed to define also 
different orbital cases. 
First mission scenario. Three nodes thermal analysis. 
In order to have first and simple results, a S/C configuration with only three nodes has been built. It is 
assumed a parallelepiped S/C which is divided in three cubic nodes in a Low Earth Orbit. The 
configuration and the position of the three nodes are referred to a S/C centred reference system. 
 
Figure 85. 3 nodes configuration 
The boundary conditions for the three nodes are assigned according to the configuration shown in the 
figure below. The boundary conditions to assign are         (1 for each side of the node). Because of 
the rough division of the S/C, mean values are assigned to the nodes keeping in mind some possible 
devices every sub volume could contain. 
Nodes properties 
Node 1 
Variable indication Model variable name Value 
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 46. Thermal node 1 properties first scenario 
Node 2 
Variable indication Model variable name Value 
              
                          
                            
               
                  
                  
                   
                      
                        
                        
                 
 47. Thermal node 2 properties first scenario 
Node 3 
Variable indication Model variable name Value 
               
                          
                           
               
                  
                  
                   
                      
                        
                  
 
  
 
                
48.  Thermal node 3 properties first scenario 
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The thermal model interfaces with the orbital model. The orbital cases, as the Epoch of the simulation, 
influence all the results of the thermal model. Therefore, it is necessary to define also some orbital 
variables for our calculation. 
 
Dynamic sub model variables 
Variable indication Model variable name Value 
                        
                         
                           
                         
                    
                       
               
                   
               
 ⃗⃗⃗                     
49. Thermal analysis fist scenario dynamic variables 
Environment sub model variables 
Variable indication Model variable name Value 
                      
             
  
                         
                         
50. Thermal analysis fist scenario Environment variables 
Time sub model variables 
Variable indication Model variable name Value 
          
               
               
51. Thermal analysis fist scenario Time variables 
Second scenario. 38 nodes thermal analysis 
In this second analysis a more finite thermal analysis increasing the number of nodes and imaging 
possible a S/C configuration is tackled and managed. A hypothetical mission called CloseUp is imagined 
where the S/C shape is almost parallelepiped. The number of nodes created for the analysis is 38. To 
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engage the analysis it is necessary to define the position of the nodes univocally in a body centred 
reference frame. Let us consider the nodes 1 to 30 the body of the S/C, while the other eight nodes 
represent the solar arrays (four per side). Even if the solar arrays dimensions are not reproduced in a 
precise way, it is possible to see approximately what happens when solar cells properties are introduced 
in these nodes. 
 
 Figure 86. Mission CloseUp S/C 
According to the dimensions of the S/C (to have 30 nodes–body analysis) the nodes dimensions should 
be cubes with a side length of        .  
 
Figure 87. 38 nodes configuration 
In order to assign plausible nodes properties, it is needed to do some considerations. 
As it has been already anticipated, the nodes from 31 to 38 should represent the solar arrays. Considering 
a      solar array for a S/C, and considering the nodes dimensions for solar arrays modelling should 
need 80 nodes. Considering that      should weight 70 kg circa, a mass of 1 kg for every node is taken 
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into account. In addition, solar arrays in Gallium–Arsenide are assumed and so the relative thermal 
property.  
It is assumed that the nodes 4,19,6, and 21 are modelling radiators. It is supposed to have 5 kg of 
radiators on board. As thermal properties, copper properties are taken into account. Generally, radiators 
show very high emittance and very low visible and IR absorption. 
Nodes 1, 2, 3, 16, 17 and 18 are modelling Electrical thrusters. It is two for redundancy and their weight is 
of 5 kg dry. 
Nodes 5 and 20 model fuel tanks. In this case, assuming as fuel Xenon and considering tanks weight for 
nodes 5 and 20 is taken into account a weight of 45 kg.   
All other nodes are supposed to model all the others subsystems and payloads. The nodes are divided in 
sets of three where for every set the same thermal properties are assigned. The thermal properties values 
are assigned considering the properties of real materials that can describe the thermal behaviour of typical 
payloads and/or subsystems. 
The S/C is supposed to be covered by multi layers insulators. 
 
Node 31 - 38 
Variable indication Model variable name Value 
            
                             
                            
               
                  
                   
                   
                     
                       
                           
                
52. Thermal properties of nodes from 31 to 38 [44],[7] 
Node 4, 19, 6, 21 
Variable indication Model variable name Value 
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53. Thermal properties of nodes 4, 19, 6 and 21 [44],[7] 
Node 1, 2, 3, 16, 17, 18 
Variable indication Model variable name Value 
               
                             
                            
                
                  
                   
                   
                         
                       
                         
                 
54. Thermal properties of nodes 1,2,3,16,17 and 18 [44],[7] 
Node 5, 20 
Variable indication Model variable name Value 
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55. Thermal properties of nodes 5 and 20 [44],[7] 
Node 7, 8, 9 
Variable indication Model variable name Value 
               
                             
                            
                
                  
                   
                   
                     
                       
                        
                 
56. Thermal properties of nodes 7, 8 and 9 [44],[7] 
Node 10, 11, 12 
Variable indication Model variable name Value 
             
                          
                            
                
                  
                   
                   
                     
                       
                         
                 
57. Thermal properties of nodes 10, 11 and 12 [44],[7] 
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Node 22, 23, 24 
Variable indication Model variable name Value 
             
                             
                            
                
                  
                   
                   
                     
                       
                          
                 
58. Thermal properties of nodes 22, 23 and 24 [44],[7] 
Node 25, 26, 27 
Variable indication Model variable name Value 
             
                             
                            
                
                 
                   
                   
                     
                       
                        
                 
 59. Thermal properties of nodes 25, 26 and 27 [44],[7] 
Node 28, 29, 30 
Variable indication Model variable name Value 
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60. Thermal properties of nodes 28, 29 and 30 [44],[7] 
The thermal model interfaces with the orbital model. The orbital cases, as the Epoch of the simulation, 
influence all results of the thermal model.  
Dynamic sub model variables 
Variable indication Model variable name Value 
                     
                     
                       
                     
                    
                   
           
               
           
 ⃗⃗⃗                  
61. Thermal analysis second scenario dynamic variables 
Environment sub model variables 
Variable indication Model variable name Value 
                   
           
                        
                      
62. Thermal analysis second scenario Environment variables 
Time sub model variables 
Variable indication Model variable name Value 
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63. Thermal analysis second scenario Time variables 
First scenario results 
The first scenario is a rough thermal analysis of a S/C. The values used are approximate mean values of 
possible devices every sub volume could contain. The attention of data should be not focused directly on 
the values themselves but on the behaviour of temperatures, therefore, individuating thermal sizing errors 
or not correct thermal behaviour. A well-sized thermal system should reach and maintain a thermal 
equilibrium and so every node should show a mean temperature and oscillate around it.  
In this first example the nodes' temperatures are shown in the arc of period of 30,000 seconds.  
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Figure 88. Temperature node 1,2,3 and System temperatures (time [sec] – T [K]) 
As it can be seen from the graphs, the system results well-sized. After 16,000 seconds, the temperatures 
of all the three nodes oscillate around a temperature of 300 kelvin, but in a different way. No big 
differences can be seen in the shape of temperature behaviour because the running time of the simulation 
is not long enough to vary the Sun position. Therefore, the behaviour is repeated every thermal cycle. The 
nodes heat up in different ways because of the different exposure on the external loads and different 
thermal properties. The temperatures arise when the S/C is out of the eclipse and so it receives the Sun 
radiation and albedo heat load. 
The thermal loads behaviours are shown in the appendix. 
 
Second scenario results 
The second scenario shows a more detailed thermal analysis. The results should also be taken as rough, 
and the more interesting aspect of them should be the behaviour, even if it is a more detailed analysis and 
more attention is paid to the thermal properties assignment and to the S/C thermal configuration. 
The simulation has been run for 40,000 seconds, and the S/C is orbiting in a Low Earth Orbit. Some 
representative nodes' temperatures are shown in the following graphs. 
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Figure 89. Nodes temperatures: 1 (Thrusters), 4 (radiators), 5 (fuel tanks), 36 (Solar arrays), 9 (payload set 1),  
11 (payload set 2), 23 (payload set 3), 25 (payload set 4), 30 (payload set 5) and 15 (payload set 6) (time [sec] – T 
[K]) 
 
Figure 90. Temperatures behaviour of all the nodes (time [sec] – T [K]) 
As it can be seen from the graphs, even in this case all the nodes reach and maintain a thermal 
equilibrium and oscillating around a temperature of approximately 300 kelvin after few thermal cycles. For 
every typology of node the temperature pattern for every thermal cycle is repeated, but in different ways. 
The behaviour of the temperatures depends on the exposure to the external heat loads and thermal 
properties of the node. Interesting is the case of the solar arrays that show a very oscillation for every 
thermal cycle. As it can be observed from the graph the temperature oscillates between 170 and 340 
Kelvin. That is because of the very high absorptivity of the solar cells and the high emissivity. So, during 
sunlight period they absorb a high quantity of the energy coming from the sun and this implies that they 
heat up rapidly. The simulation time includes more than eight orbits, as it can be concluded from the 
number of thermal cycles of the graphs. In general, the graphs show a system that is thermally well sized 
where an average internal temperature is maintained every cycle and all the devices result within the 
allowable temperature limits. 
 All the other results are shown in the appendix. 
5.2.4 Visibility model 
In order to check the visibility with a S/C it is needed to set information about the ground systems. The 
parameters to set regard the Ground Stations position on Earth and their antenna pointing direction and 
characteristics.  
For the validation of the Visibility model codes, three different scenarios are prepared. The Visibility model 
interfaces with the Orbital model and all the results are influenced by the kind of space mission is set in 
the orbital model.  
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First mission scenario. Kiruna ESA ground station . 
For the first mission scenario an ESA ground station located in Kiruna (Sweden) is considered. The space 
mission described is a Low Earth Orbit. The antenna of the Ground station is pointing directly up on the 
Ground station. 
Kiruna coordinates 
Variable indication Model variable name Values 
                    
                     
                       
                   
                    
                      
64. Kiruna coordinates  
 
Antenna variables 
Variable indication Model variable name Values 
                      
                 
             
65. Antenna variables 
The orbital variables define the S/C position and its dynamics around the Earth. 
Dynamic sub model variables 
Variable indication Model variable name Value 
                        
                         
                           
                        
                    
                       
               
                   
               
 ⃗⃗⃗                     
 66. Visibility first scenario dynamics variables 
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Environment sub model variables 
Variable indication Model variable name Value 
                      
             
  
                         
                         
67. Visibilty first scenario environment variables 
Time sub model variables 
Variable indication Model variable name Value 
          
               
               
68. Visibility first scenario Time variables 
Second scenario. Kiruna and Cebreros ESA ground stations 1. 
For this second scenario, a second Ground station is introduced. Different parameters and a different 
Orbital background are considered for the antennas characteristics.  
Kiruna coordinates 
Variable indication Model variable name Values 
                    
                     
                       
                   
                    
                      
69. Kiruna coordinates 
Kiruna Antenna variables 
Variable indication Model variable name Values 
                      
                    
              
70. Kiruna antenna characteristics second second scenario 
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Cebreros coordinates 
Variable indication Model variable name Values 
                    
                     
                       
                   
                    
                      
71. Cebreros coordinates 
Cebreros Antenna variables 
Variable indication Model variable name Values 
                  
             
         
72. Cebreros antenna characteristics second scenario 
The orbital variables define the S/C position and its dynamics around the Earth. 
Dynamic sub model variables 
Variable indication Model variable name Value 
                        
                         
                           
                       
                    
                       
               
                   
               
 ⃗⃗⃗                     
 73. Visibility second scenario dynamics variables 
Environment sub model variables 
Variable indication Model variable name Value 
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74. Visibilty second scenario environment variables 
Time sub model variables 
Variable indication Model variable name Value 
          
               
               
75. Visibility second scenario Time variables 
Third scenario. Kiruna and Cebreros ESA ground stations 1. 
The two ESA ground stations are proposed as a third scenario. But now antenna characteristics, aperture 
angles and the orbital background are different. 
Kiruna coordinates 
Variable indication Model variable name Values 
                    
                     
                       
                   
                    
                      
76. Kiruna coordinates 
Kiruna Antenna variables 
Variable indication Model variable name Type 
                      
                 
             
77. Kiruna antenna characteristics third scenario 
Cebreros coordinates 
Variable indication Model variable name Values 
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78. Cebreros coordinates 
 Cebreros Antenna variables 
Variable indication Model variable name Value 
                      
                 
             
79. Cebreros antenna characteristics third scenario 
The orbital variables define the S/C position and its dynamics around the Earth. 
Dynamic sub model variables 
Variable indication Model variable name Value 
                        
                      
                           
                       
                    
                       
               
                   
               
 ⃗⃗⃗                     
 80. Visibility third scenario dynamics variables 
Environment sub model variables 
Variable indication Model variable name Value 
                      
             
  
                         
                         
81. Visibilty third scenario environment variables 
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Time sub model variables 
  Variable indication Model variable name Value 
          
               
               
82. Visibility third scenario Time variables 
First scenario results 
The first scenario was running for an entire day (86,400 seconds). Kiruna ESA ground station is sited at 
very high latitude. The inclination of the orbit is over 90 degrees, which means it is a retrograde orbit. The 
S/C visibility with the ground station depends on the altitude of the S/C. The antenna pointing direction is 
in the up direction of the station. Considering the Low Earth Orbit, the S/C is visible just for a few minutes. 
Shorter will be the distance closer to the Ground Station the S/C is orbiting. 
 
Figure 91. First scenario visibility and distance between Kiruna and the S/C (time [sec] – Visibility flag [_], time 
[sec] – d [km]) 
The first graph shows when the S/C is visible from the antenna of the Kiruna GS. The second graph 
shows the distance in kilometres between the antenna and the S/C, only when it is visible. The simulation 
ran for an entire day. The S/C is visible only twice in that day. Considering that an orbital period is around 
5,400 seconds, the S/C is only visible during its 13th and 14th orbits of the simulation time. From the 
distance graph it is also observable that the 14th orbit is closer than the 13th. The antenna catches the 
S/C 13th orbit when the distance is around 900 kilometres while the following orbit passes closer, around 
a distance of 550 kilometres. In both cases the two orbits are visible just for few minutes. 
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Second scenario results 
The simulation is run for 86,400 seconds. That means it will show the visibility between the S/C and the 
two Ground stations for a whole day. In this scenario, two ESA ground stations are taken into account: 
Kiruna sited in Sweden and Cebreros sited in Spain. The results depend on the S/C’s orbit and the 
antenna characteristics. In this case, the orbit is a Low Earth Orbit with an inclination of approximately 80 
degrees. The Kiruna antenna has an aperture of 60 degrees and the Cebreros antenna has an aperture 
70 degrees. The pointing directions of the antennas are different. The Kiruna’s antenna is directed slightly 
in the South direction in order to catch S/C orbit at lower latitudes. The Cebreros’s antenna is pointing 
directly on the up direction. 
 
 
Figure 92.Second scenario visibility and distance between Kiruna and the S/C (time [sec] – Visibility flag [_], time 
[sec] – d [km]) 
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Figure 93. Second scenario visibility and distance between Cebreros and the S/C (time [sec] – Visibility flag [_], 
time [sec] – d [km]) 
As it can be observed from the results, both of the ground stations are visible twice during the considered 
day. The S/C orbit is a Low Earth Orbit, and so the orbital period of the S/C is around 5,400 seconds. 
Considering that the simulation ran for an entire day they are considered almost around 16 orbits. The S/C 
is visible with Kiruna GS during the 2
nd
 and the 6
th
, with Cebreros during the 6
th
 and the last orbits. The 
graphs show that the 6
th
 orbit is caught by both ground stations. Precisely, the S/C orbit first on Cebreros 
and after a few hundred seconds on Kiruna. It can be also be observed that the 6
th
 orbit passes very close 
to both GS. The second orbit of the S/C passes on Kiruna at a distance lower than 400 kilometres. 
Cebreros’s antenna catches the S/C the second time during the last orbit considered in the simulation, but 
at a higher distance than the first. 
Third scenario results 
The third simulation ran for a whole day. The S/C orbital parameters describe a Low Earth orbit with an 
inclination of approximately 77 degrees. The visibility is checked with the Kiruna ESA and Cebreros ESA 
ground station. The antennas of the two ground stations are pointing both directly upwards. For both the 
aperture is 80 degrees.  
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Figure 94. Third scenario visibility and distance between Kiruna and the S/C (time [sec] – Visibility flag [_], time 
[sec] – d [km]) 
 
 
Figure 95. Third scenario visibility and distance between Cebreros and the S/C (time [sec] – Visibility flag [_], 
time [sec] – d [km]) 
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The graphs show that in this last case Kiruna is visible eight times during the entire day. Cebreros ground 
station is visible twice. Considering that the orbital period of the S/C is about 5,400 seconds, the S/C is 
visible from the antenna of Kiruna G/S during the first four orbits. As it can be seen in the graph of 
distance between the S/C and Kiruna, the antenna catches the position of the S/C even if it is very far. In 
the first three orbits the S/C starts to be visible at the distance of 2,200 kilometres. Then the distance 
decreases. In the 4
th
 visible orbit the distance at the beginning is around 1,600 kilometres and then it 
decreases to 800 kilometres. The last four orbits visible from Kiruna correspond to the 13
th
, 14
th
, 15
th
 and 
16
th
 orbits of the simulation. Also in this case, the antenna catches the S/C position even if it is very far 
and then the S/C orbits closer to the G/S. The S/C is visible from Cebreros in the 5
th
 and 14
th
 orbits. In the 
5
th
 orbit the S/C is visible at a distance of 1,300 from the GS position. Whereas, in the 14
th
 orbit it is visible 
when it is at 1,400 kilometres distance but then it gets farther. So, in this case the S/C at the 14
th
 orbit is 
first visible from the Kiruna GS and after a few seconds from Cebreros as the graphs proof. 
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6 CONCLUSIONS 
6.1 Work summary 
The work consists in the following steps: 
 Individuation of principal physical properties for a mathematical description of the reality we are 
going to simulate (Input parameters and Output parameters); 
 Giving a mathematical description of the physical system through simple algorithms; 
 Critical analysis on solving approach of algorithms; 
 Making assumptions to simplify the algorithms and so create the model; 
 Creation of the S/W models’ architecture of the through the use of flow charts; 
 Implementation of the models in C++ language with SimMF; 
 Creation of Java tests through SimOps; 
 Creation of scenario tests; 
 Validation of the codes through the usage of JSynoptic graphs; 
 Critical analysis on possible outcomes and enhancement of the S/W. 
 
6.2 Conclusions 
The main goal of this thesis was to tackle the specification of a functional system simulator able to assist 
the early design phases by taking into account all the domains of a space mission. The nature of this 
argument comes from the necessity to explore and create a simulation able to assist the early design 
phases of space projects considering all the physical aspects of the S/C and the environment surrounding 
it. The software should be easy to configure, fast in provide results and easy to understand.  
The goal was to create a tool that shows the results of a pre-sizing of a mission in all its aspects. The 
study of the feasibility of this work started with understanding which are the domains characterizing a 
space mission. The system considered is the S/C itself, seen as collection of systems and the dynamical 
and environmental aspects linked to it. The work is divided into four of these models: Orbital model, EPS 
model, Thermal model, and Visibility model. 
The model creation started with a critical analysis of the important parameters for a simulation. It 
continued with the study of the physics of the problems and relatives possible assumptions in order to 
simplify the mathematical problems. The results of these assumptions and simplifications are the 
algorithms used for the calculations in the software. Prior to the implementation of the algorithms, 
architecture for all the used cases for the software models has been defined. This has been carried out 
through the use of flow charts.  
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The SW in the end it is validated and verified. This work shows the validation of the codes through the 
scenario testing. Each realised scenario seems to match the expectations; therefore the code seems to be 
well implemented.  
The process described resulted in the creation of a part of a SW that is able to provide an overview of a 
generic mission in a very quick and easy way. The time to configure it has the unit “minutes” or “seconds”, 
the same holds for the time to obtain the results. The results can be converted in different file formats and 
can be used to visualize them in graphical interfaces. One possible application is the conversion of the 
results into a “-.kml” file for its implementation in Google Earth. For example, it is possible to visualize the 
ground tracks of the S/C (figure 96). Moreover, the results can be visualized as plots or in their own 
graphic interface. 
 
 
Figure  96. S/C ground tracks of an entire day visualized on Google Earth 
The architecture of the simulator is easily accessible for improvements. The simulator is able to provide 
more detailed information about all the models created. This simulator represents just the basis and 
therewith the feasibility studies of this kind of tools. 
This thesis shows the possibility to realise the creation of a simulator able to incorporate all the 
functionalities already existing in some tools used to support space mission design, and so offering the 
possibilities to have rapidly an overview of the entire mission. The process that brought to the algorithms, 
through simplifications and physical assumptions, make it to a tool able to provide results with a good 
trade-off between rapidity (configuration and simulation run time) and accuracy. 
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6.3 Further Outcomes and Improvements 
6.3.1 Orbital model 
6.3.1.1 Dynamics 
The dynamic model shown in the previous sections takes into account only Keplerian orbits.  Nonetheless, 
the real - life S/C trajectories differs considerably from normal and expected motion after some orbital 
cycles. The reason is that real-world celestial and artificial bodies’ trajectories cannot be described simply 
with restricted two-body problem theory. The actual path will differ from the theoretical two-body path due 
to perturbations caused by other mass bodies and additional forces not considered in Keplerian motion. 
The perturbation forces are small compared to the attracting forces acting on the S/Cs, and so in a first 
evaluation can be accepted to neglect them. In order to improve the evaluation of the S/C trajectory for 
large time scales (weeks/months), the perturbations acting on the vehicle are taken into account. 
The principal perturbations it should consider are: 
 N - body mass attractions; 
In some cases the presence of gravity fields of external bodies like Moon and Sun cannot be 
completely neglected. The effects of  perturbation in the gravity fields of the celestial solar system 
bodies (Sun, moon and so on) are inversely proportional to the distance and directly proportional 
with the mass of the celestial bodies (so, Moon and Sun result very influent); 
 Aerodynamic drag forces; 
Especially for the Low Earth Orbit, atmosphere density cannot be completely neglected and so it 
produces drag forces on the S/C. The drag force follows the law        
   , where   is the 
density,   is the cross sectional area of the S/C,    the drag coefficient and   is the S/C velocity 
modulus. This force is directed as the velocity vector of the S/C but in the opposite sense.  
 Non-spherical shape of the Earth 
The ellipsoid shape of the Earth creates some non-homogenous distortions in the gravitational 
Earth field; 
 Non – spherical Earth’s mass distribution 
The mass distribution of the Earth differs from a perfectly spherical distribution, and therefore also 
the gravitational field is distorted.  
 Solar pressure; 
Usually this force is some order smaller of some others perturbations acting on the S/C, but in a 
large time scale like an entire mission it cannot be neglected. The force acting on the vehicle is 
         , where p is the solar pressure, S the S/C´s surface exposed to the sun and r is the 
reflectance of the surface (     ). 
The consequences of this forces acting on the S/C are the modifications on the starting values of the 
orbital parameters. In particular: 
 Aerodynamic drag has the effect to circularize the orbit and to reduce the semimajor axis; 
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 The non-spherical Earth shape and mass Earth distribution cause a variation of the ascending 
node angle; 
 Solar pressure has effects on orbital eccentricity and on the velocity of the S/C. 
These perturbations can be taken into account easily by the dynamics' evaluator of the simulator, creating 
new variables which represent the acceleration produced by the forces. Introducing these accelerations in 
the step integration, these effects are automatically taking into account: 
 ̈    
 
  
              
 
(Eq. 211) 
A furthermore possible improvement, it can be represented from the creation of model able to provide 
automatically the values of the acceleration's variables, according with mission considered. For expample, 
it could be created a SW model for the mathematical determination of the atmospheric density in function 
of the altitude or a model for the determination of solar pressure in function of the epoch and the distance 
from the Sun. 
For the attitude determination of the S/C, a proper model should be dedicated. Also in this case, the 
attitude of the S/C in orbit is not maintained constantly during the entire orbit. Perturbations forces similar 
to that described below for orbital dynamics act in different ways on the S/C body generating torques 
perturbation. These torques are not only linked to the external forces acting on the S/C, but also due to 
mass internal distribution of the S/C (e.g. Gravity gradient torques). An AOCS model could provide 
information about the attitude dynamics of the S/C around its centre of gravity and also simulating the 
actuators. [25], [10] 
6.3.1.2 Environment 
The environment sub model of the orbital model is a container and evaluator of the entire environment 
surrounding the S/C. The eclipse period, the Sun position and Earth’s rotation are evaluated in this model. 
The eclipse of the S/C around the Earth is evaluated with a cylindrical shade model. This approximation 
can be improved substituting the cylindrical shade model with a conical one. The conical shade model 
includes regions of penumbra where the sunlight intensity decreases. The second model gives a more 
precise description of the Eclipse real behaviour influencing with positive feedbacks on the other models 
(power and thermal models). 
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Figure 97. Earth shade conical model 
This model can result computationally heavier than the cylindrical one, and so the introduction of this kind 
of model could influence the time solving performances of the simulator. [9] 
The Sun position tool evaluates the apparent Sun position with respect to an Earth geocentric inertial 
frame based on an Astronomical almanac. In order to obtain improvements and a more correct description 
of the reality, it could be useful to introduce a solar reference system. In a heliocentric inertial reference 
frame, it is possible to describe all the planet’s orbits referring them to a certain Epoch through 
astronomical data. That improvement can give the possibility to open the simulator also for generic 
interplanetary missions and a correct view of the planets movements. 
 
Figure 98. Solar system [2] 
6.3.1.3 Time 
The time model provides a time frame to the whole simulator in different time formats. The formats 
introduced by the respectively converters are the Gregorian, the Julian and the modified Julian dates. In 
aeronautic and astronomy are also often other time frames used, e.g. the ZULU time frame. For this 
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reason, it could be useful introduce others converters of time frames, in order to a more complete 
description of the system. 
6.3.2 Electrical power system model 
The electrical power system model describes the physical behaviour of a typical electrical power system 
present in a S/C. The model created takes into account a Batteries model, a solar arrays model, a PCDU 
model and the simple equipment model seen as power consumer.  
In order to run a simulation, the user has to set the sized parameters relative to the model created, such 
as capacity of the batteries or area of solar arrays. A possible function that can be established is a sizing 
evaluator where the user only has to give information about the technologies to use and the space 
mission. Hence, the simulator can size through the use of libraries and evaluate directly the devices 
properties in the initialization environment. 
At the moment the configuration with solar arrays and batteries is unique in the simulator and they are not 
included others different electrical power system configurations. For example S/Cs, usually used for 
interplanetary missions, produce energy from a static power source using radioisotope generators or 
dynamic power sources with devices, which exploit Brayton, Stirling or Rankine cycles. Another possible 
configuration, usually present in short or manned missions, is the usage of primary batteries. These 
different power sources do not need to store energy because the power source does not depend on 
external environmental use cases, as in photovoltaic cells. Therefore, a possible improvement could 
consist in the creation of models, which describe every kind of electrical power device present on board of 
the S/C. And then leave the option to configure the electrical power system model for that specific mission 
to the user. The result would be a more generic and configurable electrical power system model. [34], [37], 
[43] 
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Figure 99. Configurable Electrical power system model 
Other possible enhancements can be done simply by the consideration of more precise laws for the 
degradation of batteries and solar arrays discharge voltage (voltage in function of sun angle in solar 
arrays) and, finally, a more precise current function in the charge phase of the batteries in the batteries 
model.  
6.3.3 Thermal model 
The thermal model evaluates the thermal behaviour of the S/C through the finite element method. The 
user has to provide a sub division in thermal nodes prior to every simulation. As said before, the nodes 
should represent part of the systems’ volume and describe that volume from a thermal point of view.  
One of the biggest limitations of the model lies in the shape of the nodes. The simulator includes only 
cubic shaped nodes. More configurable shapes for thermal nodes can allow a more finite subdivision and 
so a more accurate thermal analysis. Typical shapes used for thermal analysis in S/W  that works with 
FEM are tetrahedrons, parallelepiped and spheres. 
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Figure 100. Further nodes shapes 
Another possible enhancement to the simulator is the creation of a virtual interface that permits the import 
of CAD models into the S/W. That realises the nodalization directly on the CAD model. This tool is already 
available many S/W for mechanical, electrical and thermal analysis. 
Different kinds of improvements can be done on the physical aspect. Some of the assumptions made in 
the previous calculation can be avoided, improving the degree of precision of the data evaluated. One of 
this is in the reflection direction of the albedo acting on the S/C. It is assumed that albedo is directed in the 
same direction as the position vector of the S/C. The angle of incidence of albedo rays on the S/C is 
slightly different. Hence, the thermal model could be improved by adding an algorithm for the calculation of 
the angle. 
 
Figure 101. Albedo direction 
In the case Earth's infrared heat loads, a mean temperature of the Earth is taken into account. But the 
Earth temperature changes from region to region (for instance the Sahara desert and the North Pole). The 
different temperatures mean also different IR emission. Hence, with providing a more detailed description 
of the Earth’s temperature to the thermal model, it is possible to obtain a more precise value of the Earth 
Infrared heat load. 
The on–board electrical devices dissipate part of the power provided to them to work. The thermal nodes 
of the simulator consider a variable that takes into account the power dissipation of the electrical devices. 
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The power dissipated in a thermal node is not at the moment connected with the equipment power 
consumption. A link between the equipment and the thermal node in order to connect the power 
dissipation to the power consumption, can offer a better description of the real behaviour. 
6.3.4 Visibility model 
The visibility model provides information about the geometrical visibility between the S/C and the antenna 
of a ground station. The model is formed by a principal model (Ground Station) and a sub model 
(Antenna).  
The antenna sub model makes it possible to point the antenna directly into a topocentric reference frame. 
An additional feature could be to let the antenna follow the S/C when they are visible. The kind of 
additional feature can be realised considering a function describing the motion of the antenna when it is 
visible with the S/C.  
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7 APPENDIX 
7.1 C++ codes 
In this paragraph the C++ actual codes implemented in the SW of all the models are shown. They are 
shown also the different environment of the SW were the algorithms are collocated. 
7.1.1 Orbital model 
The orbital model presents three different sub models. Each of them has an his own code environment. 
They exchange information about variables interfacing each other. 
7.1.1.1 Dynamics codes 
The next table shows the Initalization environment of dynamics model. In this environment, they are 
implemented all the algorithms of the variables that doesn’t need to be evaluated every time step, 
because they are fixed or inital values. 
Intialization 
void Dynamics::init() throw (simtg::Exception) { 
 
/*PROTECTED REGION ID(_-f6Fgca6EeKtZ-AFp6mHjQ_startInit) ENABLED START*/ 
 
//orbital constants 
_gravitationalparameter = (GM_EARTH / 1e9); 
_planetradius = R_EARTH; 
 
//Orbital relvant quantities 
_Orbitalenergy = -(_gravitationalparameter / (2 * _semimajorax)); 
_semilatusrectus = _semimajorax * (1 - (pow(_eccentricity, 2))); 
_angularmomentummodulus = sqrt(_semilatusrectus * _gravitationalparameter); 
_OrbitalPeriod = 2 * M_PI * sqrt( 
   (pow(_semimajorax, 3) / _gravitationalparameter)); 
_apoaxis = _semimajorax * (1 + _eccentricity); 
_periaxis = _semimajorax * (1 - _eccentricity); 
_angularmomentumTg = _r0Tg % _v0Tg; 
_angularmomentumTp = _Tgp * _angularmomentumTg; 
_flightpathangle0 = (_eccentricity * sin(_truanomaly)) / (1 
   + (_eccentricity * cos(_truanomaly))); 
//Inital conditions: 
//position and velocity modulus 
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_initialradiusmodulus = _semilatusrectus / (1 + (_eccentricity * cos( 
   _truanomaly))); 
_initialVelocitymodulus = sqrt( 
   ((2 * _gravitationalparameter) / _initialradiusmodulus) + (2 
     * _Orbitalenergy)); 
 
//initial position vector in a perifocal reference frame 
_r0xTp = _initialradiusmodulus * cos(_truanomaly); 
_r0yTp = _initialradiusmodulus * sin(_truanomaly); 
_r0zTp = 0; 
_r0Tp.Set(_r0xTp, _r0yTp, _r0zTp); 
 
//initial velocity vector in a perifocal referecnce frame 
_v0xTp = (sqrt((_gravitationalparameter / _semilatusrectus))) * (-sin( 
   _truanomaly)); 
_v0yTp = (sqrt((_gravitationalparameter / _semilatusrectus))) 
   * (_eccentricity + cos(_truanomaly)); 
_v0zTp = 0; 
_v0Tp.Set(_v0xTp, _v0yTp, _v0zTp); 
 
//initial acceleration vector in a perifocal reference frame 
_a0xTp = -(_gravitationalparameter / (pow(_initialradiusmodulus, 3))) 
   * _r0xTp; 
_a0yTp = -(_gravitationalparameter / (pow(_initialradiusmodulus, 3))) 
   * _r0yTp; 
_a0zTp = -(_gravitationalparameter / (pow(_initialradiusmodulus, 3))) 
   * _r0zTp; 
_a0Tp.Set(_a0xTp, _a0yTp, _a0zTp); 
 
//Rotational matrix from a perifocal to a geocentric intertial reference frame 
_Tpg.Set( ((cos(_ascendingnode) * cos(_perigeeargument)) - 
((sin(_ascendingnode) * sin(_perigeeargument) * cos(_inclination)))), (-
(cos(_ascendingnode) * sin(_perigeeargument)) - (sin(_ascendingnode) * 
cos(_inclination) * cos(_perigeeargument))), sin(_ascendingnode) * 
sin(_inclination)), (((sin(_ascendingnode) * cos(_perigeeargument)) + 
(cos(_ascendingnode) * sin(_perigeeargument) * cos(_inclination)))),((-
sin(_ascendingnode) * sin(_perigeeargument)) + (cos(_ascendingnode) * 
cos(_inclination) *cos(_perigeeargument))),-
((cos(_ascendingnode)*sin(_inclination))),(sin(_inclination)*sin(_perigeeargum
ent)),(+sin(_inclination) * cos(_perigeeargument)), cos(_inclination)); 
 
//Rotational matrix from a geocentric inertial to a perifocal reference frame 
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 _Tgp = !_Tpg; 
 
//Initial position, velocity and acceleration vectors in a geocentric inertial 
reference frame 
_r0Tg = _Tpg * _r0Tp; 
_v0Tg = _Tpg * _v0Tp; 
_a0Tg = _Tpg * _a0Tp; 
 
_rxTg = _r0Tg[1]; 
_ryTg = _r0Tg[2]; 
_rzTg = _r0Tg[3]; 
_rTg.Set(_rxTg, _ryTg, _rzTg); 
 
_vxTg = _v0Tg[1]; 
_vyTg = _v0Tg[2]; 
_vzTg = _v0Tg[3]; 
_vTg.Set(_vxTg, _vyTg, _vzTg); 
 
_axTg = _a0Tg[1]; 
_ayTg = _a0Tg[2]; 
_azTg = _a0Tg[3]; 
 
//S/C angular velocity in a body reference frame 
_omegaxB = 0; 
_omegayB = 0; 
_omegazB = (2 * M_PI) / _OrbitalPeriod; 
_omegaB.Set(_omegaxB, _omegayB, _omegazB); 
//Starting Euler´s angles of the S/C 
_phi = _ascendingnode; 
_theta = _inclination; 
_psi = _truanomaly + _perigeeargument + (M_PI / 2) - _flightpathangle0; 
 
propagateOutputs(); 
/*PROTECTED REGION END*/ 
 
ModelBase::init(); 
 
/*PROTECTED REGION END*/ 
 
} 
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In the following table, it is shown the step environment of the dynamics sub model. The step environment 
is the C++ environment where all the things that need to be evaluated every time step are evaluated. All 
the variables coming from integrations or derivations are evaluated here. It is important to notice that the 
order of how they are written it is also the order of how they are executed. 
Step 
 
void Dynamics::step() throw (simtg::Exception) { 
/*PROTECTED REGION ID(_-f6FhMa6EeKtZ-AFp6mHjQ) ENABLED START*/ 
 
updateInputs(); 
 
  
_time = _timeKeeper->GetSimulationTime(); 
double deltaTime = (_time - _lastTime) / 1e9; 
 
double timeSec = _time / 1e9; 
 
double rTgm; 
 
rTgm = _rTg.abs(); 
 
//S/C dynamics 
//acceleration vector and components of the S/C in a geocentric inertial 
reference frame 
_axTg = -((_gravitationalparameter / (pow(rTgm, 3))) * _rxTg); 
_ayTg = -((_gravitationalparameter / (pow(rTgm, 3))) * _ryTg); 
_azTg = -((_gravitationalparameter / (pow(rTgm, 3))) * _rzTg); 
_aTg.Set(_axTg, _ayTg, _azTg); 
 
//Velocity vector and components of the S/C in a geocentric inertial reference 
frame 
_vxTg = _vxTg + (_axTg * deltaTime); 
_vyTg = _vyTg + (_ayTg * deltaTime); 
_vzTg = _vzTg + (_azTg * deltaTime); 
_vTg.Set(_vxTg, _vyTg, _vzTg); 
 
//Position vector and components of the S/C in a geocentric inertial reference 
frame 
_rxTg = _rxTg + (_vxTg * deltaTime); 
_ryTg = _ryTg + (_vyTg * deltaTime); 
_rzTg = _rzTg + (_vzTg * deltaTime); 
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_rTg.Set(_rxTg, _ryTg, _rzTg); 
 
//Position, velocity and acceleration vectors in a perifocal reference frame 
_rTp = _Tgp * _rTg; 
_vTp = _Tgp * _rTg; 
_aTp = _Tgp * _rTg; 
 
//S/C attitude dynamics 
//Euler´s angles rates 
_phiVel = (1 / sin(_theta + 0.001)) * ((_omegaxB * sin(_psi)) + (_omegayB 
   * cos(_psi))); 
_thetaVel = (_omegaxB * cos(_psi)) - (_omegayB * sin(_psi)); 
_psiVel = -(1 / tan(_theta + 0.001)) * ((_omegaxB * sin(_psi)) + (_omegayB 
   * cos(_psi))) + _omegazB; 
 
//Euler´s angles 
_phi = _phi + (_phiVel * deltaTime); 
_theta = _theta + (_thetaVel * deltaTime); 
_psi = _psi + (_psiVel * deltaTime); 
 
//Rotational matrix from a body (in movement with the S/C)  to a geocentric 
inertial reference frame 
_TBg.Set( 
(-(cos(_theta) * sin(_phi) * sin(_psi)) + (cos(_phi) * cos(_psi))), 
((-sin(_phi) * cos(_theta) * cos(_psi)) - (cos(_phi) * sin(_psi))), 
(sin(_phi) * sin(_theta)), 
((cos(_phi) * cos(_theta) * sin(_psi)) + (sin(_phi) * cos(_psi))), 
((cos(_phi) * cos(_theta) * cos(_psi)) - (sin(_phi) * sin(_psi))), 
(-cos(_phi) * sin(_theta)), (sin(_theta) * sin(_psi)), 
(sin(_theta) * cos(_psi)), (cos(_theta))); 
 
//Rotational matrix from a geocentric inertial  to a body (in movement with 
the S/C) reference frame 
 
_TgB = !_TBg; 
 
//Distance of the S/C from the planet surface 
_altitude = rTgm - _planetradius; 
 
//Position of the S/C seen from the point of view of a reference system 
centered in the planet but in rotation with it 
_rTgw = _Tggw * _rTg; 
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double rTgwm = _rTgw.abs(); 
 
//Latitude of the S/C in radiants 
_SClatitude = asin(_rTgw[3] / rTgwm); 
 
//Longitude of the S/C in radiants 
if (_rTgw[2] < 0) { 
_SClongitude = (-acos(_rTgw[1] / (rTgwm * cos(_SClatitude)))); 
} else { 
_SClongitude = acos(_rTgw[1] / (rTgwm * cos(_SClatitude))); 
 } 
 
//Degrees of the actual Longitude of the S/C 
double LDeg = _SClongitude * (180 / M_PI); 
_SClongitudeDeg = floor(LDeg); 
 
//Primes of the actual Longitude of the S/C 
double LP = (LDeg - floor(LDeg)) * 60; 
_SClongitudePrim = abs(floor(LP)); 
 
//Seconds of the actual Longitude of the S/C 
double LS = (LP - floor(LP)) * 60; 
_SClongitudeSec = abs(LS); 
 
//Degrees of the actual Longitude of the S/C 
double LaDeg = _SClatitude * (180 / M_PI); 
_SClatitudeDeg = floor(LaDeg); 
 
//Primes of the actual Longitude of the S/C 
double LaP = (LaDeg - floor(LaDeg)) * 60; 
_SClatitudePrim = abs(floor(LaP)); 
 
//Seconds of the actual Longitude of the S/C 
double LaS = (LaP - floor(LaP)) * 60; 
_SClatitudeSec = abs(LaS); 
 
//S/C´track on the planet in which is orbiting 
_rTrack.Set(_planetradius * cos(_SClatitude) * cos(_SClongitude), 
_planetradius * cos(_SClatitude) * sin(_SClongitude), 
_planetradius * sin(_SClatitude)); 
 
//Longitude and latitude of the S/C in degrees (no primes and seconds) 
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_SClongitudeD = LDeg; 
_SClatitudeD = LaDeg; 
 
_lastTime = _time; 
 
propagateOutputs(); 
 
/*PROTECTED REGION END*/ 
 
} 
 
 
7.1.1.2 Environment code 
In this section they are reported the codes of the environment sub model.  
In the following table the initialization environment is shown. Here there are the algorithms that they are 
evaluated once at the beginning of every simulation. Also in this case it is important to notice that the 
algorithms are evaluated in the order they are written in the code. 
Initialization 
void Environment::init() throw (simtg::Exception) { 
 
/*PROTECTED REGION START*/ 
 
//problem constants 
_PlanetRadius = R_EARTH; 
_planetrotationalspeed = Earth_rotationalspeed; 
_distance = 1.00014; 
 
//starting right ascension of the planet 
_Z = (_JD0 - 2415020.5) / 36525; 
 
_alfa0 = (99.6909833 + (36000.7689 * _Z) + (0.00038708 * pow(_Z, 2))) 
   / 57.3; 
 
propagateOutputs(); 
 
/*PROTECTED REGION END*/ 
} 
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Finally, the step environment of the environment model is shown in the following table. The actions shown 
in the table below are executed every time step of the simulation. The algorithms are listed in the same 
order the SW executes them for its calculations. 
Step 
void Environment::step() throw (simtg::Exception) { 
/*PROTECTED REGION ID(_5nTX1Ma6EeKtZ-AFp6mHjQ) ENABLED START*/ 
 
updateInputs(); 
 
//position of the sun respect to the planet 
_apparentSunPos = apparentSunPos_Q(_mjd); 
 
//sun vector on the S/C 
_rS = _apparentSunPos - _rTg; 
  
//defintions of variables used 
double gamma; 
double rTgm; 
double apparentSunPosm; 
double rSm; 
 
//vector modulus 
rTgm = _rTg.abs(); 
apparentSunPosm = _apparentSunPos.abs(); 
rSm = _rS.abs(); 
 
//angle defining eclipse 
gamma = acos((_apparentSunPos * _rTg) / (rTgm * apparentSunPosm)); 
if ((gamma >= (M_PI / 2)) && ((rTgm * sin(gamma) <= _PlanetRadius))) { 
 _Eclipse = true; 
} else { 
 _Eclipse = false; 
} 
 
double timeSec = _time / 1e9; 
 
//right ascension of a reference point on the planet (Greenwich) 
_alfa = _alfa0 + (_planetrotationalspeed * timeSec); 
 
//rotational matrix defining the rotaiton of the planet (Earth): 
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//rotational matrixfrom a geocentric inertial to a geocentric rotating 
reference frame 
_Tggw.Set(cos(_alfa), -sin(_alfa), 0, sin(_alfa), cos(_alfa), 0, 0, 0, 1); 
 
//rotational matrix from a geocentric rotating to a geocentric inertial 
reference frame 
_Tgwg = !_Tggw; 
 
propagateOutputs(); 
 
/*PROTECTED REGION END*/ 
 
} 
simtg::GVector Environment::apparentSunPos_Q(double mjdUT1_) { 
 /*PROTECTED REGION ID(_TkvmwMhnEeKqEOfCl4S4JQ) ENABLED START*/ 
 
/*Apparent coordinates of the Sun to a precision of 0.01 [deg] 
 between 1950 and 2050. Input is Modified Julian date (UT1) 
 Source: Astronomical Almanac 1984, p.C24 
 Own test results (DR) using UTC instead UT between 1960 to 2040: 
 0.015 [deg] in direction and 13000 [km] in distance*/ 
 
double l, g, lam, eps, r, n; 
 
n = mjdUT1_ - 51544.5; /* Calculate Julian Days since J2000 */ 
l = 280.460 * RPD + 0.9856474 * RPD * n; 
g = 357.528 * RPD + 0.9856003 * RPD * n; 
lam = l + 1.915 * RPD * sin(g) + 0.020 * RPD * sin(2 * g); 
eps = 23.439 * RPD - 0.0000004 * RPD * n; 
r = _distance * _AU - 0.01671 * _AU * cos(g) - 0.00014 * _AU * cos(2 * g); 
 
simtg::GVector tmp; 
tmp.Set(r * cos(lam), r * cos(eps) * sin(lam), r * sin(eps) * sin(lam)); 
 
return tmp; 
 
/*PROTECTED REGION END*/ 
 
} 
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7.1.1.3 Time code 
This section shows the codes of time sub model.  
The following table shows the initialization environment. In this environment the initial mission date set by 
the user in a Gregorian format is converted in Julian date and then in modified Julian date. The operations 
shown in the following table are executed once, before to start to evaluate the algorithms in the step 
environment. 
Initialization 
void Time::init() throw (simtg::Exception) { 
 
/*PROTECTED REGION START*/ 
 
double secondsinhours = 0.0; 
double secondsinminutes = 0.0; 
double JD0fraction = 0.0; 
 
secondsinhours = _hours0 * 60 * 60; 
secondsinminutes = _minutes0 * 60; 
JD0fraction = (secondsinhours + secondsinminutes + _seconds0) / 86400; 
 
_JD0 = (367 * _Year0) - (7 * ((_Year0 + (_Month0 + 9) / 12) / 4)) - (3 
 * (((_Year0 + (_Month0 - 9) / 7) / 100 + 1) / 4)) 
 + ((275 * _Month0) / 9) + _Day0 + 1721029 + JD0fraction; 
 
_mjd0 = _JD0 - 2400000.5; 
 
propagateOutputs(); 
 
/*PROTECTED REGION END*/ 
ModelBase::init(); 
} 
 
The following table shows the step environment code of the time sub model. As already said in the 
previous chapters, in this environment the actual modified Julian date is evaluated and then it is converted 
in Julian date and then in Gregorian date. In this way, the user can visualize the epoch of the simulation 
corresponding to the data displayed. 
Step 
void Time::step() throw (simtg::Exception) { 
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/*PROTECTED REGION ID(_Agwi9Ma7EeKtZ-AFp6mHjQ) ENABLED START*/ 
 
_time = _timeKeeper->GetSimulationTime(); 
 
updateInputs(); 
 
_mjd = _mjd0 + (_time / 1e9) / (3600 * 24);  
 
double mjdsec1 = floor(_mjd) * 86400; 
double mjdsec2 = _mjd - floor(_mjd); 
double mjdsec5 = mjdsec2 * 24; 
_hours = floor(mjdsec5); 
double mjdsec3 = mjdsec5 - floor(mjdsec5); 
double mjdsec6 = mjdsec3 * 60; 
_minutes = floor(mjdsec6); 
double mjdsec4 = mjdsec6 - floor(mjdsec6); 
_seconds = mjdsec4 * 60; 
 
double mjdsec = mjdsec1 + (_hours * 60 * 60) + (_minutes * 60) + _seconds; 
_JD = _mjd + 2400000.5; 
double JD1; 
double Z; 
double F; 
double A; 
double alfa; 
double B; 
double C; 
double D; 
double E; 
 
JD1 = _JD + 0.5; 
Z = floor(JD1); 
F = JD1 - Z; 
 
if (Z < 2299161) { 
 A = Z; 
} else { 
alfa = floor((Z - 1867216.25) / 36524.25); 
A = Z + 1 + alfa - floor(alfa / 4); 
} 
B = A + 1524; 
C = floor((B - 122.1) / 365.25); 
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D = floor(365.25 * C); 
E = floor((B - D) / 30.6001); 
double day = 2 + B - D - floor(30.6001 * E) + F; 
_Day = floor(day); 
if (E < 13.5) { 
_Month = E - 1; 
} else { 
_Month = E - 13; 
} 
if (_Month < 2.5) { 
_Year = C - 4715; 
} else { 
_Year = C - 4716; 
} 
propagateOutputs(); 
/*PROTECTED REGION END*/ 
} 
 
7.1.2 Electrical power system model 
In this section are shown the C++ codes of the EPS sub models: Solar arrays model, PCDU model, 
Batteries model, Single Equipment model.  
7.1.2.1 Solar arrays 
Solar arrays model codes are reported in this section.  
The following table shows the operation executed by the software as step 0 (before to start to run the 
simulation). The algorithms reported in the initialization environment are executed once by the software.  
Initialization 
void SolarArray::init() throw (simtg::Exception) { 
 
/*PROTECTED REGION START*/ 
 
//solar panel normal set 
_solarPanelnormal.Set(_solarpanelnormalx, _solarpanelnormaly, 
   _solarpanelnormalz); 
 
//problem constants 
_P0 = P0; 
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/*PROTECTED REGION END*/ 
} 
 
The table below shows the step environment code of the Solar arrays sub model. The algorithms used in 
this code are explained in the sections 3.4.1.2.1, 4.1.3.1. and 4.2.2.1. It is important to observe that the 
order of the implemented algorithms it is also the order the SW executes them. 
Step 
void SolarArray::step() throw (simtg::Exception) { 
/*PROTECTED REGION START*/ 
 
updateInputs(); 
 
_time = _timeKeeper->GetSimulationTime(); 
 
double timeSec = _time / 1e9; 
//inherent degradation of the cells 
_Ine = _ShC * _DeA * _TeD; 
 
double secsPerYear = 365 * 24 * 60 * 60; 
 
//degradation due to the life cycles of the S/C 
_X = 1 - ((timeSec / secsPerYear) * _Deg); 
 
//Solar arrays use cases 
if (!_Eclipse) { 
_rSB = (_TgB * _rS); 
double rSBM; 
rSBM = _rSB.abs(); 
_cos = ((_rSB * _solarPanelnormal) / rSBM); 
if (_cos < 0) { 
_cos = 0; 
_Vsa = 0; 
} else { 
_Vsa = 24 + (6 * _cos); 
 
} 
 
//theoretical power production 
_Psa = _P0 * _cos * _Asa * _X * _Ine * _efficiency; 
} else { 
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_cos = 0; 
_Vsa = 0; 
_Psa = _P0 * _cos * _Asa * _X * _Ine * _efficiency; 
_Preq = 0; 
} 
_powerPort.SetVoltage(_Vsa); 
_Isa = _powerPort.GetCurrent(); 
_Preq = _Vsa * _Isa; 
 
if (_Preq > _Psa) { 
_powerPort.SetVoltage(_Vsa); 
_Isa = 0; 
_Preq = 0; 
} 
propagateOutputs(); 
/*PROTECTED REGION END*/ 
} 
 
 
7.1.2.2 Batteries code 
This section shows the C++ codes of the Batteries model. 
The following table shows the initialization environment of the model. All the variables’ initial values and 
the quantities that need to be evaluated just once are implemented in this environment. The actions are 
executed in the very first step of the 
Initialization 
void Battery::init() throw (simtg::Exception) { 
 
/*PROTECTED REGION ID(_X830kbFxEeKWcNQVH1c4dA_startInit) ENABLED START*/ 
 
//useful varibles 
secPerHour = 60 * 60; 
secPerYear = 365 * 24 * 60 * 60; 
 
//initial values 
_Capacity = _InitialCapacity; 
_MaxCapacity = _InitialCapacity; 
/*PROTECTED REGION END*/ 
} 
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The step environment shows the algorithms implemented in the Batteries model and executed every time 
step. The order they are implemented it is also the order the SW executes them. All the algorithms shown 
in the following codes are explained in the sections 3.4.1.2.2, 4.1.3.2 and 4.2.2.2. 
Step 
void Battery::step() throw (simtg::Exception) { 
/*PROTECTED REGION START*/ 
 
updateInputs(); 
 
_time = _timeKeeper->GetSimulationTime(); 
uint64_t deltaTime = _time - _lastTime; 
double timeSec = _time / 1e9; 
_Vch = _powerCharge.GetVoltage(); 
bool chargeCheck = _charge; 
 
//Max capacity of the batteries (changing in time because of degradation) 
_MaxCapacity = _MaxCapacity - ((_MaxCapacity * ((deltaTime / 1e9) 
 / secPerYear) * _DegB)); 
 
if (_Vch < _Vthr) { // eclipse --> discharge 
_charge = false; 
if (chargeCheck != _charge) { //Start of discharge 
} 
_powerPort.SetVoltage(_Vbat); 
_Idis = _powerPort.GetCurrent(); 
_Ich = 0; 
_powerCharge.SetCurrent(_Ich); 
double deltaDisCharge = _Vbat * _Idis * (deltaTime / 1e9); 
 
_Capacity = (_Capacity - (deltaDisCharge / secPerHour)); 
 
if (_Capacity < 0) { 
_Capacity = 0; 
_Vbat = 0; 
} 
} else { // sunlight --> charge 
_charge = true; 
_Ich = _IChargeDef; 
if (chargeCheck != _charge) { //Start of charge 
} 
double deltaCharge = (_Vch * _Ich) * (deltaTime / 1e9); 
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  _Capacity = (_Capacity + (deltaCharge / secPerHour)); 
if (_Capacity >= _MaxCapacity) { 
_Capacity = _MaxCapacity; 
_Ich = 0; 
} 
_powerCharge.SetCurrent(_Ich); 
_Idis = _powerPort.GetCurrent(); 
} 
//level of the batteries % 
_LevBat = _Capacity / _MaxCapacity; 
_lastTime = _time; 
propagateOutputs(); 
/*PROTECTED REGION END*/ 
} 
 
 
7.1.2.3 PCDU code 
This section shows the codes of the PCDU model. 
The following table shows the step environment of the PCDU. The PCDU model does not present an 
initialization environment because there are not variables to initialize, but there are just few parameters 
that the user should set. In the step environment are listed the actions that the PCDU model executes. 
The actions are executed in the order presented in the following code.  
Step 
void PCDU::step() throw (simtg::Exception) { 
/*PROTECTED REGION START*/ 
updateInputs(); 
_time = _timeKeeper->GetSimulationTime(); 
 
// Get the Voltage from solar array 
_Vsa = _powerSA.GetVoltage(); 
 
if (_Vsa < _Vthr) { 
_Vbat = _powerBat.GetVoltage(); 
_uBus = _Vbat; 
} else { 
_uBus = _Vsa; 
} 
_iBus = 0; 
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for (int i = 0; i < 20; i++) { 
_powerPort[i]->SetVoltage(_uBus); 
_iBus = _iBus + _powerPort[i]->GetCurrent(); //--> calulate the current needed 
by the equipment 
} 
_ILoss = _Loss * _iBus; 
_Vch = _Vsa; 
if (_Vsa < _Vthr) { //Sunlight --> charge battery and activate solar arrays 
power lines 
_batCharge.SetVoltage(0); 
_Idis = _ILoss + _iBus; 
_Isa = 0; 
_powerBat.SetCurrent(_Idis); 
_powerSA.SetCurrent(_Isa); 
_Ich = _batCharge.GetCurrent(); 
} else { //Eclipse --> activate batteries as power provider 
_batCharge.SetVoltage(_Vch); 
_Idis = 0; 
_Ich = _batCharge.GetCurrent(); 
_Isa = _Ich + _iBus + _ILoss; 
_powerSA.SetCurrent(_Isa); 
_powerBat.SetCurrent(_Idis); 
} 
propagateOutputs(); 
/*PROTECTED REGION END*/ 
} 
 
7.1.2.4 Simple equipment code 
In this section is reported the source code of simple equipment model.  
 
The model doesn't present an initialization environment because it does not have variables that need to be 
initialized through algorithms.  
The step environment shows the algorithms implemented and so the operations that the SW operates. 
The algorithms implemented refer to the sections 4.1.3.4 and 4.2.2.4. 
Step 
void SimpleEquipment::step() throw (simtg::Exception) { 
/*PROTECTED REGION START*/ 
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updateInputs(); 
_time = _timeKeeper->GetSimulationTime(); 
_U = _powerPort.GetVoltage(); 
 
if (((_U > _uLowLim) && (_U < _uHighLim)) && (_U != 0)) { 
_I = _power / _U; 
} else { 
_I = 0; 
} 
_powerPort.SetCurrent(_I); 
propagateOutputs(); 
/*PROTECTED REGION END*/ 
} 
 
7.1.3 Thermal model 
This paragraph shows the all the C++ codes written and implemented for the creation of the thermal 
model. The thermal model, as already discussed, presents the objects “thermal node” that is a thermal 
properties container and the “the thermal model” that is the environment where actually all the algorithms 
are implemented. 
7.1.3.1 Thermal node code 
The most important parts of the source code of the thermal node are shown.  
The following table shows the initNode environment. The algorithms in this section are executed at the 
beginning of every simulation for every face of the node.  The temperature is initialized with the starting 
temperature assigned by the user. The conduction coefficient and the and the thermal capacity are 
evaluated according with the definition algorithms. 
initNode 
void ThermalNode::initNode() { 
_temperature = _initialtemperature; 
_G = ((_conductivity * _A_surf) / _distance); 
_C = _mass * _heat_capacity; 
} 
 
The environment below shows the setRelation environment.  
The following table shows the C++ code of the algorithms used to build the relations within the nodes 
through the boundary conditions. As it can be observed, some logical errors are also introduced (e.g.  two 
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boundary conditions on the same face, or a boundary conditions on a wrong surface, or phenomenon that 
cannot happen if the face is internal/external). 
setRelation 
bool ThermalNode::setRelation(uint32_t faceA_, uint32_t faceB_, bool cond_, 
  bool rad_, bool ext_, ThermalNode* nodeB_) { 
 if ((faceA_ > 6) || (faceA_ <= 0) || (faceB_ > 6) || (faceB_ <= 0)) { 
  std::cerr << getName() << ": Invalid face! Choose a face between 1 
and 6 !" 
    << std::endl; 
  return false; 
 } else if (cond_ && ext_) { 
  std::cerr << getName() << ": Logical error! There can't be 
conduction if a face is external!" << std::endl; 
  return false; 
 } 
 
 NodeRelation* tmp = new NodeRelation(faceA_, faceB_, cond_, rad_, ext_, 
nodeB_); 
 
 for (std::vector<NodeRelation*>::iterator it = _relations.begin(); it 
   != _relations.end(); it++) { 
  if (*(*it) == *tmp) { 
   std::cout << "Ignoring relation for " << faceA_ << " of " << 
getName() << " (already set)!" << std::endl; 
   return false; 
  } 
 } 
 
 _relations.push_back(tmp); 
 printRelation(tmp); 
 
 return true; 
} 
 
7.1.3.2 Thermal model code 
In this section, the thermal model code is shown. The algorithms used for the implementation of the code 
are described in the sections 3.4.1.3, 4.1.3 and 4.2.3. 
The following table shows the initialization environment of the thermal model. Before every simulation, 
when the SW has assumed all the information from the user, all the relations between the nodes are 
initialized. As it can be observed in the table below all the constant variables are initialized through the use 
of some C++ libraries. 
Initialization 
void ThermalModel::init() throw (simtg::Exception) { 
/*PROTECTED REGION START*/ 
for (std::vector<ThermalNode*>::iterator it = _nodeVec.begin(); it 
!= _nodeVec.end(); it++) { 
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(*it)->initNode(); 
} 
 
_planetTemperature = Earth_Temperature; 
_PlanetRadius = R_EARTH; 
_P0 = P0; 
_Stephan_boltzmann = STEPHAN_BOLTZMANN; 
} 
/*PROTECTED REGION END*/ 
 
The table below shows the step environment of the thermal model. 
In the following environment all the algorithms for the calculation of the nodes' temperatures are executed 
every time step of the simulation. As it can be observed, logical checks are also implemented. The thermal 
model executes the operations below on every node and every time step. 
Step 
void ThermalModel::step() throw (simtg::Exception) { 
/*PROTECTED REGION ID(_2fJilOIuEeKwhbP7fwa04g) ENABLED START*/ 
updateInputs(); 
_time = _timeKeeper->GetSimulationTime(); 
double timeSec = _time / 1e9; 
double deltaTime = (_time - _lastTime) / 1e9; 
if (_time != 0) { 
_rTB = _TgB * _rTg; 
_rSTB = _TgB * _rTB; 
for (std::vector<ThermalNode*>::iterator it = _nodeVec.begin(); it 
!= _nodeVec.end(); ++it) { 
//(*it)->printRelation(); 
calcExtLoads(*(*it)); 
calcN2NLoads(*(*it)); 
calcIntLoads(*(*it)); 
calcTemperature(*(*it), deltaTime); 
//(*it)->printData(); 
} 
_lastTime = _time; 
} 
propagateOutputs(); 
/*PROTECTED REGION END*/ 
} 
bool ThermalModel::createNode(std::string nodeName_, double initalTemp_) 
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throw (simtg::Exception) { 
/*PROTECTED REGION ID(_DxNtMOI9EeKwhbP7fwa04g) ENABLED START*/ 
for (std::vector<ThermalNode*>::iterator it = _nodeVec.begin(); it 
!= _nodeVec.end(); ++it) { 
if ((*it)->getName() == nodeName_) { 
return false; 
} 
} 
ThermalNode* tn = new ThermalNode(nodeName_, this, initalTemp_); 
nodeVec.push_back(tn); 
return true; 
/*PROTECTED REGION END*/ 
} 
 
bool ThermalModel::linkNodes(std::string nodeA_, uint32_t faceA_, 
std::string nodeB_, uint32_t faceB_, bool cond_, bool rad_, bool ext_) 
throw (simtg::Exception) { 
/*PROTECTED REGION ID(_v7ayAOSuEeKkz-jh0R9aSQ) ENABLED START*/ 
if (getNode(nodeA_) == 0) { 
std::cerr << "Node '" << nodeA_ << "' not found!" << std::endl; 
return false; 
} else if (getNode(nodeB_) == 0) { 
std::cerr << "Node '" << nodeB_ << "' not found!" << std::endl; 
return false; 
} else if ((nodeA_ == nodeB_) && (faceA_ != faceB_)) { 
std::cerr << "logical error! can't link two faces of one node" 
<< std::endl; 
return false; 
} else if (((nodeA_ == nodeB_) && cond_)) { 
std::cerr 
<< "logical error! conduction can only be between two (!different!) nodes" 
<< std::endl; 
return false; 
} else if (((nodeA_ == nodeB_) && rad_ && !ext_)) { 
  std::cerr 
<< "logical error! radiation can only be between deep space or two 
(!different!) nodes" 
<< std::endl; 
return false; 
} 
//face is extern only one relation has to be set 
if ((nodeA_ == nodeB_) && (faceA_ == faceB_) && ext_ && !cond_) { 
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if (getNode(nodeA_)->setRelation(faceA_, faceB_, cond_, rad_, ext_, 0)) { 
return true; 
} 
} 
if (getNode(nodeA_)->setRelation(faceA_, faceB_, cond_, rad_, ext_, 
getNode(nodeB_)) && getNode(nodeB_)->setRelation(faceB_, faceA_, 
cond_, rad_, ext_, getNode(nodeA_))) { 
return true; 
} else { 
return false; 
} 
/*PROTECTED REGION END*/ 
} 
multPhyProto::ThermalNode * ThermalModel::getNode(std::string nodeName_) { 
/*PROTECTED REGION ID(_OwdMgOSvEeKkz-jh0R9aSQ) ENABLED START*/ 
//add user defined code here 
for (std::vector<ThermalNode*>::iterator it = _nodeVec.begin(); it 
!= _nodeVec.end(); it++) { 
if ((*it)->getName() == nodeName_) { 
return (*it); 
} 
} 
return 0; 
/*PROTECTED REGION END*/ 
} 
double ThermalModel::calcCos(std::string type__, uint32_t face_) { 
/*PROTECTED REGION ID(_zQelIOS1EeKfhdE6W2OEaw) ENABLED START*/ 
//add user defined code here 
simtg::GVector factor, faceVec; 
double divisor = 0; 
switch (face_) { 
case 1: 
faceVec.Set(1.0, 0.0, 0.0); 
break; 
case 2: 
faceVec.Set(0.0, 1.0, 0.0); 
break; 
case 3: 
faceVec.Set(0.0, 0.0, 1.0); 
break; 
case 4: 
faceVec.Set(-1.0, 0.0, 0.0); 
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break; 
case 5: 
faceVec.Set(0.0, -1.0, 0.0); 
break; 
case 6: 
faceVec.Set(0.0, 0.0, -1.0); 
break; 
default: 
std::cerr << "unsupported face! result will be 0!" << std::endl; 
return 0.0; 
} 
if (type__ == "thet") { 
factor = _rSTB; 
divisor = _rSTB.abs(); 
} else if (type__ == "alfa") { 
factor = -_rTB; 
divisor = _rTB.abs(); 
} else { 
std::cerr << "unsupported type! result will be 0!" << std::endl; 
return 0.0; 
} 
double ret = (factor * faceVec) / divisor; 
if (ret < 0) { 
ret = 0; 
} 
return ret; 
/*PROTECTED REGION END*/ 
} 
void ThermalModel::calcExtLoads(multPhyProto::ThermalNode& node_) { 
/*PROTECTED REGION ID(_Kbh98OVPEeK3LddXUzlXZA) ENABLED START*/ 
//add user defined code here 
_rTB = _TgB * _rTg; 
_rSTB = _TgB * _rTB; 
node_._earthInfraredLoad = 0; 
node_._sunRadiation = 0; 
node_._earthAlbedoLoad = 0; 
_Albedoflux = _P0 * _earthabsorption * pow((_PlanetRadius / _rTB.abs()), 2); 
 _EarthIRflux = _Stephan_boltzmann * pow(_planetTemperature, 4) * pow( 
   (_PlanetRadius / _rTB.abs()), 2); 
 
std::vector<NodeRelation*> rel = node_.getRelations(); 
for (std::vector<NodeRelation*>::iterator it = rel.begin(); it != rel.end(); 
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it++) { 
if (((*it)->_external) == true) { 
//earth infrared Loads 
node_._earthInfraredLoad += node_._alfa_IR * node_._A_surf 
* _EarthIRflux * calcCos("alfa", (*it)->_faceA); 
if (!_Eclipse) { 
//albedo heatloads 
node_._earthAlbedoLoad += node_._alfa_abs * node_._A_surf * _Albedoflux * 
calcCos("alfa", (*it)->_faceA); 
//solar flux 
node_._sunRadiation += node_._alfa_abs * node_._A_surf * _P0 * calcCos("thet", 
(*it)->_faceA); 
} else { 
node_._earthAlbedoLoad = 0.0; 
node_._sunRadiation = 0.0; 
} 
} 
} 
node_._ExternalLoads = node_._earthAlbedoLoad + node_._sunRadiation + 
node_._earthInfraredLoad; 
 
  
/*PROTECTED REGION END*/ 
} 
void ThermalModel::calcIntLoads(multPhyProto::ThermalNode& node_) { 
/*PROTECTED REGION ENABLED START*/ 
node_._internalLoads = node_._dissipation + node_._powerheater; 
/*PROTECTED REGION END*/ 
} 
void ThermalModel::calcN2NLoads(multPhyProto::ThermalNode& node_) { 
/*PROTECTED REGION ID(_0mDqAOVPEeK3LddXUzlXZA) ENABLED START*/ 
//node to node 
double G = 0; 
double gRad = 0; 
node_._radiationLoads = 0.0; 
node_._conductionLoads = 0.0; 
std::vector<NodeRelation*> rel = node_.getRelations(); 
for (std::vector<NodeRelation*>::iterator it = rel.begin(); it != rel.end(); 
it++) { 
if (((*it)->_radiation) == true) { 
if ((*it)->_nodeB != 0) { 
//radiation between node and node 
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gRad = 1 / ((1 / node_._epsilon_em) + (1/ (*it)->_nodeB->_epsilon_em) - 1); 
node_._radiationLoads += gRad * node_._A_surf * _Stephan_boltzmann * 
(pow(node_._temperature, 4)- pow((*it)->_nodeB->_temperature, 4)); 
} else { 
//radiation between node and deep space 
node_._radiationLoads += node_._epsilon_em * node_._A_surf * 
_Stephan_boltzmann * pow(node_._temperature, 4); 
} 
} 
if (((*it)->_conduction) == true) { 
G = (node_._G * (*it)->_nodeB->_G) / (node_._G + (*it)->_nodeB->_G); 
//conduction between nodes 
node_._conductionLoads += (G * (node_._temperature - (*it)->_nodeB-
>_temperature)); 
} 
} 
node_._nodetonodeLoads = node_._conductionLoads + node_._radiationLoads; 
/*PROTECTED REGION END*/ 
} 
void ThermalModel::setEclipse(bool eclipse_) { 
/*PROTECTED REGION ID(_0wwvEOVYEeK3LddXUzlXZA) ENABLED START*/ 
_Eclipse = eclipse_; 
/*PROTECTED REGION END*/ 
} 
void ThermalModel::calcTemperature(multPhyProto::ThermalNode& node_,double 
deltaTime_) { 
/*PROTECTED REGION ID(_9Db_0OVsEeK3LddXUzlXZA) ENABLED START*/ 
//temperature variation in time 
node_._dT_dt = (1 / (node_._C)) * (node_._internalLoads + node_._ExternalLoads 
- node_._nodetonodeLoads); 
//temperature integration 
node_._temperature = node_._temperature + node_._dT_dt * deltaTime_; 
/*PROTECTED REGION END*/ 
} 
 
7.1.4 Visibility model 
In this paragraph, all the source codes used to implement the visibility model are shown. The code refers 
to the theory and assumptions in the sections 3.4.1.4, 4.1.5 and 4.2.4. The visibility model is composed by 
a Ground system model and an antenna sub model. The antenna sub model represents the antenna 
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characteristics of a ground station. The ground system model is the environment where the visibility with 
S/C is checked.  
7.1.4.1  Antenna code 
The antenna sub model presents only its initialization environment. No steps calculations are computed 
during the simulations in this environment. In the initialization environment of the antenna it is set the 
vector defining the pointing direction of the antenna and the rotational matrix from a topocentric. 
Initialization 
void Antenna::init() throw (simtg::Exception) { 
ModelBase::init(); 
/*PROTECTED REGION ENABLED START*/ 
//add user defined code here 
_PointVecTop.Set(-cos(_Elevation) * cos(_Azimuth), 
cos(_Elevation) * sin(_Azimuth), sin(_Elevation)); 
/*PROTECTED REGION END*/ 
} 
 
7.1.4.2 Ground systems code 
In the Ground system model, the visibility problem is solved. In this section, the C++ source codes of 
Ground system model are shown. 
The following table shows the initialization environment of the ground system model. The algorithms 
present in this C++ section are variables that do not change in time and for this reason they do not need to 
be evaluated every time step. The constants are also initialized in this environment through the use C++ 
libraries. 
Initialization 
void GroundStation::init() throw (simtg::Exception) { 
/*PROTECTED REGION ID(_9-0hoRFsEeOAMMZtF42dCA_startInit) ENABLED START*/ 
/*PROTECTED REGION END*/ 
_antenna->init(); 
ModelBase::init(); 
/*PROTECTED REGION ID(_9-0hoRFsEeOAMMZtF42dCA_init) ENABLED START*/ 
//add user defined code here 
//constants 
_PlanetRadius = R_EARTH; 
double longitude = 0.0; 
double latitude = 0.0; 
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double LS = 0.0; 
double LP = 0.0; 
double LaS = 0.0; 
double LaP = 0.0; 
LS = _longitudeSec / 60; 
LP = (LS + _longitudePrim) / 60; 
longitude = _longitudeDeg + LP; 
 
LaS = _latitudeSec / 60; 
LaP = (LaS + _latitudePrim) / 60; 
latitude = _latitudeDeg + LaP; 
 
longitude = longitude * (M_PI / 180); 
latitude = latitude * (M_PI / 180); 
 
_Tgwtop.Set(cos(-latitude + (M_PI / 2)) * cos(longitude), 
-cos(-latitude + (M_PI / 2)) * sin(longitude), 
-sin(-latitude + (M_PI / 2)), 
 sin(longitude), cos(longitude), 
 0, 
sin(-latitude + (M_PI / 2)) * cos(longitude), 
-sin(-latitude + (M_PI / 2)) * sin(longitude), 
cos(-latitude + (M_PI / 2))); 
 
_Ttopgw = !_Tgwtop; 
_PointVecGw = _Ttopgw * _antenna->_PointVecTop; 
_GSposVecgw.Set(_PlanetRadius * cos(longitude) * cos(latitude), 
_PlanetRadius * cos(latitude) * sin(longitude), 
_PlanetRadius * sin(latitude)); 
/*PROTECTED REGION END*/ 
} 
 
Finally, the step environment is shown in the table below.  The visibility is checked through the use of 
algorithms presented in the previous sections. The order of how they are implemented is important, 
because it is also the order of how the SW executes the actions. 
Step 
void GroundStation::step() throw (simtg::Exception) { 
/*PROTECTED REGION ID(_9-0hpBFsEeOAMMZtF42dCA) ENABLED START*/ 
_srt = _timeKeeper->GetSimulationTime(); 
updateInputs(); 
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_antenna->step(); 
_GSposVecgeo = _Tgwg * _GSposVecgw; 
_SCposVec = (_rTg - _GSposVecgeo); 
_PointVecGeo = _Tgwg * _PointVecGw; 
double gamma = 0.0; 
double PointVecGeom = 0.0; 
double SCposVecm = 0.0; 
PointVecGeom = _PointVecGeo.abs(); 
SCposVecm = _SCposVec.abs(); 
gamma = acos((_PointVecGeo * _SCposVec) / (PointVecGeom * SCposVecm)); 
if (gamma <= _antenna->_V) { 
_Visibility = true; 
} else { 
_Visibility = false; 
} 
if (_Visibility == true) { 
_distanceSCAnt = SCposVecm; 
} else { 
_distanceSCAnt = 0.0; 
} 
propagateOutputs(); 
/*PROTECTED REGION END*/ 
} 
 
 
7.2 Validation results 
In this paragraph, they are shown all the plots not displayed in the Chapter 5.  
The SW can plot all the variables of the models except the LOCAL variables (section 4.1.1). Therefore, 
this section shows some useful plots that can be obtained with the results collected from the simulations. 
The results refer to the scenario cases shown in the Chapter 5. 
7.2.1 Orbital model 
The Orbital model is validated through the use of three scenario tests. As follows, some additional results 
are shown. 
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7.2.1.1 First scenario 
The first scenario test is a Geostationary orbit. The mission started the 20
th
 February 2012 and the S/C 
has an angular velocity around its z-body axis in order to maintain its y-body axis continuously pointed 
toward the Earth. The data set for this mission scenario are shown in the tables 25, 26 and 27. 
 
Figure 102. Apoapsis, periapsis and semilatus rectus (time [sec] -   [km], time [sec] -   [km], time [sec]- p [km]) 
 
Figure 103. Acceleration components in a geocentric inertial reference frame (time [sec] -    [    
  ]) 
  
Figure 104. Orbital energy and Orbital period (time [sec] – E [kJ/kg], time [sec] – T[sec]) 
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Figure 105. Velocity components in a geocentric inertial reference frame (time [sec] -    [km/s]) 
7.2.1.2 Second scenario 
The second mission scenario is a polar orbit. The initial mission date is the 21
st
 of October 2014. All the 
mission variables set for this simulation are listed in the tables 28,29 and 30. 
 
Figure 106. S/C acceleration in a geocentric inertial reference frame (time [sec] -    [    
  ]) 
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Figure 107. Velocity components in a geocentric inertial reference frame (time [sec] -    [km/s]) 
 
Figure 108. S/C Ground tracks in x-y, x-z and y-z views from a geocentric inertial reference frame (       [km] - 
        [km],        [km] -         [km],        [km] -         [km]) 
  
Figure 109. Periapsis and apoapsis (time [sec] -   [km], time [sec] -   [km]) 
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Figure 110. Orbital energy and orbital period (time [sec] – E [kJ/kg], time [sec] – T[sec]) 
7.2.1.3 Third scenario 
The third scenario presented in the section 5.2.1 is a generic Low Earth Orbit. The mission is set to start 
the 1
st
 June of 2035. The S/C is set to have its y- body axis continuously pointed toward the Earth. The 
data set for this simulation are displayed in the tables 31, 32 and 33. 
 
Figure 111. Acceleration components in a geocentric inertial reference frame (time [sec] -    [    
  ]) 
 
  
Figure 112. Apoapsis and periapsis (time [sec] -   [km], time [sec] -   [km]) 
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Figure 113. Orbital energy and orbital period (time [sec] – E [kJ/kg], time [sec] – T[sec]) 
  
 
Figure 114. Velocity components in a geocentric reference frame (time [sec] -    [km/s]) 
 
 
Figure 115. S/C Ground tracks in x-y, x-z and y-z views from a geocentric inertial reference frame (       [km] - 
        [km],        [km] -         [km],        [km] -         [km]) 
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7.2.2 Electrical power system model 
The validation of the EPS model is shown in the Chapter 5. The code has been validated through the use 
of two scenario tests. In this section, some additional variables not shown in the chapter 5 are displayed. 
7.2.2.1 First scenario 
The first scenario test is describing a S/C orbiting on Low Earth Orbit around the Earth. The S/C has set to 
point with its y- body axis toward the Earth. The Solar arrays are mounted in the negative y of the body 
frame. All the values of the variables set to run the simulation are listed in the tables 34, 35, 36, 37, 38 and 
39. 
 
Figure 116. Batteries voltages during discharge and during charge (time [sec] -      [V], time [sec] -     [V]) 
 
Figure 117. Battery charge and solar arrays currents (time [sec] -    [A], time [sec] -    [A]) 
 
Figure 118. Power required by the equipment and power produced by solar arrays (time [sec] -     [W], time 
[sec] -    [W]) 
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7.2.2.2 Second scenario 
In this paragraph, all the plots not inserted in the Chapter 5 of the second scenario test are shown. The 
second scenario test of the validation of EPS model is describing a S/C on Low Earth Orbit. An angular 
velocity is imposed to the S/C z- body axis in order to have a continuous pointing of y- axis of the S/C 
toward the Earth. The values of the variables set for the simulation are listed in the tables 40, 41, 42, 43, 
44 and 45. 
 
Figure 119. Batteries voltages during discharge and during charge (time [sec] -      [V], time [sec] -     [V]) 
 
Figure 120. Battery charge and solar arrays currents (time [sec] -    [A], time [sec] -    [A]) 
 
Figure 121. Power required by the equipment and power produced by solar arrays (time [sec] -     [W], time 
[sec] -    [W]) 
7.2.3 Thermal model 
This section shows the plots of the variables not displayed in the Chapter 5 for the validation of the 
Thermal model.  
In order to validate the Thermal model, two scenario tests are run.  
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7.2.3.1 First scenario 
The first scenario test describes a S/C orbiting in a Low Earth Orbit. The thermal analysis is performed 
subdividing the hypothetic S/C in three sub volumes (nodes). Different thermal properties are assigned to 
the three nodes. More detailed information on the scenario data set can be found in tables 46, 47, 48, 49, 
50 and 51. 
 
Figure 122. Albedo heat loads on nodes 1,2 and 3 (time [sec] - ̇        [W]) 
 
Figure 123.Infrared heat loads on nodes 1, 2 and 3 (time [sec] -  ̇   [W]) 
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Figure 124. Sun radiation heat loads on nodes 1,2 and 3(time [sec] - ̇    [W]) 
  
 
Figure 125. Conduction heat loads on nodes 1, 2 and3 (time [sec] - ̇            [W]) 
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Figure 126. Radiation heat loads on nodes 1,2 and 3(time [sec] -  ̇          [W]) 
7.2.3.2 Second scenario 
The second scenario test is describing a S/C flying in Low Earth Orbit. The S/C is subdivided in 38 nodes. 
The nodes from 1 to 30 represent the body of the S/C; the nodes from 31 to 38 represent the solar arrays. 
In this case, the nodes are grouped in set of three nodes. The same thermal properties are assigned to 
every set of nodes.The tables 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62 and 63 list the values set to the 
variables for the simulation. 
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Figure 127. Nodes temperatures 
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Figure 128. Albedo heat loads of nodes 1-38 (time [sec] - ̇        [W]) 
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Figure 129. Infrared heat loads of nodes 1-38 (time [sec] - ̇    [W]) 
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Figure 130. Sun radiation heat loads of nodes 1-38 (time [sec] -  ̇   [W]) 
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Figure 131. Conduction heat loads of nodes 1-38 (time [sec] - ̇            [W]) 
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Figure 132. Radiation heat loads of nodes 1-38(time [sec] -  ̇          [W]) 
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